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CONTEXT STATEMENT
OVERVIEW OF VISION AND GOALS
The BEACON Center for the Study of Evolution in Action is an NSF Science and
Technology Center founded in 2010 with the mission of illuminating and harnessing the power
of evolution in action to advance science and technology and benefit society. BEACON is a
consortium of universities led by Michigan State University, with member institutions North
Carolina A&T State University, the University of Idaho, the University of Texas at Austin, and
the University of Washington. BEACON unites biologists, computer scientists and engineers in
joint study of natural and artificial evolutionary processes and in harnessing them to solve realworld problems. Developers of evolutionary algorithms have long borrowed high-level concepts
from biology to improve problem-solving methods, but have not captured the nuances of
evolutionary theory. Likewise, studying the evolution of artificial systems can provide biologists
with insight into the dynamics of the evolutionary process and the critical factors underlying
emergent properties and behaviors. BEACON promotes the transfer of discoveries from biology
into computer science and engineering design, while using novel computational methods and
artificial evolutionary systems to address complex biological questions that are difficult or
impossible to study with natural organisms.
As Dobzhansky famously noted, “Nothing in biology makes sense except in the light of
evolution.” BEACON’s vision focuses that light, revealing fundamental biological concepts and
illuminating the path toward computational applications. The key insight underlying the Center
is that transformative discoveries in both computing and biology are possible through studying
evolution as it happens, in both natural and digital domains. The philosopher Dennett (2002) has
pointed out the algorithmic nature of evolution as a process that will occur in any system with
“replication, variation (mutation) and differential fitness (competition).” BEACON aims to
understand evolution in this universal framework.
Our overarching goal for BEACON is to unite biologists with computational researchers and
other scientists and engineers in an effort to expand our understanding of fundamental
evolutionary dynamics through a combination of theory and experiments on actively evolving
systems, whether they are biological or computational systems. The Center helps researchers
overcome the typical disciplinary biases and realize the sophistication and universality of
evolution. Studies using a wide range of natural organisms (from simple bacteria like E. coli, to
complex vertebrates, such as spotted hyena) are paired with novel evolutionary computation
systems that allow both experimental and applied research. As a bridge between these domains,
we also use digital organisms, which are self-replicating computer programs that undergo openended evolution. Such digital evolution systems are powerful research tools that make
transparent the evolutionary process while giving researchers unparalleled control over their
experiments.
Our range of study systems and our focus on evolution in action allow us to explore
fundamental issues in evolutionary theory. While science has come a long way in understanding
evolutionary patterns and the history of life on earth, many important questions remain about the
causal processes: How do complexity, diversity, and robustness arise in evolving systems? What
conditions lead to the evolution of intelligent behaviors? How do ecological communities form?
Why do multicellularity and other forms of cooperation evolve? How much do these processes
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vary between species or across biological, computational and robotic systems? Answering these
and related questions will allow our understanding of evolution to better inform other areas of
biological investigation and augment the practical utility of evolutionary design in engineering
and industry. A guiding precept of this Center is that we must perform controlled experiments on
evolution as it happens to fully understand, predict, and control evolutionary dynamics. These
concepts demand exploration by interdisciplinary teams, joining biologists with computer
scientists and engineers to solve increasingly difficult real-world design and optimization
problems.
We share the deep understanding afforded by this transformative research with the broader
public, encouraging exposure to and intuition about evolution through first-hand experience.
Although evolutionary science is the fundamental explanatory principle in biology, it continues
to be widely misunderstood and even rejected by a majority of Americans. Being able to observe
and perform experiments on actively evolving systems will help people appreciate not only the
creative power of evolutionary mechanisms, but also the nature of scientific reasoning itself.
Digital evolution, in particular, provides a revolutionary educational tool that can bring evolution
to the classroom, to a museum, and even to a web browser. Our previous successes, such as the
Avida-ED digital evolution educational software, have demonstrated the promise of this
innovative approach, but the sustained infrastructure of an NSF Center allows us to bring it to
fruition. We combine these techniques with new evolution-in-action experiments on natural
organisms to advance internal training of students and post-docs as well as external education
and outreach efforts (including development of curricula and educational tools). Faculty and
students at all partner institutions participate fully in these educational activities, as developers
and users.
BEACON will have a powerful legacy: we will reframe public perceptions of evolution and
increase understanding of scientific methods. At the same time, we will produce a conceptual
framework to firmly establish evolutionary biology as an experimental science and cement its
links to computing in a cross-fertilization that enhances both fields. Once we break these
disciplinary barriers, the powerful collaborations that we produce will long outlast the Center,
leading to generations of thriving researchers proficient at the intersection of biological and
computational evolution. This intellectual legacy will continue to be reinforced and promoted by
an open professional research and education conference that we will grow out of the Center’s
annual all-hands meeting.

BEACON Legacy
As BEACON enters its final years of STC funding, we have been focusing more on
documenting our successes and creating products with an eye towards stimulating and enabling
future progress in interdisciplinary research on evolution in action.
Charles Ofria (MSU) has taken the lead on synthesizing concepts within evolution in
action by writing a series of synthesis papers. The BEACON Center has had notable success
bringing together biologists, computer scientists, and others interested in studying questions
related to the topic of evolution in action. A major component of this success has been in
facilitating communication among people in these different fields by working through issues
where language, concepts, background, and even research goals might differ, but questions still
revolve around evolution as a dynamic process. His team is helping extend this multidisciplinary interaction beyond BEACON by developing synthesis papers that will be the start of
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a series, each focusing on a core concept within evolution in action. These papers will explore
the similarities and differences in how each concept is used, highlighting not just the profound
distinctions, but also the subtle nuances that could derail a research project if left unnoticed.
They have begun with the concepts of “fitness” and “diversity” - fundamental concepts in both
biology and evolutionary computation. These papers are now being read by collaborators in
order to ensure that they are properly reflecting the range of fields involved. Another goal of the
team is to produce a common paper structure and process to turn this into a consistent paper
series that will highlight the BEACON legacy. Key to each of these papers is that they provide a
conceptual gateway into the relevant concepts, and allow domain experts on either side to
understand the depth of each field, how they relate, and what open questions are of particular
interest. In the synthesis paper on fitness they are highlighting that the concept of fitness is
central to all forms of evolution that involve selection, and yet has important distinctions in
different fields. In biology, fitness is a measured quantity intended to reflect the survival
potential of a species, typically based on the number of offspring an individual is expected to
produce, while in evolutionary computation fitness is assigned by a “fitness function” that
measures the quality of a prospective solution and is used determine how many offspring that
individual should be a parent to. They are highlighting these distinctions, and discussing how
concepts translate well between fields and where differences in the meanings of fitness can
frequently lead to misunderstandings. In the synthesis paper on diversity they are exploring the
drivers and effects of diversity as they are studied in fields ranging from ecology to evolutionary
computation. Diversity matters to each of these fields, but for differing reasons, which lead them
to ask different questions. For example, many ecologists research the effects of diversity on
ecosystem functioning, evolutionary biologists focus more on the origins of natural diversity, and
evolutionary computation researchers study how to increase diversity to produce more varied
solutions. The manuscript includes a meaningful breakdown of how diversity concepts are used,
separating them into the target of the measure (a region, a species, etc.), the trait of the
organisms (e.g., a phenotypic trait or their genomes), and the metric being used (e.g., Shannon
diversity, richness, etc.). The team ran a successful workshop at the 2018 BEACON Congress
and recruited a large number of interested authors across the fields.
We did not host a BEACON Congress in 2019. Each year BEACON congress has been held
at the beginning of the academic year in preparation for the upcoming year’s research. Given
that this year will be the final NSF-funded congress, we decided to shift it into 2020 so that it
takes place at the end of the grant period. We envision that BEACON Congress 2020 will not
only be a celebration of BEACON’s achievements during our time as an NSF STC, but also a
time to take a prospective view of the next ten years in the field of Evolution in Action. Our
current plan is to convert the Congress into an open, biennial conference that anyone in the field
can attend.
Perhaps the most important legacy that BEACON will leave is our impact on the people who
have participated in BEACON work and, in turn, their impact on future generations of scientists.
Each year since its inception, BEACON charged a team of experts on organizational evaluation,
led by Drs. Patricia Farrell-Cole and Marilyn Amey, to study BEACON and report on the
attitudes of participants, practices of management, and other related issues that might reveal
desirable changes in BEACON’s structure or procedures. As BEACON is now nearing the end
of STC funding, the team has been focusing on learning what aspects of BEACON's strategies
have been most successful in promoting multidisciplinary research, increasing diversity in
science, and helping alumni further their careers. Farrell-Cole and Amey are now collaborating
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with Judi Brown Clarke to produce a toolkit publication documenting BEACON’s strategies and
successes in increasing and supporting diversity.

Plans and Performance Indicators
Our Strategic Implementation Plan sets goals in six areas: Education, Human Resources &
Diversity (EHRD); Leadership and Management; Knowledge Transfer; Integrative Research;
Ethical Research; and Research Output. The overall goals and optimal outcomes have not
changed since the previous reporting period.
BEACON's Education, Human Resources, and Diversity (EHRD) overarching goal is to
integrate cutting-edge, multidisciplinary research, education, and outreach efforts across the
Center that will advance innovative training, the diversity of the Center and scientific workforce,
and public education to promote greater understanding of evolution and the nature of science.
BEACON's Leadership and Management goals are to envision and enable the Center's mission
through inclusive and transparent decision-making as well as effective and responsible
implementation; to inspire Center participants; and to facilitate collaborative efforts within and
beyond the Center. BEACON's Knowledge Transfer goal is to develop effective mechanisms
and pathways to facilitate intellectual exchanges among BEACON partners and industrial
affiliates that will support the sharing of knowledge and application of new technology. Our
Integrative Research goal is to produce transformative, synergistic research through an
inclusive collaborative culture that crosses disciplinary and institutional boundaries and is
embedded throughout the Center's activities. BEACON's Ethics goal is to practice and promote
ethical and responsible research. BEACON's research output goal is to disseminate widely an
increasing quantity of original and highly regarded scientific research on evolution in action.

Progress towards Center goals
The following sections summarize progress in all of the areas that are described in more
detail in the rest of the report: Research, Education, Knowledge Transfer, External Partnerships,
Diversity, Management, Center-Wide Outputs, and Indirect/Other Impacts.

Research
This table summarizes our progress towards the goals and metrics described in our strategic
plan.
GOAL
New research
collaborations and
proposals
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Integrative Research Goals
Number of
interdisciplinary/multiinstitutional research projects
and publications

PROGRESS
49 projects currently
underway, 1477 publications
reported to date (129
submitted in the current
reporting period)
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New paradigms for
research in organic and
digital domains

Increase in publications
related to evolution in
action

Development and
dissemination of new
curricula and resources to
train multidisciplinary
scientists in evolutionary
biology and computational
evolution

Number of new sessions at
scientific meetings or scientific
meetings hosted at BEACON
Number of new journals and
societies
New or increased funding for
biocomputational research

Number of BEACON faculty
participants writing such
publications and the number of
citations of their work.
High visibility science
journalism about BEACON
research

Number of requests for
information

Ethical Research Goal
Center participants will
Number of RCR training
understand shared and
opportunities provided
discipline-specific practices Number of BEACONites who
of Responsible Conduct of attended RCR training sessions
Research (RCR) and will
offered by BEACON
embody general scientific
Number of BEACON seminars
norms/virtues, including
offered
objectivity, integrity,
community, and
transparency.
Research Output Goals
Original research by
Number of publications in peerBEACON members on
reviewed journals, presentations
evolution in action will be
at scientific conferences, and
prominent in the evolution grant proposals submitted
literature.
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None to report in this period
None to report yet
BEACON researchers
submitted 34 proposals for
external funding concerning
evolution in action, and
>$18M in external funding
was granted
BEACON publications are
continuing at a high rate
every year.
7 press releases and >22
media pieces since previous
annual report, including
pieces on several print
journalism outlets
Avida-ED accessed 29,758
times in past year

None offered this year (see
explanation)
None this year (see
explanation)
21 BEACON seminars have
been offered since Feb 1,
2019.

129 publications submitted,
130 conference or other
presentations, 34 grant
proposals submitted during
this reporting period
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BEACON research output
will be perceived as
making an important
contribution to the
literature.

Feedback from the External
Advisory Committee

Feedback not solicited for
final STC year.

BEACON research falls under four thrust groups, three of which are focused on basic
research and group according to natural levels of organization (genomes, behavior among
individuals, and community-level dynamics) and a fourth, added in 2014, focusing on
evolutionary applications. These thrust groups are united by two cross-cutting themes: biological
evolution and digital evolution.
Some terms commonly used by BEACONites may be less familiar to some readers, so first
we offer a brief BEACON Glossary.
Digital Evolution: Digital evolution is a field of study in which experimental evolution
techniques are used on populations of digital organisms.
Digital Organisms: A digital organism is a self-replicating computer program, with a
genetic basis (typically a programming language) in which any basic computation could
theoretically be implemented (Turing complete). Populations of digital organisms are usually
studied in complex and noisy environments where they are subject to mutations and selective
pressures that lead to open-ended evolution.
Evolutionary Computation: Evolutionary computation describes a large class of stochastic
search/optimization algorithms that are often based on relatively crude models of biological
evolution. They typically maintain a population of candidate solutions at any point in time,
generate modifications of them, test them in a simulated environment, and select such that
higher-fitness candidates tend to survive into the next population.
Experimental Evolution: Research in which populations are studied across multiple
generations under defined and reproducible conditions, whether in the laboratory, in nature, or in
a digital environment. In such experiments, the selective environment can be manipulated in
order to test hypotheses about evolution.
Thrust Group 1: Evolution of Genomes, Genetic Architectures, and Evolvability. The
overall goal of this group is to understand the evolution of genome architecture and the processes
that govern the production of genetic and phenotypic variation. Many of these projects seek to
observe and understand adaptation in action at a molecular level. Current areas of focus include
(1) adaptation in action; (2) effects of genetic interactions on evolution, including epigenetics
and gene regulatory networks; (3) development of new tools for studying evolution in action. A
total of 18 projects are currently supported in this thrust group. BEACONites are using a
combination of techniques, including experimental evolution in biological and digital organisms,
mathematical modeling and simulation, and integrating data from field and lab biology.
Thrust Group 2: Evolution of Behavior and Intelligence. This group investigates the
evolutionary emergence, maintenance, and nature of intelligence and other behavioral
phenomena. The organisms studied tend to be self-directed and capable of adaptive responses to
ecological and social stimuli. Behaviors of interest include navigation, cognition,
communication, coordination, social dominance, and mate choice. Digital evolution has proven
to be a powerful tool in which data gathered from biological organisms can be applied to recreate
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the evolution of complex behavior in digital organisms. By observing the evolution of selfreplicating digital organisms, we can understand the conditions that led to the evolution of
complex behaviors in biological organisms. Data from these studies of digital evolution are
integrated with studies of living systems from single-celled organisms all the way up to
mammals. Broadly, the 8 projects reported are studying (1) evolution of curiosity, learning, and
behavior; (2) the evolution of communication, in both acoustic and chemical modalities; and (3)
theoretical and practical applications of intelligence.
Thrust Group 3: Evolution of Communities and Collective Dynamics. Research in this
group focuses on systems of interacting individuals and the emergence and organization of
higher-level assemblages including communities, social groups and multicellular organisms.
Broadly speaking, this research includes (1) effects of pathogens on host social behavior and
population divergence; (2) the role of spatial structure in cooperation and competition; and (3)
how selection for a specific trait may have correlated responses. Seven funded projects currently
fall into this thrust group.
Thrust Group 4: Evolutionary Applications. Technological applications of evolution have
become more prominent in BEACON, as has knowledge transfer, and this Thrust Group is an
umbrella for work that uses evolution as a powerful tool. Evolution is a generative process that
has created diverse and complex biological systems, but fully harnessing that creative power has
remained elusive. BEACON researchers are making advances in areas including applications for
(1) biotechnology; (2) industry and agriculture; and (3) healthcare, specifically in the area of
understanding the evolution of antibiotic resistance; as well as (4) development of evolutionary
computation methods. Sixteen projects are currently funded in this thrust group.

Education
The following table summarizes our progress towards the goals set in our strategic plan.

GOAL
Multidisciplinary Ph.D.
graduates and post-docs
placed in faculty positions at
rates approaching averages
across engineering, computer
science, and biology
Increased public literacy in
evolution and the nature of
science

Education Goals
METRICS
Fraction of BEACON
graduate students and postdocs receiving offers of
faculty positions

Development of educational
materials

Adoption of materials by
teachers; frequency of public
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PROGRESS
Among BEACON’s alumni
to date: 17/129 (13%) PhDs
and 20/40 (50%) postdocs are
now in faculty positions. 69
(53%) of BEACON PhD
graduates went on to
postdoctoral positions.
Testing, presentation, and
publication of educational
materials. Evaluation
instruments are being used to
assess effectiveness.
Cross-institutional
dissemination of materials is
underway.
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Increased interest in STEM
careers in both academia and
industry

use of online materials and
visits to museum exhibits
The creation of programs that
provide for the sustainability
of students interested in
STEM
Communication of the
diversity of careers
associated with STEM
disciplines

Programs like the Luminaries
Scholars and URA program
at KBS assist in these areas.
Participation in diverse
careers workshops and
tracking our own students.

Recent science education reform recognizes that students learn better when information is
organized around major unifying concepts (National Research Council, 2012), and all recent
science education reform places evolution as a core idea within the biological sciences (Brewer
and Smith, 2011; College Board, 2011). Yet, evolution is summarily rejected by nearly half of
the general public living in the United States (Miller et al. 2005). Across all BEACON, our
educational projects aim to use BEACON research demonstrating evolution in action to reveal
the power of evolution, showing (1) evolution is a historical AND ongoing dynamic process; (2)
evolutionary biology is a good example of how science works; (3) evolutionary processes can
help us solve complex biological and engineering problems.
Internal Education Activities. Our graduate training courses create unique interinstitutional challenges such as different academic calendars (for example UW is on a quarter
system whereas MSU is on a semester system) and institutional changes have resulted in
departmental-level changes in faculty. During the Spring 2019 semester we were able to offer
Research Methods, however, we did not offer Computational Science for Evolutionary Biologists
CSE 801 during the Fall 2019. The establishment of the new Computational Mathematics,
Science, and Engineering (CMSE) department at MSU now covers this need by providing a
broad range of computational courses for the sciences (e.g CMSE 801 Introduction to
Computational Modeling; CMSE802 Methods of Computational Modeling), and we encourage
BEACON graduate students consider this as an alternative. There are four students either
enrolled or auditing Evolutionary Biology for Non-life Scientists during the Fall 2019 semester.
There does seem to be a fair degree of fluctuation year to year, due to the varying numbers of
new graduate students associated with BEACON.
BEACON is also invested in training undergraduates in an effort to meet both our mission to
(recruit and) train graduate students, as well as our mission to increase understanding of
evolution and the nature of science. A number of educational projects are focused on
undergraduate education, and especially on involving undergraduates in research through
summer REUs but also through opportunities available during the academic year.
External Education Activities. The greatest challenge comes in assessing our effectiveness
at meeting our goals related to increasing public understanding of evolution and the nature of
science. Many of our external outreach activities are designed to be short and highly interactive.
It is difficult to assess what learning occurs. We do, however, use these opportunities to test the
operations of the activities we develop, and from that perspective, these can be viewed as
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successful as they give us an opportunity to work out the bugs. We also regularly receive
positive feedback and evaluations related to our outreach activities.

Knowledge Transfer
The following table summarizes our knowledge transfer progress in the past year in the areas
described in the strategic plan.

GOAL
New collaborative research
with industry partners

Knowledge Transfer Goals
METRICS
The number of external
industry/government
laboratory collaborations with
BEACON through its
member universities
Number of joint grant
proposals submitted with
industrial partners

Receiving industry-provided
challenge problems and data
with feedback
Spinoffs formed

Number of publications
submitted that arise from
industry-provided challenge
problems and data
Number of instances that
challenge problems, data, and
feedback are received
Number of spinoffs formed

PROGRESS
In addition to working with
existing industrial
collaborators, this past year,
BEACON has added several
additional industrial
collaborators.
Risto Miikkulainen has
returned to UT Austin from
his leave with Sentient
Technologies, the largest AI
startup. He was appointed the
CTO of Sentient in 2018.
One proposal is funded by
General Motors on largescale constrained multiobjective evolutionary
optimization.
At least 5 in the current
reporting period

At least 10 companies are
providing challenge problems
and feedback.
None to report.

BEACON's Knowledge Transfer model includes working with industry contacts to obtain
challenge problems (i.e. "Real World" problems) and data with feedback, to allow real solutions
to real problems. BEACON aims to form these and other collaborative relationships with
industry partners.
Many companies are currently working with BEACON, including Ford Motor Company,
Continental Automotive, General Motors, Hyundai MOBIS, BBN-Raytheon, ZF, Sentient
Technologies, and Axia Institute.
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External Partnerships
BEACON aims to form external partnerships with other researchers and educators who are
working in the area of evolution in action, with other centers that can broaden our impact, and
with minority faculty members at non-BEACON institutions and/or faculty members at
minority-serving universities to provide research opportunities for those faculty and their
students.
Education Director Louise Mead is working with a number of institutions on BEACON
educational and outreach initiatives, including BSCS (Biological Science Curriculum Study),
CREATE for STEM Institute at MSU, University of Michigan, the Concord Consortium, the
Society for the Study of Evolution, the Society for Systematic Biologists, and the American
Society of Naturalists.
Our BEACON Faculty Affiliates program maintains members at University of California at
Irvine and Yale University and has successfully engaged students and postdocs at these
institutions.

Diversity
BEACON has effectively institutionalized its two overarching diversity goals: 1) ensure
diversity is represented as an inclusive and connecting thread through all aspects of BEACON,
and 2) exceed national norms for diversity at all levels in the Center. This accomplishment
transcends the cursory goals of increasing the number of diverse participants and demonstrates a
strategic and thoughtful culture that demonstrates diversity within its research opportunities,
grant submissions, broader impacts efforts, educational outreach activities, formal mentoring
training/support, fellowships, and direct student support funds. To summarize our diversity
statistics:
•

URMs: BEACON participants are: 53% White, 24% Black, 10% Asian, 5%
Hispanic/Latino, 1% Native American, and 7% two or more races/ethnicities. 33% of
BEACON participants are self-reporting as URMs, which is 20.1% above the National
Norm (30.8%).

•

Women: BEACON’s strategic efforts to increase overall female participation across all
levels has resulted in 41.6% of BEACON participants are female, which is higher than
the National Norms of 32.8%. The number of female faculty is 39%, which also
surpasses the national norm of 31.0% by 25.8%.

•

Individuals with Disabilities: Currently 6.4% of BEACON participants self-reported as
having a disability, which is nearly double the National Norm (3.3%). By demonstrating
a commitment to being an inclusive and welcoming consortium, undergraduates have
increased to 7.1%, which is an 51% increase over the National Norm (4.7%); graduates
have increased to 8.2%, which is an 43.8% increase over the National Norm (5.7%), postdocs (where National Norm data is unavailable) maintained at the level of 2%, and
faculty (2.7%) are equal to the National Norm (2.17%).
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BEACON supports a number of diversity initiatives that strive to create and support research
and education opportunities for women, underrepresented minorities, and individuals with
disabilities at the undergraduate, graduate, postdoc, and K-12 levels. BEACON is now working
to produce a toolkit publication to capture our comprehensive strategies and activities that led to
our exemplar diversity and inclusion outcomes across the consortium.

Management
The following table summarizes our metrics and progress towards our goals in the area of
management.

GOAL
Increase in cross-disciplinary
research and education

Management Goals
METRICS
Number of paper/conference
submissions by BEACON
authors
Number of students enrolled
in cross-disciplinary courses
Number of funding proposals
submitted

Increase in cross-institutional
research and education

Number of paper/conference
submissions
Number of new courses and
workshops
Number of students in crossinstitutional courses

Increase in new funding
sources (cross-disciplinary
and cross-institutional)

Number of submissions

Award dollars
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PROGRESS
50% of publications and 58%
of presentations reported as
interdisciplinary
Only 1 of the 3 BEACON
courses was offered in this
reporting period. 3 students
were enrolled.
23 of 34 grant proposals
submitted (68%) reported as
interdisciplinary; 18 of 34
(53%) inter-institutional
42% of all publications and
43% of presentations reported
to be cross-institutional
Wolfgang Banzhaf now
offers “Survey in
Evolutionary Computation”
at MSU
Only 1 of the 3 BEACON
courses was offered in this
reporting period. 3 students
were enrolled.
BEACON researchers
submitted 34 proposals for
external funding concerning
evolution in action, and
>$18M in external funding
was granted
BEACONites have been
awarded over $18M from
outside BEACON in this
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Effective support of Center
operations by Management
team

Center is perceived by NSF
as exemplary

Survey for participants about
management team

Feedback from External
Advisory Committee
Renewal of NSF funding
Number of public mentions
made by NSF about
BEACON

funding period (>$17M for
cross-disciplinary proposals),
well exceeding goal of
$5M/year
Latest study demonstrates
that BEACON is meeting its
goals with respect to
interdisciplinary training and
successful placement of
graduate students and
postdocs
None to report this year
BEACON’s 5-year renewal
proposal was approved and
funded in 2015.
NSF continues to cite
BEACON as an example of a
successful STC

Projects at BEACON are chosen through an annual selection process, in which BEACON
members submit "budget requests" in January under one of seven categories: Thrust Group 1, 2,
3, or 4; Education; Diversity; or Other (which can include infrastructure requests). This process
continues to encourage BEACONites to engage in new collaborations that include
interdisciplinary and interinstitutional work. Details about this process and the results are
provided in Section VII (Management).
BEACON Organizational Formative Evaluation Report. Each year since its inception,
BEACON charged a team of experts on organizational evaluation, led by Drs. Patricia FarrellCole and Marilyn Amey, to study BEACON and report on the attitudes of participants, practices
of management, and other related issues that might reveal desirable changes in BEACON’s
structure or procedures. As BEACON is now nearing the end of STC funding, the team has been
focusing on learning what aspects of BEACON's strategies have been most successful in
promoting multidisciplinary research, increasing diversity in science, and helping alumni further
their careers. This year they have been analyzing surveys of BEACON’s alumni (M.S., Ph.D.
and postdoc) to understand the impact BEACON has had on their interdisciplinary thinking and
their career paths and working with leadership on documenting BEACON’s diversity processes.

Center-Wide Outputs
•
•
•
•

Publications submitted: 129 reported
Conference presentations and other dissemination activities (including lectures, seminars):
130 reported
Awards and Honors: 29 awards and honors reported
Students that graduated (reported): 10 PhDs, 1 Masters
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•
•
•

General outputs of knowledge transfer activities: none to report
Participants: 440 participants, plus another 296 affiliates (under 160 hours/year in Center
activities), for a total of 736 BEACONites
Media publicity: Since the previous annual report, we have put out 7 press releases so far.
Over 22 features on BEACON activities appeared in the mainstream and online media in the
last reporting period.

Indirect/Other Impacts
International activities: BEACON is engaging in international activities on 3 continents,
including field research and education in Kenya; multiple engineering research collaborations
with researchers and organizations in China; and experimental and digital evolution research
collaborations in France.
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II. RESEARCH
1a-b. Research goals, metrics, and progress.
Broadly, the Center’s overarching research goal is to produce transformative, synergistic
research focusing on evolution in action through an inclusive collaborative culture that
crosses disciplinary and institutional boundaries and is embedded throughout the Center’s
activities. BEACON’s internal funding model is to provide competitive seed money for new
projects, stressing the creation of interdisciplinary and inter-institutional collaborations that
might not exist without the support of the Center. Evolution in action is a new and growing field,
especially biocomputational studies in this area, and rather than focusing on a few large,
expensive projects, BEACON supports a large number of studies that show potential to attract
external funding to grow into larger projects. The Center’s overall goals and objectives have not
changed since the last reporting period.
In the current reporting period, a total of 49 research projects were supported by BEACON,
including 28 projects that just began in summer/fall 2019. In the narrative below, we provide a
“big picture” overview of all of the research being supported by BEACON, fitting the projects
into the broader context of our thrust groups.
Our specific research goals, as outlined in our Strategic Implementation Plan, fall into three
broad categories: Integrative Research, Ethical Research, and Research Output. In this table we
summarize our optimal outcomes and metrics from our Strategic Implementation Plan, and
briefly note our progress towards these goals. For more details on progress, please see section 2b.

GOAL
New research
collaborations and
proposals

New paradigms for
research in organic and
digital domains
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METRICS
Integrative Research Goals
Number of
interdisciplinary/multiinstitutional research projects
and publications
Number of new sessions at
scientific meetings or scientific
meetings hosted at BEACON
Number of new journals and
societies
New or increased funding for
biocomputational research

PROGRESS
49 projects currently
underway, 1477 publications
reported to date (129
submitted in the current
reporting period)
None to report in this period
None to report yet
BEACON researchers
submitted 34 proposals for
external funding concerning
evolution in action, and
>$18M in external funding
was granted
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Increase in publications
related to evolution in
action

Development and
dissemination of new
curricula and resources to
train multidisciplinary
scientists in evolutionary
biology and computational
evolution

Number of BEACON faculty
participants writing such
publications.
High visibility science
journalism about BEACON
research
Number of requests for
information

Ethical Research Goal
Center participants will
Number of RCR training
understand shared and
opportunities provided
discipline-specific practices Number of BEACONites who
of Responsible Conduct of attended RCR training sessions
Research (RCR) and will
offered by BEACON
embody general scientific
Number of BEACON seminars
norms/virtues, including
offered
objectivity, integrity,
community, and
transparency.
Research Output Goals
Original research by
Number of publications in peerBEACON members on
reviewed journals, presentations
evolution in action will be
at scientific conferences, and
prominent in the evolution grant proposals submitted
literature.
BEACON research output
Feedback from the External
will be perceived as
Advisory Committee
making an important
contribution to the
literature.

BEACON publications are
continuing at a high rate
every year.
7 press releases and >22
media pieces since previous
annual report
Avida-ED accessed 29,758
times in past year

None offered this year (see
explanation)
None this year (see
explanation)
21 BEACON seminars have
been offered since Feb 1,
2019.

129 publications submitted,
130 conference or other
presentations, 34 grant
proposals submitted during
this reporting period
Feedback not solicited for
final STC year.

1c. Problems in making progress towards these goals.
The primary ongoing challenge is enabling communication among researchers in different
fields and institutions. We have a number of strategies in place to help overcome this problem:
•

Annual meeting, with sessions designed to stimulate new collaborations and networking
sessions for students and postdocs: We held our ninth annual BEACON Congress in
August 2018. Because of budget constraints due to declining STC funds, we did not hold
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•

a BEACON congress in 2019. The tenth BEACON Congress will be held in August
2020.
Weekly seminars. We hold weekly meetings in which members present the results of
ongoing activities. These seminars have more than once successfully sparked interest and
led to new collaborations. At MSU, we follow the seminar with a “social hour,”
providing refreshments and an opportunity for casual interaction. At UI and UW, the
seminar occurs during the lunch hour due to time zone differences, and lunch is either
provided or brought by the attendees.

These strategies, combined with ongoing attention to the need for clear communication and
inclusiveness, are working well, and we will continue to use these methods and refine as needed.

2a. Research thrust areas
BEACON supports research in four thrust groups, including three based on natural levels of
organization (genomes, behavior among individuals, and community-level dynamics) and a
fourth group focused on evolutionary applications. These thrust groups are united by two crosscutting themes: biological evolution and computational evolution. We describe each of these
thrust groups below. Many projects can be assigned to two or more research groups, but for
convenience we only report each project as belonging to a single thrust group. Here, we describe
progress on research projects, divided into general research themes, that are currently under way
within each thrust group and their goals and activities.

Thrust Group 1: Genomes, Genetic Architectures, and Evolvability.
The overall goal of this group is to understand the evolution of genome architecture and the
processes that govern the production of genetic and phenotypic variation. Many of these projects
seek to observe and understand adaptation in action at a molecular level. Current areas of focus
include (1) adaptation in action; (2) effects of genetic interactions on evolution, including
epigenetics and gene regulatory networks; (3) development of new tools for studying evolution
in action. A total of 18 projects are currently supported in this thrust group. BEACONites are
using a combination of techniques, including experimental evolution in biological and digital
organisms, mathematical modeling and simulation, and integrating data from field and lab
biology. Below is a summary of current research in each theme.

Adaptation in action
Clinton Elg (UI graduate student), Geoffrey Severin (MSU graduate student), Eva Top (UI),
and Chris Waters (MSU) are characterizing the role of unique genomic islands in modern
pandemic Vibrio cholerae evolution. The bacterium Vibrio cholerae is the causative agent of
the diarrheal disease cholera and is annually estimated to afflict ~2.9 million individuals
resulting in ~95,000 deaths. Since 1821 there have been seven recorded cholera pandemics
caused by two V. cholerae biotypes, classical and El Tor. While the first six pandemics were
caused by classical V. cholerae strains the current (7th) pandemic, which began in 1961, is being
perpetuated by circulating strains of El Tor V. cholerae. Despite both biotypes sharing a common
ancestor, the El Tor biotype became the etiological agent driving modern day cholera by
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displacing classical V. cholerae in both endemic and clinical populations on a global scale. El
Tor’s mysterious supplantation of the classical biotype has been a curiosity in the cholera field
and it has been postulated this global event was potentiated by El Tor’s acquisition of two unique
genomic islands, VSP-1 and 2, just prior to the initiation of the 7th pandemic. VSP-1 and 2
represent the greatest genetic difference between the two biotypes, accounting for 35
hypothetical genes. This team has successfully characterized these genomic islands and are now
working to understand the function of most of the 33 genes contained within. Using a gene
correlogy approach, graduate student Clint Elg in the Top laboratory identified a number of
genes that significantly co-occur across all sequenced bacterial genomes, allowing him to
generate groups of genes that might contribute to a common function. Elg’s work suggests that
VC0175 is a cytidine deaminase, an enzyme implicated in viral defense in eukaryotic systems
and a driver of class switching in B-cells. In support of this function, the Waters laboratory has
demonstrated that expression of VC0175 does increase the mutation rate in E. coli. The function
of VC0175 in V. cholerae is not known, but the team hypothesizes that this gene may be a
defense mechanism for phage infection. This would be a highly significant finding as these
enzymse are known to block viral infection in eukaryotes, such as HIV, but no such mechanism
has been demonstrated in bacteria. Elg is now coding a software package, “correlogy”, due to the
initial success in predicting functional gene groupings that match the Waters’ wet-lab discoveries
of gene-gene interactions. The team will test the general utility of this bioinformatics approach
and see if the initial Vibrio cholerae VSP predictions can be improved on.
Ingo Braasch (MSU), Arjun Krishnan (MSU), and Andrew Thompson (MSU postdoc) are
developing methods to detect functional evolutionary change in expression profiles of
rapidly evolving killifishes. Studies on gene expression can shed light on how organisms
function, respond to their environment, and change during development. Most gene expression
studies to date have focused on changes within a single species or population. This is because
there is no developed software or bioinformatic pipelines that allow scientists to compare
changes in expression between species taking correlated evolution via phylogeny into account.
Without proper comparative methods, it is difficult to interpret how transcription shifts over
evolutionary time between different lineages. This team is using a system of annual killifishes
that have convergently evolved annualism, a highly labile trait that allows them to survive in
temporary ponds and is associated with rapid aging and dormancy (diapause) stages. They have
designed a simple experiment using annual and non-annual killifishes to explore shifts in gene
expression and transcriptional modules that led to the repeated gain or loss of dormancy. They
hypothesize that killifishes with similar annual life histories use similar gene expression profiles
and transcriptional modules during dormancy that are different from non-annuals. They plan to
apply empirical data derived from this and previous experiments to develop new software in a
bioinformatic pipeline that will allow biologists to study the evolution of gene expression in
action. With the help of 3 undergraduate researchers, the team has identified six hatching
enzymes in the genome, and are currently isolating, sequencing, and cloning the enzymes for insitu hybridization experiments that will help profile gene expression responsible for convergent
annual life histories and environmentally cued hatching.
Jeffrey Barrick (UT), Jason Bundy (MSU graduate student), Joseph Graves (NCAT), Minako
Izutsu (MSU postdoc), Richard Lenski (MSU), and Misty Thomas (NCAT) are conducting
experiments with bacteria and Avida to test the effects of population bottlenecks on the
dynamics of adaptive evolution. This project examines the effects of population bottlenecks on
the rate of adaptive evolution. The long-term evolution experiment with E. coli—the LTEE, for
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short—has provided many insights into the dynamics of adaptive evolution. However, there
remain important unanswered questions about the factors that control the rate of adaptation
(gains in fitness), both in that particular context and more generally in evolution. One such
question concerns the effects of population bottlenecks on the dynamics of adaptive evolution. A
theoretical model predicts that an ~8-fold dilution maximizes the effective supply rate of
beneficial mutations and the rate of fitness improvement. However, that theory rests on a steadystate analysis and thus does not account for the lack of initial variation in the populations.
Moreover, it considers only the survival of the mutation with respect to bottlenecks though the
bottlenecks would change the effect of clonal interference on the population dynamics. To that
end, this team has proposed to tackle this issue by conducting rigorous experiments with bacteria
evolving under several different bottleneck regimes. Their results indicated faster selective
sweeps in higher dilutions, contradicting the theoretical prediction based on the effective supply
rate of beneficial mutations. They found the greatest fitness improvement with 100-fold dilution,
which also contradicts the theoretical prediction. The sequencing and the analyses of all 48
populations, but so far they have found more mutations in higher dilutions and the accumulation
of mutations into three specific genes: spoT, nadR, and pykF, which they observed in LTEE as
well. In addition to experiments with E. coli, they examined the effects of bottlenecks using
numerical simulations and found the simulations agreed well with empirical data. This approach
provides insights into possible explanations for the deviations between the theoretical model and
our empirical results. Devin Lake, a new MS student in the Lenski lab (with BA in math and
physics) performed the simulations.
Carl Bergstrom, Ben Kerr, and graduate students Olivia Kosterlitz and Ryan McGee (all
UW) are working to understand how information acquisition is bounded by substitutional
load. Adaptation often requires extensive information about environmental conditions and how
to function in response. Natural selection can be understood as a learning process that encodes
such adaptive information in the genome. Classical population genetic theory shows a
proportional relationship between genetic information gain and the cost in long-term growth
incurred by selection (substitutional load). In effect, populations cannot gain information about
their environment (i.e., adapt) without individuals dying or failing to reproduce. This work
extends this theory and shows that substitutional load is a rigorous bound on the amount of
information that can be encoded by selection under a range of conditions. This team aims to
demonstrate that the relationship between information acquisition and substitutional load is
robust using experimental evolution of antibiotic resistant bacteria populations. In addition, they
reframe the relationship between information gain and selection costs in statistical learning
theoretic terms and explore extensions to this analysis that consider the role of changing
environments and population dynamics on the efficiency of natural selection as an information
acquisition process. This work contributes to an understanding of selection that has the potential
to advance evolutionary theory by synthesizing population genetics and learning theory in
modeling the acquisition of adaptive information.
Rebecca Young (UT), Heather Goldsby (MSU), Hans Hoffman (UT), and Kevin Liu (MSU)
are conducting a genomic and computational dissection of the function and evolution of life
history transitions. Organisms experience changing environments throughout their life. Such
variation can be anticipated or unexpected, dramatic or subtle. In some cases, phenotypic
plasticity accommodates these challenges through life history transitions that can include major
phenotypic remodeling. Genes with high plasticity and expression bias across contexts (e.g.,
insect castes) have been shown to exhibit high relative rates of molecular evolution. This team is
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asking whether expression bias and rates of molecular evolution are associated in the context of
the life history transitions in salmonid fishes. The goals of this project are to a) characterize gene
expression bias across life history states in three salmonid species (Salmo salar, S. trutta, and
Oncorhynchus kisutch) that undergo major life history transitions, b) ask whether expression bias
is conserved across species, c) ask whether genes with expression bias have elevated
evolutionary rates, and d) identify molecular features and evolutionary rates of genes that evolve
context-dependent expression using a computationally evolving digital tissue.
Yann Dufour and graduate student Joshua Franklin (MSU) are examining selective
pressures and trade-offs shaping bacterial motility. Flagellar motility is probably the most
common form of motility in bacteria and provides obvious fitness benefits. Bacteria display a
wide variety of flagellation patterns, with some bacteria producing only a single flagellum, while
others produce over a dozen peritrichous flagella. The evolutionary pressures that produced this
diversity of forms are unclear, as bacteria with a single flagellum can be very capable swimmers
in aqueous media. The researchers aim to understand the costs and benefits of flagella in the
peritrichously flagellated organism Salmonella enterica. By quantifying the cost and benefits of
flagella they can characterize trade-offs to help understand the source of this morphological
diversity and predict evolutionary trajectories in changing environments. To characterize the
evolutionary trade-offs in play, they had to quantify the costs and benefits of flagellar expression,
which requires controlling flagellar expression and measuring corresponding changes in growth
rates. Swimming performance is more difficult to measure and is environment dependent, so
they have measured swimming performance in both porous solid media and liquid viscous media
at both the single-cell and population level. With the cost and performance data, they will
generate Pareto fronts describing the shape of the evolutionary trade-off, which will help to
predict how flagella number evolves in different environmental contexts.
Maitreya Dunham (UW) and Paul Rowley (UI) are investigating novel killer toxins and the
evolution of fungicide resistance. The current emergence of drug-resistant fungal pathogens
poses a challenge to reducing mortality rates of invasive fungal diseases. Candida bloodstream
isolates are increasingly resistant to front line therapeutics, the majority of which are the
pathogenic yeast species Candida glabrata. Our long-term goal is to formulate and
commercialize novel therapeutics based on killer toxins produced by Saccharomyces cerevisiae
to combat fungal pathogens. Preliminary studies have identified several novel killer toxins that
have a unique and potent antifungal activity against C. glabrata. The objective of this project is
to identify potential mechanisms that lead to killer toxin resistance in C. glabrata. Our central
hypothesis is that the exposure of C. glabrata to sub-lethal doses of killer toxins will select for
mutations in cell wall componentry that result in killer toxin resistance. To test this hypothesis,
C. glabrata will be serially passaged in the presence of killer toxins to select for resistance
mutations. Whole genome sequencing of evolved C. glabrata will be used to identify mutations,
deletions, and/or, copy number changes that could be responsible for killer toxin resistance. The
relevance of these genetic changes will be validated by the genetic manipulation of C. glabrata.
The proposed research is innovative because it will describe the potential for the evolution of
killer toxin resistance in an important human pathogen. This will lead to a better understanding
of the antifungal mechanisms of killer toxins that are uniquely fungicidal to C. glabrata.
Karoline Fritzsche (UI), Murielle Ålund (MSU), and Paul Hohenlohe (UI) are studying
genomic and phenotypic change of males and females evolving under strong sexual
selection. Experimental evolution is an exceptionally powerful method to determine the causal
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effects of ecological factors on the evolutionary process. Combined with modern genome
sequencing techniques, this method allows the quantification of genomic changes arising from
the experimental evolution regime and linking these to changes in phenotype. The team is
applying these techniques to compare the multi-generational effects of sexual selection on males
and females at both the phenotypic (e.g. competitiveness in mating and fertilization) and
genomic levels in the turquoise killifish, Nothobranchius furzeri. Theory predicts that, under
natural conditions, sexual selection acts more strongly on males than females in species without
substantial male parental investment. Surprisingly, however, sex-ratio manipulations used to
influence the strength of sexual selection have often led to more rapid phenotypic evolution in
females than in males. To tease these hypotheses apart, they are manipulating the strength of
sexual selection by keeping killifish populations under male-biased (100M:25F) or female-biased
(25M:100F) sex ratios. After four generations, they will compare the mating behavior, sperm
biology and genome of evolved populations and the starting population, using phenotypic assays
and next generation sequencing. The researchers plan to analyze genetic differences in both
autosomal and sex determining regions and relate these to both the phenotypic results and an
annotated reference genome, allowing them to link genomic changes to their functional
consequences. They will measure changes in phenotypic traits, behavioral traits involved in
mating competition, and the genome over multiple generations.

Effects of Genetic Interactions on Evolution
Jianrong Wang (MSU) and David Arnosti (MSU) are examining the evolutionary rewiring
of regulatory networks by transposable elements. Large-scale regulatory networks involve
sophisticated interactions between regulatory elements, transcription factors and genes to
precisely control tissue-specific transcriptional programs. It is of fundamental importance to
understand the mechanism of how regulatory networks formed and rewired through evolution.
Transposable elements (TE), as the most dynamic genomic units, are widely spread across the
human genome and have been suggested to contribute regulatory elements on gene expression in
some cases. It is therefore intriguing to systematically characterize the mechanism of network
rewiring mediated by TEs. It has been challenging for traditional approaches to tackle this
question because 1) repetitive sequences of TEs are difficult to analyze, 2) TEs located distal to
genes may involve long-range regulation, and 3) heterogeneous regulatory grammar might be
utilized by distinct TE families. To overcome these critical barriers, based on the strength of this
team's inter-disciplinary expertise, they are developing innovative machine learning algorithms
to comprehensively dissect TE-derived regulatory networks genome-wide in diverse human
tissues, followed by detailed experimental interrogation of regulatory grammar associated with
TE-derived regulatory elements. They will further apply advanced network deconvolution and
analysis approaches to systematically delineate evolutionary dynamics of TE-based network
rewiring. This integrated research strategy will not only generate novel machine learning
algorithms and genome-wide resources of predictions, but will also gain systems-level insights
on regulatory network evolution. In addition, the network rewiring patterns characterized in this
work will indicate generalizable dynamics rules for other network-evolving systems. The team
developed novel machine learning algorithms to comprehensively dissect TE-derived networks
genome-wide, including thousands of new TE-regulatory elements and their long-range target
genes and pathways mediated by 3D chromatin. Systematic analysis of the TE-rewired networks
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reveals different waves of network innovation through evolution, and potential co-evolution
between TE-regulatory elements and distal target genes, especially in immune and brain tissues.
Genetic variants disrupting these TE-regulatory networks are found to be associated with diverse
phenotypes, including cancer.
Acacia Ackles (MSU graduate student), Ingo Braasch (MSU), Julia Ganz (MSU), and Arend
Hintze (MSU) are studying genome duplications and their effect on brain complexity and its
rapid diversification. Ever since Ohno’s seminal book ‘Evolution by Gene Duplication’ (1970),
whole genome duplication (WGD) has been considered as a main mechanism for evolutionary
change. Most gene duplicates are lost secondarily, but this group recently found that genes
involved in cognition and behavior show especially high duplicate retention after a WGD in
teleost fish (the Teleost Genome Duplication or TGD), in particular glutamate receptor genes.
They hypothesize that sub- and neofunctionalization of these glutamate receptor duplicates had
profound impact on teleost brain functions and that WGDs in general have facilitated brain
diversity and complexity in vertebrates. This multidisciplinary team is 1) using comparative
genomic analyses to study glutamate receptor evolution following the TGD and other vertebrate
WGDs; 2) employing comparative gene expression analyses in brains of divergent teleosts
(zebrafish and medaka) in comparison to the unduplicated gar outgroup to test for lineagespecific glutamate receptor duplicate sub- and neofunctionalization; and 3) using Markov Brains
to model the effect of WGDs on the evolution of brain complexity and diversity in comparison to
the biological fish system. This will show that the effects of WGDs are not limited to teleosts,
but that they are general evolutionary phenomena. This project is significant for evaluating the
contribution of WGDs to biodiversity and organismal complexity and has broader impacts by
engaging underrepresented minorities in research and by developing various outreach activities
that include neuroscience, evolution, and computation. The team hypothesizes that the TGDamplified glutamate receptor repertoire has provided genetic raw material for driving rapid brain
evolution and diversification in teleost fishes.
Jannell Bazurto (UI postdoc), Eric Bruger (UI postdoc), Norma Cecilia Martinez-Gomez
(MSU), and Christopher Marx (UI) are applying Tn-Seq technology to questions of pleiotropy
and evolvability on a genomic scale. How evolution has proceeded and may do so in the future
is a question of primary interest for both fundamental questions to evolutionary biology, as well
as evolutionary applications to many fields such as medicine and agriculture. One way in which
evolution may be constrained is through pleiotropy, wherein a single mutational change may
impact multiple traits. This is especially true when the fitness effects upon different traits oppose
one another – or antagonistic pleiotropy. In this way, the evolution of modularity, or the
separation of system components – in this case traits and functions, is expected to diminish the
occurrence of pleiotropy by allowing traits to evolve more independently of one another, and
also promote the extent of evolvability, or ability for a system to evolve. However, convincing
examinations of these connections are lacking. And the few reported large scale investigations
into pleiotropy to date have been restricted to the eukaryotes, and the possibility remains that the
level of overall pleiotropy may be much higher in bacteria and archaea. The extent of
evolvability of a system is of much interest intellectually and also of great importance to a
number of practical concerns ranging from promoting protein evolution in biotechnology to
limiting adaptation in the presence of antibiotics or pesticides. This team is determining patterns
of pleiotropy across the genome of Methylobacterium extorquens by exposing transposon-tagged
pools to a diverse variety of growth conditions, and determining the patterns of evolvability
among loci in transposon insertion pools of M. extorquens.
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Ashley Teufel (UT postdoc) and Ben Kerr (UW) are testing competing lock-and-key
hypothesis for constrained protein-protein evolution. Many proteins require tight binding
with a specific protein partner to function properly, reminiscent of a lock and its key.
Evolutionary diversification has produced an array of different lock and key proteins and these
protein partners often belong to families with shared ancestry. However, the fact that even a
single mutation in one protein partner can impair functionality presents a paradox: how can these
lock-and-key proteins diversify? This paradox is clearly apparent in the diverse colicin-immunity
system of Escherichia coli, and over 20 unique but related Col-Imm pairs have been described.
Simultaneous change in both partners yielding a new functional match is possible but quite
improbable. It is more likely that one component will change before the other. However, if the
lock is modified first, then the old key no longer fits, rendering the new lock inoperative and vice
versa. Two primary models have been proposed to account for the diversification of such lockkey systems, a master key model and an extra key model. Using computational simulations of
protein evolution, the researchers are comparing these two models of diversification to identify
how Col-Imm pairs diversify. Further, they planned to test the ability of their simulations to
produce functional protein pairs through experimental validation. The team successfully
completed several of their goals. After genetic engineering, all constructs were tested under a
phenotypic colicin spotting assay. Unfortunately, he results were inconclusive due to violation of
an underlying assumptions about colicin and immunity partnership. A non-binding colicinimmunity pair can’t be transformed into E. coli without resulting in rapid selection for
chromosomal resistance in the port of entry. An organism level phenotypic assay is not viable.
Without a sensitive host to screen for colicin-immunity binding, the team could not proceed
Matthew Schrenk (MSU) and Jesse Zaneveld (UW) are linking habitat filtering, horizontal
gene transfer, and intraspecific competition at life’s upper temperature extreme.
Hydrothermal vent chimneys compress thermal and chemical gradients over short distances (10’s
of cm) and impose extreme selective pressures upon the microbial populations hosted within
their walls. Culture-independent analyses of microbial communities at these high temperatures
have shown low taxonomic diversity and an extremely high percentage of transposases and other
mobile genetic elements (MGE) in their metagenomes. This study explores the hypothesis that
several unusual observations of microbial ecology in vent chimneys, including extreme habitat
filtering, low microbial community diversity, and extremely high abundances of transposases
and other MGE are not separate coincidences, but instead represent interconnected aspects of the
same evolutionary process. The team is combining approaches in microbial ecology,
bioinformatics, and evolutionary modeling to address the driving forces behind these
observations. Specifically, they are evaluating whether genes that are horizontally transferred are
involved in diversification and niche expansion, are involved in hyperthermophily, or are neutral
in their effects. This work plan combines evolutionary simulations with carefully targeted
metagenomic observations to test the predictions of this hypothesis against several competing
alternatives.
Nathan Good (MSU postdoc), Norma Cecilia Martinez-Gomez (MSU), Christopher Marx
(UI), Jagdish Patel (UI postdoc), and Sergey Stolyar (UI) are considering pleiotropy vs.
evolvability within an enzyme by using deep mutational scanning, molecular modeling, and
experimental evolution to address constraints in a promiscuous enzyme. The researchers are
using deep mutational scanning to explore evolvability. The protein of study is the alcohol
dehydrogenase, ExaF alcohol of Methylobacterium extorquens, a lanthanide and
pyrrolonoquinone containing enzyme that is an efficient ethanol dehydrogenase but poor
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methanol dehydrogenase. The team aims to identify the relationship between pleiotropy and
evolvability when considering substitutions in a single enzyme. They also aim to widely
characterize changes in protein structure and their impact on function. Changes in substrate
affinity and promiscuity, as well as specificity for different cofactors (different light lanthanides),
can be correlated with growth rate. Further, they will test if stabilizing mutations that
individually do not have an effect on activity can serve as backgrounds that are generically
permissive for later activity-changing mutations that otherwise would generally be destabilizing.
Molecular modeling has been proven to efficiently predict folding stability, therefore we predict
that it can also efficiently predict evolvability. The first set of experiments has been completed,
and the team is now setting up an experimental evolution experiment. Results from these
experiments will provide preliminary data to engineer lanthanide-binding peptides. They plan to
integrate this data in a developing collaboration with Dr. Assaf Gilad (MSU) to develop an MRI
tool with gadolinium.
Craig Miller (UI), James Van Leuven (UI), and Tim Whitehead (MSU) are traversing
multi-gene fitness landscapes in alternative phiX174 hosts. Understanding how genotypes
map to organismal phenotypes is one of the great unsolved problems in modern biology. This
research explores a fundamental step in making this link: how sets of mutations combine. To
thoroughly test the effects that different combinations of mutations on organismal fitness, we
need to understand if the fundamental patterns of epistasis that have been observed within single
proteins extend genome wide. Within proteins, there is generally a high level of epistasis. Is this
true between proteins? Is the type of epistasis most commonly observed within proteins the same
between proteins? Is between gene epistasis more contingent on environmental conditions than
within gene epistasis? While the answers to these questions likely depend on many factors, a
framework is needed for understanding complex genome wide epistatic patterns. The team is
sampling large regions of the ΦX174 mutational landscape in two spike proteins and measure
within- and between-gene epistasis by tracking frequency changes during growth as a proxy for
fitness. They will take an additional step of reproducing the results in several ΦX174 hosts to test
the generality of our conclusions. This is the first attempt to comprehensively mutate and test for
epistasis between two genes.
Ben Kerr and Doug Fowler (both UW) are working on a project entitled “On the origin of
species epistasis.” Analogous to a population of organisms evolving in a changing environment,
proteins encoded on plasmids can evolve under changing host species due to horizontal gene
transfer (HGT). Many proteins with adaptive significance in microbial communities are encoded
on plasmids which are exchanged between species via HGT. The most relevant to humans are
the genes that confer antibiotic resistance, which pose a serious threat to our public health. To
understand the likely constraints on the evolutionary trajectories for horizontally transferred
genes, Kerr and Fowler want to know for a large set of mutations from a wild-type sequence,
how much the fitness effects of mutations depend on host species. They plan to extend the
understanding of beta-lactamase evolution by using a combination of high-throughput
mutagenesis to exhaustively explore epistasis in TEM-1 across different species and use
experimental evolution to test evolutionary predictions based on the forms of TEM-1 epistasis.

Development of New Tools for Studying Evolution in Action
Jeffrey Barrick (UT) and Maitreya Dunham (UW) are developing methods for multiplex
measurement of mutation rates and spectra. The rate at which new mutations arise and the
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types of sequence changes they introduce into a genome (i.e., the mutation spectrum) are key
parameters that determine evolutionary dynamics and adaptive potential. Cells with elevated
mutation rates (hypermutators) often arise in microbial evolution experiments, chronic
infections, and cancer. Cells with reduced mutation rates (antimutators) are useful in engineering
because they make designed functions encoded in a cell's DNA less likely to 'break' due to
evolution. Current techniques for measuring mutation rates and spectra-such as fluctuation tests
and genome sequencing of mutation accumulation lines-have limited accuracy, applicability, and
throughput. This team will further develop and apply two methods for measuring mutation rates
and spectra that can be used to profile many microbial strains at once: multiplexed chemostat
sequencing (MCS) and maximum-depth sequencing (MDS). MCS monitors the accumulation of
new mutants in a chemostat for many barcoded strains simultaneously. MDS uses error-corrected
consensus reads from deep-sequencing of a specific locus to directly measure mutation rates and
spectra. They are using both methods to examine a population from the Lenski long-term
experiment with E. coli that evolved hypermutation and then compensatory mutations that later
reduced mutation rates and to characterize antimutator strains of E. coli found in a directed
evolution experiment. These pilot studies will establish whether these new methods will be
useful for better characterizing mutation rates and spectra in other systems.
Robert Pennock and Arend Hintze (both MSU) are developing an EvoSphere Common
Garden Experiment. EvoSphere is a unified digital evolution experimental platform they have
developed to apply evolution in a 3D physics-based environment. It allows users to conduct new
sorts of experiments to examine the generality of evolutionary processes. The team wants to
provide a platform that will allow a wide variety of experiments, such as how morphological
changes over evolutionary time scales or morphological plasticity and variability drive the
evolution of intelligent behavior. EvoSphere provides a foundation for answering questions that
are central to the BEACON mission of showing how biological and computation evolution unite
within a single theoretical sphere. The team is evolving different computational controllers
(ANN, GP, Markov Brains, Avida like CPUs) in combination with different physiological bodies
(Sim’s Bodies, fixed morphologies, sticks and jointed walkers, and MossBlocks) and test how
they evolve differently, or what their communalities are. Secondly, they are performing direct
competitions among systems, where organisms with different morphologies and different
behavior controllers are pitted against each other. Over the course of the project they changed
our approach slightly. To take advantage of the growing user base of MABE, and to make the
experiments even more cross compatible with the future MABE 2.0 (which is synonymous with
AVIDA 7.0), they developed a 3d physics environment that can function within this framework.
This change, however, also requires integrating a new visualization library, on which they are
working closely with that development team. One surprising benefit from this strategy change is
an enriched pool of computational controllers, as they have been integrated into the software
before. Currently, the team is integrating physical models to represent morphologies into our
framework.
Scott Harrison (NCAT) is initiating a novel, sustainable science-to-technology and
theory-to-application bridge for how we may better pursue evolutionary science with
respect to collaborative, campus-wide analytical computations of life’s genomic variation.
This project will allow for the inception of new in-roads into both scientific and theoretical
arenas through a modest and strategic expenditure (connecting our science with more powerful
technology), to acquire an updated workstation. This resource will help to support QIIME2 and
other bioinformatics applications on large-scale data sets, and support collaborative JupyterBEACON 2019 Annual Report
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based workflows. Student research project experiences will include analysis of pathway
evolution. This resource will be broadly available to a cadre of 5+ laboratories in an “open
channel”, team science atmosphere.

Thrust Group 2: Evolution of Behavior and Intelligence.
This group investigates the evolutionary emergence, maintenance, and nature of intelligence
and other behavioral phenomena. The organisms studied tend to be self-directed and capable of
adaptive responses to ecological and social stimuli. Behaviors of interest include navigation,
cognition, communication, coordination, social dominance, and mate choice. Digital evolution
has proven to be a powerful tool in which data gathered from biological organisms can be
applied to recreate the evolution of complex behavior in digital organisms. By observing the
evolution of self-replicating digital organisms, we can understand the conditions that led to the
evolution of complex behaviors in biological organisms. Data from these studies of digital
evolution are integrated with studies of living systems from single-celled organisms all the way
up to mammals. Broadly, the 8 projects listed below are studying (1) evolution of curiosity,
learning, and behavior; (2) the evolution of communication, in both acoustic and chemical
modalities; and (3) theoretical and practical applications of intelligence.

Evolution of curiosity, learning, and behavior
Arend Hintze, Kay Holekamp, Robert Pennock (all MSU) are examining the evolution of
inquisitive behavior. Curiosity is one of the most important character traits in science and it is a
behavioral predisposition with broad potential significance for understanding the evolution of
intelligence. Darwin recognized this disposition in himself, speaking of it as “an instinct for
truth, or knowledge or discovery,” and in The Descent of Man he began to lay out ideas about
such matters, including places where he explicitly mentioned curiosity as part of his discussion
on the evolution of instincts. Biologists have shown varying levels of curiosity in a wide range of
animals and have offered some general hypotheses regarding environments within which
curiosity would provide a selective advantage. For instance, speaking of the boldness and
curiosity of Galapagos finches, West-Eberhard speculates that “active curiosity” could affect the
likelihood of learned flexibility. This team is planning to test such hypotheses in the wild using
spotted hyenas at Holekamp’s long term study site in Kenya, and in the lab using digital
evolution.
Jory Schossau and Arend Hintze (MSU) are exploring robust cognition by comparing deep
learning and neuroevolution techniques in artificial intelligence. The Artificial Intelligence
community mostly uses a technique called Backpropagation to create information processing
networks that they hope generalize fundamental concepts about their data. Schossau and Hintze
have developed a way to measure these representations formed in the networks using
information theory, and have preliminary data that suggest backpropagation creates weaker
representations than networks resulting from evolutionary processes. This project is a
comparative investigation between the representations of backpropagation n-trained neural
networks typical of Deep Learning, and the representations of networks that were evolved using
neuroevolution.
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Kay Holekamp and Eli Strauss (MSU) are examining evolutionary perspectives on social
inequality. Social inequality is a strikingly consistent feature of both human and animal
societies. Across species, societies vary in the severity of social inequality, and highly unequal
societies are associated with significant costs to disadvantaged individuals and, perhaps, to entire
societies. Variance in access to resources and reproduction is critical for the operation of natural
selection, but we know little about how social inequality evolves or is maintained. Why does
social inequality arise in nature, and, importantly, why does it persist through generations? What
makes some societies more unequal than others? When do societies change in degrees of
inequality, and why? There have been efforts to tackle these questions from an evolutionary
perspective within some contexts (e.g., game theory, reproductive skew theory), but a more
general understanding evades us because it has been difficult to identify universal aspects of
social inequality across species. Holekamp and Strauss have identified two crucial steps that are
necessary to understand the evolutionary underpinnings of social inequality. First, a crossspecies framework is required to operationalize and compare social inequality in diverse
societies. Second, evolutionary hypotheses need to be advanced and tested to explain the
evolution of social inequality. The team is recruiting collaborators from multiple fields with
interests in social inequality, including a sociologist studying social stratification at the
University of Nebraska, Lincoln; a behavioral ecologist at the University of Nebraska, Lincoln,
and three researchers in Germany. They plan to assemble empirical data on social inequality
from a variety of species, identify a species-general multidimensional inequality space, and pair
empirical and simulation-based approaches to test hypotheses about the evolution of social
inequality. These results will provide much needed insight into the ways that animal societies,
including our own, conform to, or deviate from, typical patterns of social inequality across
species. The team has already secured 3-5 years of funding through the Max Planck Institute for
Animal Behavior for Strauss to continue work on the project after the culmination of his postdoc
at BEACON.
Chris Adami, Eben Gering, Thomas Getty, Arend Hintze, and Kay Holekamp (all MSU) are
investigating the impacts of brain-manipulating parasites on host fitness and social
behavior. Parasites have evolved to manipulate hosts throughout the tree of life, from zombie
ants to whirling fish. These manipulations have profound medical and ecological significance,
but their evolutionary impacts are underexplored. The team has proposed tests of how
Toxoplasma gondii, a parasite that infects nearly all vertebrate species and ~30% of humans,
influences fitness and social behavior in co-evolving hosts. Like many other parasites, T. gondii
can be transmitted vertically (parent-to-offspring), trophically (prey-to-predator), and also
environmentally as infectious spores shed by definitive feline hosts. In most non-definitive (nonfeline) hosts that have been studied, T. gondii upregulates risky behavioral boldness and
decreases coordination, presumably to drive transmittance to feline predators. This manipulation
targets conserved features of the nervous system; thus, T. gondii also alters behavior in host
species, including humans, that are seldom predated by felines. Extensive prior research has
asked how parasites like T. gondii impact evolution of host life histories, mating preferences,
migrations, and morphologies. In this project, the researchers predict they can also influence the
collaborative behaviors of social hosts. The rationale is that: 1) in social animals, behavioral
decision rules are under selection to maximize the ratio of benefits (e.g. reciprocity and inclusive
fitness) to costs (e.g. received aggression and predation), and 2) parasites that reduce behavioral
inhibition and/or coordination will likely interfere with cost-benefit assessments or
implementation of behavioral decisions, potentially causing collaborative behavior that is
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individually maladaptive. Thus, manipulative parasites could indirectly promote evolution and
expression of social behaviors in hosts. The team has developed digital models of host-parasite
dynamics in which a) simulated parasites inject their genomes into simulated host genomes, and
b) fitness-related behaviors in both infected and uninfected digital hosts can be measured. This
system permits testing for emergence and impacts of host manipulation over thousands or more
generations of simulated host-parasite interaction. They have also completed simulations with
this model involving purely horizontal transmission scenarios, and are currently adapting the
model to permit simultaneous horizontal and vertical modes of infection. They have completed
empirical studies of infection prevalence in hyenas inhabiting human-disturbed vs. protected
locales. These analyses of spatiotemporal variation in disease prevalence are in press.

Evolution of communication
Andrew Gersick (Princeton postdoc), Kay Holekamp (MSU), Frants Jensen (Aarhus
University postdoc), and Ariana Strandburg-Peshkin (University of Zurich postdoc) are studying
the biological and algorithmic evolution of acoustic recognition. Individual recognition forms
the basis for development and maintenance of differentiated social relationships and evolution of
cooperation in many systems. Spotted hyenas live in clans with multiple unrelated matrilines that
cooperatively defend communal territory from neighboring clans and from other large
carnivores. They depend on long-range acoustic vocalizations to recruit distant conspecifics for
collective action, and these vocalizations have been suggested to allow discrimination of
individuals to help assess clan membership and risk of engaging in cooperation. The team strove
to combine evolutionary algorithms with machine learning to develop tools for automatically
extracting and classifying hyena vocalizations, using a unique dataset of 45-day continuous
acoustic recordings from 5 simultaneously collared spotted hyenas. They then used these evolved
classification methods in combination with sound propagation modelling to investigate identity
encoding in hyena whoops and to generate hypotheses about the evolution of long-range
individual recognition in spotted hyenas. The ultimate goal of this BEACON project is to
develop automated tools for extracting hyena calls from tag data and to use these tools to address
questions regarding whether individual identity is encoded in calls and how information
encoding individual identity may degrade with distance from the caller. The last goal of this
project was to simulate sound propagation characteristics and identify the acoustic features in
whoops that are robust to long-range propagation. Due to limitations of the sound propagation
experiments conducted in 2016, they have not been able to complete this point. However, the
team has secured additional funding from the Human Frontiers Science Program to continue
experiments with further fieldwork in 2020. The HFSP grant would not have been possible to
secure without the support of BEACON. During this grant, they expect to continue our analyses
to quantify how individual identity of animals degrade with range and how different acoustic
information encoding and classification mechanisms may have evolved over time to facilitate
long-range individual identification of animals within a distributed fission-fusion society.
Danielle Whittaker (MSU), Kevin Theis (Wayne State), and Joel Slade (former MSU
postdoc, now faculty at California State University Fresno) are examining whether rapid
changes in scent-producing symbiotic microbes shift host reproductive signals. Rapidly
changing environments offer opportunities to observe the adaptation in real time. Although the
process of divergence can be lengthy in vertebrates, phenotypes contributed by co-evolved
symbiotic bacteria can change very rapidly. The team will take advantage of a natural
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experiment and examine the microbial and chemical signal changes in a population of dark-eyed
juncos (Junco hyemalis thurberi) that recently (~1980) colonized the urban UC San Diego
campus. Relative to the ancestral mountain population, colonist juncos evolved differences in
morphology, plumage, behavior, hormone levels, and breeding phenology, as well as chemical
signals. Host genotype – e.g. immune system genes such as the major histocompatibility
complex (MHC) – can regulate host individuals’ microbiotas, and are also reflected in host
chemical signals. Microbes have been suggested as the "missing link" between MHC genotype
and chemical signals, but no study has yet demonstrated a relationship among all 3 factors in the
same system. Furthermore, hosts may exchange microbes through social interactions, and thus
individual signaling phenotypes may also reflect behavior. The team hypothesizes that host
social networks and host MHC genotype interact to influence the symbiotic microbiota that
contribute to chemical signals used in mate choice, and that this process facilitates host
reproductive isolation and speciation.

Theoretical and Practical Applications of Intelligence
Two projects in this thrust group could be considered Evolutionary Applications, but they are
included here because they also yield insights into the evolution of behavior and intelligence.
Chris Adami (MSU), Thassyo Pinto (MSU graduate student), and Xiaobo Tan (MSU) are
working on the evolvability of Markov Brain controllers for soft robots. Most research
conducted in bio-inspired robotics has usually investigated multiple aspects from nature, in
animals and plants, with the goal to understand fundamental processes regarding the
evolutionary success of different organisms, and then engineered these ideas to produce more
efficient robotic systems. In a similar manner, the soft robotics area has brought up insights that
the body material properties could be the key elements for achieving robust and adaptive
behavior in biological and simulated creatures. For instance, a soft machine is capable of
withstanding damage, wear and stress, while providing safe interaction. Despite these
advantages, the modeling and control design for soft robots can be very challenging due to
highly nonlinear deformations and large model uncertainties. In this work, the team proposed to
investigate the development of an evolutionary computation platform with embedded soft body
dynamics tools for evolving Markov Brain controllers specialized in solving tasks for soft-bodied
robots. These artificial brains can then be transferred to real-world soft robots to evaluate their
task performance. Not only will this facilitate prototyping, but it also will contribute to achieving
more adaptive and resilient soft machines. As a result, the implementation findings could lead to
investigation about intelligence, adaptive behavior, and cognitive processes in many soft
biological organisms. The team identified SOFA Framework (INRIA, France) as the optimal
simulation tool to be used as the virtual environment for evolving soft robot controllers. Since
the software is capable to solve ordinary differential equations (ODEs) through Finite Element
Method (FEM), they were able to simulate actuation mechanisms with soft material-based and
complex shape components. Based on this tool, they created a software architecture which
allows the user to specify many evolutionary computation parameters, neural network type, and
simulation components in a modular manner (Figure 1a). In addition, they performed
experiments with real-world sensor data to control the virtual environment in real-time (Figure
1b). Moreover, they tested evolutionary computation strategies for minimizing the tracking error
when controlling a soft pneumatic actuator based on curvature feedback with a PID algorithm. In
order to study the evolution of controllers for soft grippers to estimate object shape, the team also
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developed a virtual environment where the number of fingers can be varied as well as the shape
of the object being grasped (see Figure 1c). The team is currently developing a 3D-printable soft
robotic glove with embedded sensors that can potentially exploit the evolved controllers and be
used as a tool to investigate their performance in real-world applications.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1. (a) Modular software architecture allowing the selection of soft robot brain,
morphology, and evolutionary computation strategy, (b) control of the virtual environment using
real-world and real-time sensor data, and (c) soft robotic gripper with varied number of fingers
and randomized object shape.
Xun Li (UT graduate student) and Risto Miikkulainen (UT) are creating a killer app for
evolutionary computation through opponent modeling in poker. As a classic example of
imperfect information games, poker, e.g. Heads-Up No-Limit Texas Holdem (HUNL), has been
studied extensively in recent years. A number of computer poker agents have been built with
increasingly higher quality. While agents based on approximated Nash equilibrium have been
successful, they lack the ability to model and exploit their opponents effectively. In addition, the
performance of equilibrium strategies cannot be guaranteed in games with more than two players
and multiple Nash equilibria. This project focuses on devising an evolutionary method to
discover opponent models based on recurrent neural networks. A series of computer poker agents
called Adaptive System for Hold’Em (ASHE) were evolved for HUNL. ASHE models the
opponent explicitly using Pattern Recognition Trees (PRTs) and LSTM estimators. The default
and board-texture-based PRTs maintain statistical data on the opponent strategies at different
game states. The Opponent Action Rate Estimator predicts the opponent’s moves, and the Hand
Range Estimator evaluates the showdown value of ASHE’s hand. Recursive Utility Estimation is
used to evaluate the expected utility/reward for each available action. Experimental results show
that (1) ASHE exploits opponents with high to moderate level of exploitability more effectively
than Nash-equilibrium-based agents, and (2) ASHE can defeat top-ranking equilibrium-based
poker agents. Thus, this project introduces an effective new method to building highperformance computer agents for poker and other imperfect information games. It also provides
a promising direction for future research in imperfect information games beyond the equilibriumbased approach.

Thrust Group 3: Evolution of Communities and Collective Dynamics.
Research in this group focuses on systems of interacting individuals and the emergence and
organization of higher-level assemblages including communities, social groups and multicellular
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organisms. Broadly speaking, this research includes (1) effects of pathogens on host social
behavior and population divergence; (2) the role of spatial structure in cooperation and
competition; and (3) how selection for a specific trait may have correlated responses. Seven
funded projects currently fall into this thrust group.

Effects of pathogens on host social behavior and population divergence
Eric Bruger (postdoc, UI) and Alita Burmeister (postdoc, Yale U) are examining
evolutionary interactions between social behavior and viral resistance. Quorum sensing (QS)
is an evolved trait in bacteria that allows cell-cell communication and a variety of social
behaviors mediated through extracellular signaling molecules. Mechanisms that preserve
functional QS in bacteria are of interest because these systems are implicated in pathogenesis.
One such potential mechanism is selection by phages, which exert strong selection on bacterial
populations for resistance to infection. However, bacteria are also subject to selection against QS
and its related motility phenotypes. Selection against QS occurs both through the rise of
“cheaters” that gain the benefit of QS without paying the costs, as well as by phage that can
target QS-regulated cellular structures. Given that phage have been implicated in both the
preservation and loss of QS, it is unclear how phage-selected quorum sensing may influence the
evolution of pathogenesis, and whether there are general patterns among host or phage species.
To investigate these patterns, the researchers will use the QS-model organism Vibrio campbellii
and a novel collection of environmental phages. Here, they focus on both the mechanistic and
evolutionary intersection between host behaviors and bacteriophage dynamics. They will
leverage their pre-existing phage and bacterial collections to test relationships among the QS
bacterial mutants and phage diversity. This new BEACON collaboration will reveal general
patterns of how phage impact the evolution of QS systems and generate preliminary data for
future in-depth proposals on how population dynamics are dependent on phage and host
genotypes.
Joel Slade (former MSU postdoc, now faculty at California State University Fresno),
Elizabeth MacDougall-Shackleton (University of Western Ontario), and Danielle Whittaker
(MSU) are investigating the interactions between loss of migratory behavior and parasitemediated population divergence. Shifts in life-history traits such as seasonal migration can
generate parasite-mediated population divergence and speciation. Animals that halt their
migratory behavior and remain sedentary year-round will encounter only local parasites,
potentially intensifying local arms races. In contrast, migratory animals encounter multiple
environments with different parasite communities, potentially favoring diverse immune defenses.
Populations that differ in migratory behavior, and the diversity of parasites encountered, should
differ in allele frequencies and diversity at immune genes such as the major histocompatibility
complex (MHC). This group is assessing evidence for parasite-mediated divergence at MHC in
dark-eyed juncos (Junco hyemalis), using two geographically distinct systems. Migratory and
sedentary populations diverged approximately 12,000 years ago in Virginia, but just 37 years ago
in California: in each system, migratory and sedentary populations are sympatric during the
nonbreeding season. They predict that migratory individuals in each system will be more diverse
at MHC, due to balancing selection associated with travel through multiple environments. This
difference should be most evident in the historically-diverged (Virginia) system. The team is
characterizing haemosporidian parasites encountered by each of the four populations, and class I
MHC diversity within individuals and populations. To unravel effects of selection from those of
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genetic drift, they are comparing differentiation at MHC to neutral-locus (microsatellite)
differentiation. With human activities increasingly disrupting migratory routes and behavior,
examining parasite-mediated divergence in recently versus historically isolated populations
allows forecasting future effects on divergence, and ultimately speciation in action.

Role of spatial structure in cooperation and competition
Fred Dyer, postdoc Helen McCreery, and graduate students Clifford Bohm and Darren
Incorvaia (all MSU) investigated dynamic spatial allocation in cooperative social groups. The
spatial allocation problem has been extensively investigated in honeybees (Apis mellifera), which
use a dance communication system by which successful foragers can recruit naïve foragers to the
location of rewarding patches, and some ant species achieve spatial allocation via chemical odor
trails. Bumble bees have no way of directing recruits to specific locations, so it has been assumed
(since Heinrich 1979) that a colony could solve the spatial allocation problem only through the
accumulated effects of the exploratory behavior of individual bumble bees: individual bees that
have found a flower species with an acceptable reward are thought to “major” in that resource,
but to sample other resources at a low level, and then to shift if they encounter something better.
This “individual initiative” mechanism would eventually, but slowly, allocate workers to
progressively better resources. The team found that bumble bees can also rely upon social cues to
promote search, hence to speed up the reallocation of workers. They also developed an agentbased simulation in which a “colony” of agents was confronted by an array of resource sites
varying in quality. Their modeling result validates the hypothesis that socially induced search
can improve upon individual search, and provides a framework for studying the evolution of
social mechanisms of labor allocation. Two further goals are still in progress: comparative
studies of spatial allocation in ants, and extension of the agent-based simulation to incorporate
evolutionary change in the agents’ decision strategies. The team submitted a proposal to the
Michigan Department of Agriculture (Project GREEEN) to continue the research.
In a follow-up project, Dyer and Incorvaia have been conducting biological and
computational studies of spatial allocation in cooperative social groups. This project explores
a broader range of conditions under which mechanisms of spatial allocation would be favored by
natural selection. Their first aim is to validate assumptions of model with bee data. The agentbased model from the first project was built with rough assumptions about (1) the persistence
of search by individual bees, (2) the probability of disengaging from known resources and
searching for novel resources, both spontaneously (purely individual initiative) and in response
to social information about better options, and (3) the efficiency of search for novel resources.
Dyer and Incorvaia conducted experiments during the summer of 2019 that were designed to
measure values of these parameters of bumble bee colonies in experimental arenas with a range
of reward distributions. The bees’ behavior was recorded on video, and the analysis of these
videos is currently underway. In their second aim, they are extending the model by adding more
sophisticated individual and social behavioral mechanisms.
Ben Kerr (UW), Joshua Nahum (MSU), and Katrina van Raay (UW) are examining the
emergence and evolution of suicidal altruism. An extreme form of competition, allelopathy,
involves the production of chemicals that harm or kill competitors, in some cases through suicide
of the producer. The emergence of this behavior has long puzzled evolutionary biologists, which
is costly to the actor, but may provide benefits to surviving relatives (a form of altruism). The
team is examining a case of allelopathic suicide present in Escherichia coli and its relatives, and
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exploring the conditions in which suicide might emerge. Specifically, they are investigating
whether the rate of induction (and thus suicide) in colicinogenic cells can be tunable to
environmental factors. Spatial and population structure is critically important for microbial
dynamics and can dramatically affect invasion of rare types, coexistence and evolutionary
trajectories. The team is testing the hypothesis that structure, in which genetic relatives remain
spatially proximate for at least a few generations, may allow for a costly behavior such as suicide
to emerge. They are using experimental evolution of the well-studied colicin E2 system and
media-in-oil emulsions to create millions of spatially segregated subpopulations within a large
metapopulation. They complement this work with a computational model to explore different
degrees of structure and how this affects the evolution of altruistic suicide.

Correlated effects of selection
Nkrumah Grant (MSU graduate student), Ben Kerr (UW), Richard Lenski (MSU),
Christopher Marx (UI), Sergey Stolyar (UI postdoc), and Katrina van Raay (UW graduate
student) are examining whether selection for increased competitive ability results in bigger
cells. Twelve replicate populations of Escherichia coli have been evolving in Lenski’s Long
Term Evolution Experiment (LTEE) in flasks for over 67,000 generations in a shared nutrient
environment. The evolved bacteria grow 70% faster than their ancestor, but experience a
decrease in yield, consistent with a tradeoff between growth rate and yield. Interestingly, cell
size also increased in all lineages through at least 10,000 generations. In the Kerr lab, work
investigating the growth-yield trade off using media-in-oil emulsions has revealed that selecting
for increased yield results in a decrease in cell size. The team is now investigating the
relationship between cell size, growth rate, and yield using a combination of experimental
evolution, genetic analysis, and phenotypic assays. This work involved reanimating frozen LTEE
samples as well as initiating new emulsion evolution experiments. The team is working to
determine the generality of cell size as a covariate of growth rate and yield, as well as the
potential molecular mechanisms mediating changes in cell size. Grant has so far found that cell
size has increased among all 12 LTEE lineages through 50,000 generations. However, there does
not seem to be a uniform relationship whereby cell size consistently increased in all populations
between generations 10,000 and 50,000. van Raay has characterized cell size from a previous
100-transfer evolution in emulsion experiment and found in at least two evolving lineages
adapting to yield selection, cell size decreased. Van Raay also completed a new 50-transfer
evolution in emulsion experiment using the Coulter Counter to accurately estimate cell density
for daily transfers. She whole genome sequenced 3 promising evolved isolates on a NextSeq,
which revealed contamination. Finally, several low emulsion evolved isolates show interesting
mutations related to the PTS system, which is involved with glucose uptake.
Kyle Card (MSU graduate student), Nkrumah Grant (MSU graduate student), Joseph Graves
(NCAT), Richard Lenski (MSU), and Misty Thomas (NCAT) are examining correlated
responses in metabolism and antibiotic resistance in the Long Term Evolution Experiment.
Populations often face environmental changes that reduce or eliminate selection for the
maintenance of previously essential traits. Adaptation to a changed environment can therefore
affect an organism’s fitness in its prior environment. In their previous work, Grant and Card
studied these correlated responses by using E. coli strains that independently evolved for decades
under constant aeration and in a medium without antibiotics during the long-term evolution
experiment (LTEE). Specifically, Grant and Card examined whether and how anaerobic
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metabolism and antibiotic-resistance traits are maintained under these conditions, and the
potential of these backgrounds to evolve increased resistance. Grant found that anaerobic growth
capacity was not only maintained under relaxed selection, but it also unexpectedly improved.
Moreover, Grant identified mutational signatures in anaerobic genes consistent with relaxed
selection. Grant has also shown that LTEE strains with mutations in the anoxic respiratory
control (Arc) system are sensitive to dyes due to the aberrations in their signaling mechanism.
Conversely, Card showed that the LTEE strains became more sensitive to antibiotics during
relaxed selection, and that subsequent resistance evolvability was idiosyncratic with respect to
strain genotype. These studies lead to interesting questions about (i) the physiological
mechanisms underlying the positive correlation seen in metabolism; and (ii) whether there are
any systematic differences among LTEE strains in the genetic targets of resistance mutations,
and how such differences correlate with a history of relaxed selection and concomitant increase
in antibiotic susceptibility. To address the former question, the team obtained gene-expression
profiles and coupled these data with prior knowledge of candidate mutations. To address the
latter question, they sequenced 64 resistant mutants isolated from the LTEE ancestor and derived
strains, and have begun to analyze these data.

Thrust Group 4: Evolutionary Applications.
Technological applications of evolution have become more prominent in BEACON, as has
knowledge transfer, and this Thrust Group is an umbrella for work that uses evolution as a
powerful tool. Evolution is a generative process that has created diverse and complex biological
systems, but fully harnessing that creative power has remained elusive. BEACON researchers are
making advances in areas including applications for (1) biotechnology; (2) industry and
agriculture; and (3) healthcare, specifically in the area of understanding the evolution of
antibiotic resistance; as well as (4) development of evolutionary computation methods. Below
we describe 16 projects currently funded in this thrust group.

Biotechnology Applications
Jeffrey Barrick (UT), Robert Newman (NCAT), and Eva Top (UI) are working on detecting
unplanned evolution in a plasmid repository. Plasmid repositories are important shared
resources for the exchange of DNA sequences with well-characterized functions. Many plasmids
encode functions that are burdensome or toxic to the E. coli cells that are used to copy them.
Therefore, there can be strong selection for mutations that alter or eliminate the designed
function of a plasmid. Mutations can also accumulate in plasmids as they are passed between
labs and retransformed through single-cell bottlenecks. In the past, reliable DNA sequence
information for most plasmids was fragmentary. With the decreasing costs of next-generation
sequencing, it has become possible to sequence nearly every new plasmid submission to a
repository using the Illumina platform. These sequencing data provide a new opportunity to
identify evidence of previously undetected and possibly unwanted evolution. This team is doing
so by comparing consensus plasmid sequences to user-submitted plasmid sequences and
examining variation in common sequence elements across the entire plasmid repository.
Detecting unintended evolution in widely used plasmid repositories would show how evolution
in action can impact progress and reproducibility in science and engineering. Their results thus
far show that there is one type of difference between user-submitted and Addgene-assembled
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plasmid sequences that we can confidently ascribe to evolution: the presence of new transposon
(IS element) insertions in the Addgene sequences. The team plans to further examine and
classify all of the IS-element insertions in the Addgene database in terms of what functional
elements they affect and then reconstruct a subset of the interesting evolved plasmids with the
new IS element insertions removed (if possible) to determine whether they are affecting plasmid
copy number. These newly plasmid-borne IS elements can affect reproducibility and evolvability
in several ways. They can also jump from the plasmid to the chromosome of new host cells,
contaminating IS-free bacterial host strains or introducing an IS element into a new bacterial
species. Secondly, the team found that of the ~30,000 fully sequenced plasmids in the Addgene
database, ~96% contain ColE1 replication origins, making this the most widely reused functional
unit. The most common variant (the pUC19 origin) imparts a high copy of plasmids that is useful
for many applications, including recombinant protein overexpression. The second-most common
variant (the pBR322 origin) imparts a medium copy number to the cell. The difference between
these plasmids is a single base change in the origin and the presence of the rop gene that further
reduces the copy number of pBR322 plasmids. For the vast majority of mutated sites, a specific
base change was observed, e.g., at position 171 in the origin a G→C transversion was found in
138 plasmid sequences and no other base changes were observed. This is evidence of a common
evolutionary ancestor (i.e., plasmid reuse), parallel evolution, or both. Identifying cases of
parallel evolution would be of particular interest as this gives a signal for positive selection, i.e.,
that there is a functional consequence for the observed sequence differences. Burdensome
plasmids should garner a fitness advantage by evolving reduced copy number through mutations
in the ColE1 origin of replication. By drawing on literature on information retrieval and natural
language processing algorithms, the team has been developing a computational pipeline that
clusters plasmids based on their reuse of common versus rare subsequences to detect which sets
of plasmids most likely share a common cloning history.
Wolfgang Banzhaf (MSU), Cedric Gondro (MSU), Ian Whalen (MSU graduate student), and
Stephen Kelly (MSU postdoc) are working on evolutionary methods for feature selection in
genomic prediction. The use of genetic variation (DNA markers) has become widespread for
prediction of genetic merit in animal and plant breeding and it is gaining momentum as a
prognostic tool for susceptibility to disease in human medicine. Using a very large number of
markers to predict phenotypes is referred to as genomic prediction which, in essence, consists of
estimating the individual effects that thousands, or even millions, of markers have on a particular
trait. The sum of these marker effects can then be used to predict phenotypes or breeding values
for new individuals that do not have trait information but do have marker information
(genotypes). Although conceptually straightforward, genomic prediction is a very challenging
problem. Genotyping and trait recording are costly and time demanding exercises; the result is
that most genomic datasets will have hundreds of thousands or even millions of marker effects
that need to be simultaneously estimated from usually only a few thousand phenotyped
individuals. This means that the datasets are under-determined (p n problem) and suffer from the
curse of dimensionality. In effect, genomic prediction can be treated as a high dimensionality,
sparse data problem and, consequently, suffers from the same issues as other problems in this
domain — most notably, that the prediction models derived by statistical inference are suboptimal since the accuracy of the parameter estimates (marker effects) rapidly decays as the
number of features that needs to be estimated increases. The accuracy of prediction is also
conditional on the complex relationship between genotypes and phenotypes, which varies widely
from trait to trait; e.g. highly heritable traits regulated by a few genes of large effect are easier to
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predict than lowly heritable traits regulated by many genes with small effects, and of course, the
genetic architecture and population structure. Stephen Kelly’s PhD thesis introduced Tangled
Program Graphs (TPG), a novel genetic programming algorithm that emphasizes compositional
evolution: the evolution of hierarchical models that combine multiple agents which were
previously adapted independently. Each TPG agent will index a small, unique subset of the input
space. As multi-agent models emerge, only specific regions of the input space that are important
for prediction will be indexed by the model as a whole. Thus, compositional evolution allows the
model to simultaneously decompose the task spatially and behaviorally, detecting important
regions of the input space and optimizing the predictions made in different regions. This
minimizes the requirement for a priori crafting task specific features and it allows the TGP to
perform both feature construction and policy discovery simultaneously. TPGs are currently
examined as a GP technique for genomic prediction.
Jeffrey Barrick (UT), Dennis Mishler (UT), Daniel Ducat (MSU), Björn Hamberger (MSU),
and Michaela TerAvest (MSU) are standardizing measurements of evolutionary stability
parameters in synthetic biology. Evolution is a challenge for biological engineering. New
mutations constantly arise in populations, allowing organisms to adapt to their environments.
However, when a cell is painstakingly engineered to manufacture a desired product—such as a
therapeutic or biofuel—evolution is no longer an advantageous process. The new genetic parts
required for this synthetic function often reduce cellular fitness. As a result, over time—and
frequently very quickly—evolution undoes or “breaks” the programming of engineered cells,
making the population more fit, but less functional. The synthetic biology community has
established standards for gene expression elements that make it possible to reliably construct
complex genetic circuits and logic gates. However, there are currently no accepted or widely
adopted assays or standards within the community for measuring the fitness burden, evolutionary
stability, or failure mutation spectrum of a synthetic DNA se-quence. By monitoring continued
device function in newly devised “burden monitor” E. coli host strains, the team is systematically
examining the fitness costs and evolution of a wide array of synthetic DNA sequences. The
overarching goal is to develop and disseminate assays for making standardized measurements
that cap-ture specific details of the burden of an engineered DNA sequence and the nature of
how it is expected to evolve. In order to have maximum impact on the synthetic biology
community the team is centering this project around teams of undergraduates at UT Austin and
MSU who participate in the iGEM competition each year.
Andy Ellington (UT) and James Bull (UI) are working on evolution of plant viruses. The
ongoing revolution in DNA synthesis and synthetic biology has enabled the production of larger
and larger pieces of genetic information (up to and including bacterial genomes and yeast
chromosomes). While there have been some efforts to reproduce virus sequences, these have for
the most part not included recoding of the virus, in a manner similar to the production of minimal
bacterial genomes or yeast genomes that lack introns. Indeed, one of the first and only examples
of recoding of a virus has come from previous BEACON funding, in which the Ellington and
Wichman labs synthesized and analyzed the replication of recoded bacteriophage. As a result of
farther progress in DNA synthesis capabilities, this team has undertaken the large-scale recoding
and resynthesis of multiple plant virus genomes. They are working to observe the evolution of
one of these synthetic viruses and an engineered variant on plants, and thereby provide a key,
high-profile insight into how synthetic biological entities interface with hosts. They have
fundamentally altered the chromosome arrangement of the natural cucumber mosaic virus, taking
a tripartite RNA virus and making it tetrapartite by splitting RNA3 into two pieces, each of
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which contains an essential protein component (the Movement Protein, MP, and Coat Protein,
CP). The reduced size of the 'half chromosomes' allows for additional protein cargoes to be
loaded onto the virus, and they have begun to test a variety of fluorescent protein and other
cargoes to determine whether they can be transferred to a susceptible plant species (Nicotiana).
Despite the fact that four, independent viral capsids must now enter a given cell in order to create
an infectious virus, they have established that the tetrapartite virus can spread through the plant.
Jeff Barrick and graduate student Sean Leonard (both UT) are examining synthetic linear
RNA plasmids for bacterial directed evolution. Scientists routinely harness evolution to
redesign biology. This “directed evolution” creates new biotechnology and therapeutics. Nearly
all in vivo directed evolution approaches rely on DNA, instead of RNA, as their genetic material
and only operate in model organisms. This limits the speed and variation with which they can
adapt. This team will develop a new platform for directed evolution: Synthetic Linear RNA
Plasmids (SLRPs). SLRPs descend from “Spiegelman’s monster”, a minimal RNA that
Spiegelman evolved from the genome of bacteriophage Qβ in a classic in vitro evolution
experiment. They have re-purposed the Qβ genome for use within cells by replacing nonessential elements with synthetic cargo, including an antibiotic resistance gene, as is routinely
done in normal DNA plasmids. Because these SLRPs exist only as RNA, they are replicated with
an extremely high mutation rate, leading to the potential for very rapid directed evolution of the
cargo. These RNA plasmids also encode their own RNA replicase, so they likely function in
diverse bacterial hosts. The researchers will characterize this new directed evolution platform by
co-evolving RNA plasmids and their native host (E. coli) under various antibiotic selection
regimes that should favor mutations that increase SLRP genetic stability and copy number. They
will also test whether SLRPs reliably replicate in other bacteria (or evolve this capacity),
including in new chassis organisms and less-studied environmental bacteria. If these modern
monsters can be reliably harnessed, they will be generalizable tools for accelerating directed
evolution.

Industrial and Agricultural Applications
Betty Cheng, Philip McKinley, and Hayder Radha (all MSU) are enhancing the safety of
autonomous vehicles through evolution. This project explores the integration of evolutionary
algorithms into the design of autonomous vehicles in order to increase their robustness and
resilience to adverse situations that might otherwise jeopardize the safety of passengers and
others. Specifically, they investigate a dual use of evolution in which an evolutionary robotics
algorithm works to harden a system while novelty search seeks conditions that cause the system
to perform poorly or unsafely. This process enhances the robustness of system components while
identifying and mitigating “unlikely-but-possible” situations that might otherwise lead to
catastrophic failure. To evaluate the proposed methods, experiments will be conducted on the
MSU campus with autonomous vehicles of different scales and levels of complexity: AutoRally,
a 1:5-scale autonomous truck equipped with extensive sensing and computing resources; and the
MSU CANVAS (Connected and Autonomous Networked Vehicles for Active Safety) vehicle, a
modified full-scale Lincoln MKZ hybrid automobile equipped with multiple cameras, radar and
lidar units. Applying the proposed methods to such complex systems is challenging, but the
potential payoff is high, as improving the safety of autonomous vehicles has near-term and longterm societal impact. Furthermore, the target operating platform for both AutoRally and the
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CANVAS vehicle is the Robotic Operating System (ROS), fast becoming a de facto standard for
autonomous systems. As such, the results of this research can be used by a broad robotics
community that includes both government and industry, thus adding to the impact of BEACONsupported work and its legacy.
Betty Cheng, Charles Ofria, Chris Adami, and Hayder Radha (all MSU) are also working on
the evolution of mental models to enhance perception in autonomous vehicles. Spatiotemporal mental models allow humans to better understand the world around them, and to
predict the immediate future. The biggest challenge for safe and efficient autonomous vehicles
lies in developing these types of predictive internal models that will allow them to achieve
similar levels of perception and anticipation. This team is studying the evolution of spatiotemporal models in virtual autonomous vehicles (agents) under a variety of conditions.
Specifically, they are building a computational environment where agents must navigate to an
assigned destination while avoiding obstacles and other threats. Agents that can properly
recognize a hazard and anticipate how it will move or progress will be far more capable of
avoiding any harmful effects. They will also use cooperative evolution techniques to select for
agents that can not only navigate around each other, but also share perception information to
facilitate collective efficiency and safety. Finally, they will encourage agents to evolve building
blocks for more advanced internal models by querying them on the external world; those that can
accurately respond to simple questions about their surroundings (e.g., ”How many fellow agents
can you sense?”) will be provided a competitive advantage.
Maitreya Dunham (UW) and Edward Marcotte (UT), with graduate students Riddhiman
Garge (UT) and Chris Large (UW), are watching evolution in action in the brewery. The team
aims to understand microbial evolution in non-laboratory environments, more specifically the
brewery. Such cases involving domesticated microbial populations in large-scale industrial
setups provide a direct opportunity to identify and study the molecular adaptations taking place
within fermentation tanks. While lab yeast strains have been extensively sequenced and
characterized, brewing strains have only recently been subjected to such approaches, making
understanding the genetic and molecular implications of adaptations hard. This team is studying
the evolution and physiology of yeast as it is “repitched” over months to years of brewery use, in
a real world analogue of laboratory evolution. To generate high quality reference genomes, they
partnered with Live Oak Brewing in Austin, Texas; Postdoc Brewing in Redmond, Washington;
and a brewery in Seattle that would prefer to stay anonymous to sequence whole genomes of
their brewing strain set (via NGS). In the initial analysis of the Live Oak strains, they observed
remarkably consistent patterns of deletions across all sequenced brewing genomes vs. the lab
reference strain. Interestingly, we found ADH7 and AAD3, both alcohol dehydrogenases
encoded on chromosome III, were deleted in all except one strain. They are currently continuing
this analysis. They also found substantial and reproducible genome changes over the repitching
timeseries, and are now working to determine how they may help the yeast adapt.
Erik Goodman, Erik Runkle, Lihong Xu, graduate student Jose Llera, and postdoc Yuanping
Su (all MSU) are conducting an exploration of data-driven evolutionary greenhouse control
strategies. The objective of the energy and yield optimization in greenhouse crop production is
to maximize the total production income by optimizing the greenhouse climate setpoints and
control processes as a function of crop condition and external weather conditions. The research
team has produced many advances in this field, which is currently very actively researched
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because of its economic and environmental importance, particularly by including the crop itself
“in the loop” of the control system. Increasingly, the team turns to historical weather data to
capture seasonal effects, but add short-term weather predictions to the on-line control algorithm,
so that minimal energy with maximum positive impact can be used at the best times, based on
both short-term predictions and long-term data-driven historical expectations. The research plan
has two main objectives. In the first, they are focusing on greenhouse climate and crop growth
modeling and global constraint multi-objective evolutionary optimization and control subject to
weather uncertainty (the primary research focus of Dr. Yuanping Su, Visiting Research Scholar).
The simulation performance and model structure of well-known commercial greenhouse climate
models are suboptimal for on-line greenhouse climate control and optimization. The team is
developing a data-driven greenhouse climate modeling method to construct an accurate universal
model for greenhouse climate and crop growth, enabling users to use real greenhouse climate
and crop data to parameterize the models. Preliminary results show significant improvement over
earlier climate-driven models, and a publication not listed below is in preparation. The second
goal focuses on data-driven robust multi-objective evolutionary optimization approaches (in
collaboration with Visiting Scholar Ph.D. student Shuwei Zhu, supported by funds from China).
To approximate the energy consumption and the whole process of crop growth, surrogate models
are built based on historical data, real-case data and expert knowledge. Hence, data-driven
evolutionary multi-objective optimization approaches can be applied to simultaneously optimize
the crop yield and the energy consumption goals.
Kalyanmoy Deb (MSU), Amirpouyan Nejadhashemi (MSU), Niroj Aryal (NCAT), and
graduate students Proteek Roy and Ian Kropp (MSU) are integrating key water resources, crop
suitability, and aquatic and human health dimensions in sustainable biofuels feedstock
production. The overall objective of this project is to design a novel framework that
incorporates the linkages and feedbacks among land use change due to biofuels feedstock
production, human health, and aquatic processes using soft computing methods, analytical
hierarchical process, and optimization techniques. The results will provide quantitative support
for the establishment of consensus decision-making models that maximize the benefits of
biofuels feedstock production while minimizing potential negative environmental consequences.
This project introduces a comprehensive environmental impact assessment of bioenergy crops,
both in terms of number of environmental indicators and number of bioenergy crop scenarios
within a regional study area. It will thus provide valuable information to policy makers and
stakeholders by integrating spatial measures and expert judgments in the form of a GIS-based
multi-criteria decision system and optimization to guide bioenergy crop selection and placement
to maximize yield and economic return while minimizing potential negative environmental
impacts.

Understanding the Evolution of Antibiotic Resistance
Alita Burmeister and Paul Turner (Yale) are creating an evolutionary application of phage
to reverse antibiotic resistance. A barrier to the long-term efficacy of antibiotics is the
evolution of antibiotic resistance. Widespread drug usage in medicine and agriculture imposes
selection for resistance in bacterial populations, which also interact with other agents of strong
selection, including lytic phage. This research group recently isolated an Escherichia coli phage,
U136B, which relies on bacterial surface structures for infection, including both
lipopolysaccharide (LPS) and the major drug efflux protein TolC. Dependence on TolC makes
phage U136B an excellent candidate for evolutionary therapy, in which phage select for bacteria
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with altered TolC, resulting in restored antibiotic sensitivity. They previously found that 30% of
U136B-resistant mutants contained such mutations. However, phage U136B also selects for LPS
mutants, which have unaltered drug resistance. These LPS mutants are a major barrier to the
effectiveness of phage U136B for restoring antibiotic sensitivity. To address this challenge, the
team is now evolving phage U136B host range on a panel of LPS variants. The evolved phages
will then be combined and used as a mixture for selection of resistant hosts. They predict that the
phage mixture will limit selection for LPS mutant bacteria, slowing the evolution of phage
resistance while also increasing selection for tolC mutants with increased antibiotic sensitivity.
The new phage mutants will be of interest to industrial partner Felix Biotechnology, Inc., which
is poised to raise capital investment and enable animal and human trials to put phage U136B and
evolution into action.
Liesl Jeffers-Francis (NCAT), Joseph Graves, Jr. (NCAT), and Paul Turner (Yale) are
studying phage/metal resistance antagonism in Escherichia coli. The massive failure of
traditional antibiotics over the 20th century is well known, leading to researchers attempting new
approaches to controlling multi-drug resistant (MDR) bacteria including ionic and nanoparticle
metals and phage therapy. However, it is clear that no matter what single approach is deployed
against bacteria that they can rapidly evolve resistance. Therefore, combination therapies have
been developed for treatment of pathogenic bacteria and viruses. The key, however, is to find
combination therapies which are antagonistic, which means that they must result in evolutionary
trade-offs. One approach was to use a lytic bacteriophage whose receptor was a crucial efflux
pump involved in traditional antibiotic resistance in Pseudomonas aeruginosa. The bacteria
evolved resistance to the phage by reducing expression of the efflux pump, which in turn made it
more susceptible to the traditional antibiotic. This sort of tradeoff could conceivably represent a
Wrightian fitness surface with no solution (as adaptations that favor phage resistance come at the
cost of antibiotic resistance). This team has shown that resistance to silver in E. coli K12
MG1655 is conferred by mutations in primarily three genes: 1. cusS, a sensory histidine kinase
that works in conjunction with CusCFBA efflux pump, 2. ompR, which encodes a porin, and 3.
various rpo’s which encode subunits of RNA polymerase. Iron resistance, on the other hand
results from more mutations, which also result in major changes in resistance to traditional
antibiotics as well as changing patterns of gene expression. In addition, silver and iron (II, III)
resistance are antagonistic to each other. Thus, it would be interesting to know if either metal
resistance is antagonistic to a lytic phage that targets outer membrane efflux pumps or porins in
E. coli K12 MG1655.
Joseph Graves, Jr., Jian Han, and graduate student Anuoluwapo Odelade (all NCAT) are
working on experimental evolution of iron resistance in Escherichia coli. Iron is an essential
micronutrient for all living things, including bacteria. However, excess iron can be toxic
impacting numerous physiological systems. Using experimental evolution, the team has
produced iron resistant strains of Escherichia coli K-12 MG1655. However, the molecular
mechanism of how these strains handle iron resistance needs to be fully understood. To examine
these mechanisms, they grew these strains and their controls in excess iron medium. The mRNA
expressions of iron-responsive and oxidative stress genes were examined by Real-time PCR. The
results showed that the mRNA expression of the iron storage gene (Ftn) significantly increased
in the Fe2+-resistant population grown in Fe2+ medium compared to controls. Iron regulatory
gene (Fur) mRNA expression increased in Fe2+-resistant populations in DMB medium
compared to controls. Iron update gene (fecA) was not detectable in Fe2+-resistant populations.
The mRNA expressions of oxidative stress genes, such as sodA (superoxide dismutase A) and
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oxyR (hydroxyl free radical sensor), were significantly upregulated in the Fe2+-resistant
population in DMB medium compared to controls. Iron-resistant E.coli had better capacity to
sequester superoxide free radical when it was placed in the excess iron medium in comparison to
controls. All these results showed that evolutionary evolved iron resistant E. coli can
differentially regulate iron-responsive and oxidative stress genes to ameliorate iron-toxicityinduced oxidative stress. The team is currently using a similar approach to investigate the
mechanisms for resistance an Fe3+ toxic environment.
Misty Thomas and Joseph Graves, Jr. (both NCAT) are studying the evolution of silver
resistance in low gravity. As NASA focuses on strategies for long-term space exploration and
colonization, they must prioritize effective interventions for maintaining clean potable water.
Iodine has primarily been used on the International Space Station as an effective antimicrobial
agent, but more recent reports have indicated the use of silver for future long-term travel.
Infection of unknown bacteria is not a primary concern, rather it is infections resulting from the
crew’s normal flora. This team is looking at the influence of microgravity and silver on the
common human resident; Streptococcus mutans. They are adapting S. mutans to normal gravity,
microgravity, and to microgravity and silver for 100-days in a High Aspect Rotating Vessel
(HARV). These adapted populations will then undergo whole genome resequencing and
phenotypic analysis via MIC assays to assess any changes in virulence associated with
adaptation to microgravity and co-adaptation to microgravity and silver. This work will shed
light on the consequences of adaptation of microbes to microgravity and using silver to filter
potable water on the host microbiome. These studies will show how quickly, and by what genetic
mechanisms, S. mutans may evolve resistance to levels of silver presently used as a biocide for
potable water on the ISS and will also help in the potential development of treatments to combat
the dental issues that may arise in space due to this human symbiont.

Development of Evolutionary Computation Methods
Stephen Kelly, Wolfgang Banzhaf, and Cedric Gondro (all MSU) are working on genetic
programming for genomic prediction in the presence of epistatic effects. Genomic prediction
is the problem of predicting an organism’s phenotypic traits from DNA markers, primarily single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP). The task is particularly challenging because of the large input
space (many thousands of DNA markers) and the presence of gene interactions, or epistatic
effects, which imply that the relationship between the genome and phenotype may be complex
and non-linear. The team hypothesizes that evolutionary model building with genetic
programming is well suited to meet these challenges, and they are developing a framework and
experimental methodology to test this hypothesis. This research has a range of potential
applications that directly benefit society. In agriculture, genomics is a linchpin of genetic
progress which is key to successfully feeding an ever-growing human population. In human
medicine, building predictors for genetically based diseases could allow for early intervention
and better patient outcomes.
Wolfgang Banzhaf (MSU), postdoc Stephen Kelly (MSU), Risto Miikkulainen (UT), and
Santiago Gonzalez (UT graduate student) are evolving loss functions and dynamic training
strategies for neural networks. Deep Learning Networks have become increasingly complex
because such complexity improves performance. Because it is now too difficult to design them
by hand, metalearning techniques have been developed to design them automatically
optimization. Loss function optimization and dynamic training strategies is a new direction in
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metalearning. Preliminary work shows that it is possible using evolutionary computing. In this
project, the team will identify and develop more sophisticated GP techniques for this task; use
coevolution to optimize data selection and augmentation as well; extend coevolution to modify
strategies dynamically as training progresses; and evaluate the approach in multiple benchmark
tasks.

2b. Progress towards metrics listed above.
Integrative Research Goals
1. New research collaborations and proposals
•
•
•

Of the 49 projects currently underway, 28 are new projects and include new collaborations.
129 publications submitted this reporting period, of which about 50% are reported as
multidisciplinary and 42% can be categorized as multi-institutional
Many projects include funding for students/postdocs/faculty to travel between partner
institutions.

2. New paradigms for research in organic and digital domains
•
•
•

Number of new sessions at scientific meetings or scientific meetings hosted at BEACON:
None to report for this period.
Number of new journals and societies: None to report yet.
New or increased funding for biocomputational research: so far in this reporting period,
BEACON researchers have submitted at least 35 proposals, and >$18M in external funding
has been granted.

3. Increase in publications related to evolution in action
•
•

Number of publications: 129 publications submitted by BEACONites to date in the current
reporting period
High visibility science journalism about BEACON research: Since our previous annual
report, there have been 7 university press releases about BEACON research. Over 22 features
on BEACON research appeared in the mainstream and online media in this period.

4. Development and dissemination of new curricula and resources to train
multidisciplinary scientists
•
•

The Avida-ED application has been accessed 29,758 times over the past year.
About 2,000 visits to BEACON website monthly, where all resources are linked

Ethical Research Goal
1. Responsible Conduct of Research (RCR) training and scientific norms/virtues
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•

•

Robert Pennock and Michael O’Rourke run the Scientific Virtues project, supported by
BEACON. They have found that the most effective time to offer workshops and get the best
attendance is during BEACON Congress. As Congress was not held in 2019, no workshops
were offered in the current reporting period. However, they did offer a BEACON seminar
about the code of conduct work they are doing, based on the Scientific Virtues project
findings.
The very multi-disciplinary weekly Friday meetings have been going on continuously since
October 29, 2010. 21 seminars have been offered so far in the current reporting period.

Research Output Goals
1. Original research by BEACON members on evolution in action will be prominent in the
evolution literature
•
•
•
•

Number of publications submitted: 129 reported to BEACON February-October (goal is 150
per reporting period, February-January)
Conference presentations: 130 reported (goal is 150)
Grant proposals submitted: 34 submitted (goal is 40)
Our original goal was 150 publications, 150 conference presentations, and 40 grant proposals
submitted per year in the first two years. These goals were not met in 2011 – likely due to
underreporting by BEACON members – but have been met annually since then. Our original
goal was to increase these numbers by 50% by October 2015, which was achieved for
conference presentations and grant proposals, and nearly achieved for publications. Our
current goal for phase 2 of BEACON funding is to double the original numbers: 300
publications, 300 conference presentations, and 80 grant proposals submitted per year, by
October 2020. The primary barrier to achieving this goal appears to be not a lack of
productivity but a lack of reporting by BEACONites, as members are admitting to “reporting
fatigue.”

2. BEACON research output will be perceived as making an important contribution to the
literature
•
•
•

Seventh External Advisory Committee meeting was held August 2018.
Feedback from last External Advisory Committee meeting was very positive (reported in
2018 Annual Report).
We did not solicit feedback from the External Advisory Committee for the final year of STC
funding.

2c. Research plans for the next reporting period.
Most of the projects described above will continue into the next reporting period and end in
August 2020, when the STC funding period ends.
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III. EDUCATION
1a. Overall Education Goals
BEACON’s Education, Human Resources, and Diversity (EHRD) overarching goal is to
integrate cutting-edge, multidisciplinary research, education, and outreach across the Center that
will advance innovative training, increase the diversity of the Center and scientific workforce,
and promote greater understanding of evolution and the nature of science throughout public
education. We are approaching this goal in two ways: by educating a diverse new generation of
interdisciplinary scientists and engineers and by advancing K-16 programs that address the
pressing national need to bolster U.S. pre-eminence in science and technology by educating
people about the importance of understanding, managing, and harnessing biological and
computational evolutionary processes.
Science education reform recognizes that students learn better when information is organized
around major unifying concepts (National Research Council, 2012), and all recent science
education reform places evolution as a core idea within the biological sciences (Brewer and
Smith, 2011; College Board, 2011). Across all BEACON, our educational projects aim to use
BEACON research demonstrating evolution in action to reveal the power of evolution, showing
that (1) evolution is a historical AND ongoing dynamic process; (2) evolutionary biology is a
good example of how science works; and (3) evolutionary processes can help us solve complex
biological and engineering problems.

1b. Performance and management indicators/metrics
In this table we summarize our optimal outcomes and metrics from our Strategic
Implementation Plan, and briefly note our progress towards these goals. For more details on
progress, please see section 2e.

GOAL
Multidisciplinary Ph.D.
graduates and post-docs
placed in faculty positions at
rates approaching averages
across engineering, computer
science, and biology
Increased public literacy in
evolution and the nature of
science

Education Goals
METRICS
Fraction of BEACON
graduate students and postdocs receiving offers of
faculty positions

Development of educational
materials

Adoption of materials by
teachers; frequency of public
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PROGRESS
Among BEACON’s alumni
to date: 17/129 (13%) PhDs
and 20/40 (50%) postdocs are
now in faculty positions. 69
(53%) of BEACON PhD
graduates went on to
postdoctoral positions.
Testing, presentation, and
publication of educational
materials. Evaluation
instruments are being used to
assess effectiveness.
Cross-institutional
dissemination of materials is
underway.
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Increased interest in STEM
careers in both academia and
industry

use of online materials and
visits to museum exhibits
The creation of programs that
provide for the sustainability
of students interested in
STEM
Communication of the
diversity of careers associated
with STEM disciplines

Programs like the Luminaries
Scholars and URA program
at KBS assist in these areas.
Participation in diverse
careers workshops and
tracking our own students.

1c. Problems encountered in making progress towards goals
Internal education activities: Our graduate training courses create unique inter-institutional
challenges such as different academic calendars (for example UW is on a quarter system whereas
MSU is on a semester system) and institutional changes have resulted in departmental-level
changes in faculty. During the Spring 2019 semester we were able to offer Research Methods,
however, we were unable to offer Computational Science for Evolutionary Biologists CSE 801
during the Fall 2019. The establishment of the new CMSE department at MSU now provides a
broad range of computational biology courses (e.g CMSE 801 Introduction to Computational
Modeling; CMSE802 Methods of Computational Modeling), and we encourage BEACON
graduate students consider this as an alternative. There are three students either enrolled or
auditing Evolutionary Biology for Non-life Scientists during the Fall 2019 semester. There does
seem to be a fair degree of fluctuation year to year, due to the varying numbers of new graduate
students associated with BEACON.
External education activities: The greatest challenge comes in assessing our effectiveness at
meeting our goals related to increasing public understanding of evolution and the nature of
science. Many of our external outreach activities are designed to be short and highly interactive.
It is difficult to assess what learning occurs. We do, however, use these opportunities to test the
operations of the activities we develop, and from that perspective, these can be viewed as
successful as they give us an opportunity to work out the bugs. We also regularly receive
positive feedback and evaluations related to our outreach activities.

2a. Internal Education Activities
Activity Name
Led by
Intended Audience
Approximate # of attendees

Interdisciplinary Graduate Education
Louise Mead, Mike Wiser, and Wolfgang Banzhaf (MSU)
Beginning graduate students
~10-15 per year

BEACON continues to offer, a series of courses specifically designed to train graduate
students across disciplines. Currently, courses include Evolutionary Biology for non-Life
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Scientists (ZOL 890) taught by Dr. Mike Wiser; and Multidisciplinary Approaches to the Study
of Evolution (CSE 891, Spring) taught by Wolfgang Banzhaf.
Evolutionary Biology for Non-Life Scientists: ZOL 890-60x is currently being taught at
MSU, with an enrollment of three students. The learning goals of the class are for students to: (1)
understand key concepts of evolutionary biology; (2) relate evolutionary concepts to patterns of
biological diversity; (2) be able to construct and test evolutionary hypotheses; (3) be excited
about evolutionary biology; (4) be able to explain evolutionary biology to non-scientists; (5)
recognize what they do not know about evolutionary biology and develop strategies to complete
their knowledge. The course is currently taught by Dr. Michael Wiser. The opportunity to engage
a postdoctoral researcher as an instructor provides additional training.
Multidisciplinary Approaches to the Study of Evolution: The course provides an
introduction to engaging in multidisciplinary research collaborations involving biologists,
computer scientists, and engineers by addressing fundamental questions about the dynamics of
actively evolving systems (both biological and computational). Students work on these projects
in multidisciplinary and multi-institutional teams when possible, with guidance to help them
develop an understanding of the nature and challenges of such collaborative endeavors and how
to overcome discipline-specific language and conceptual issues. Drs. Wolfgang Banzhaf and
Christoph Adami currently instruct the course. In Spring 2019, we were unable to offer the
course as there were not enough graduate students who had not yet had this training, however we
already have a dozen students enrolled for Spring 2020 and expect more.
Activity Name
Led by
Intended Audience
Approximate # of attendees

BEACON URA Field Experience at Kellogg Biological
Station
Kay Gross (MSU), Gregory Goins and Joseph L. Graves
Jr. (NCAT)
Undergraduate Students
6

The KBS Undergraduate Research Apprenticeship (URA) supports undergraduate research
experiences in a wide range of topics related to ecology and evolution in a changing
environment. The program is supported by a variety of MSU funds, including BEACON, the
GLBRC, MSU and KBS scholarships, and MSU departmental funds. In 2019, BEACON
provided support for 6 of the 13 students recruited to the KBS URA program. We were able to
leverage the BEACON related projects by supplementing the BEACON funding (for four
students) with funding from MSU and KBS scholarship programs that provide undergraduates
with research experiences.
The six BEACON-supported URAs worked with graduate student and postdocs affiliated
with faculty based at KBS (Conner, Gross, Evans, Fitzpatrick, and Litchman) and others with
research programs at KBS (Wetzel and Lau) on a wide range of projects associated with
BEACON priorities. In 2019, this included research on: how plant-insect interactions vary with
host quality; responses of soil microbial communities to changing environments; assessments of
species tolerances to temperature; how plants develop into agricultural weeds; and use of eDNA
for species detection.
The URA program provides students an integrated research and educational experience that
increases their understanding of evolution and the nature of scientific research and introduces
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them to career opportunities in STEM. URAs gain research experience by taking 1-3 courses at
KBS (tuition paid by the student or KBS scholarship), working as a research assistant with a
graduate student or postdoctoral mentor, and participating in professional development activities
and seminars at KBS. The professional development program is aimed at providing students with
information on the diversity of career opportunities in STEM, the training and preparation
needed to pursue these careers, as well as how to prepare applications for these positions.
Students also gain experience in communicating their research experiences to colleagues, other
students and potential employers. Most of the URAs present a poster at the KBS Undergraduate
Symposium and are strongly encouraged to participate in UURAAF (University Undergraduate
Research and Arts Forum) at MSU. We encourage mentors to work with URAs to present their
research at regional and national meetings (including the BEACON All Scientist meeting) and
provide funding for this. Mentors are also encouraged to include URAs on research publications
as appropriate and a session on ‘Authorship’ is included in the professional development
program.
Evaluation of the program is done by post-program surveys of the participants (students and
mentors) coordinated with the review of the NSF REU program using surveys and social media
connections to track student career trajectories. We use the NSF BIO-REU URSSA
(Undergraduate Student Self-Assessment) administered through the SALG (Student Assessment
of Learning Gains – University of Colorado) platform to evaluate all of the undergraduate
research programs at KBS. Students who have responded to date have rated their research
experience at KBS between 4 and 5, on a 5-point Likert Scale; which is higher (0.5-1.0) than the
national average for all NSF BIO-REU programs.
This program will continue through summer 2020 as we have funding for two
undergraduates for next year. We expect to leverage the BEACON funding (for two students and
the program coordinator, Zoellner) with KBS funding to support 4-5 students on BEACON
related research projects at KBS.
Activity Name
Led by
Intended Audience
Approximate # of attendees

Taking the CURE to Scale: Using a course-based
undergraduate research experience to increase
leadership opportunities for underrepresented students
Scott Freeman (UW), Ben Kerr (UW), Katie Dickinson
(UW), Judi Brown Clarke (MSU)
Undergraduates
~100

Scientists and science educators at the University of Washington have developed a coursebased undergraduate research experience (CURE) that is allowing UW introductory biology
students to explore the evolution of collateral resistance to antibiotics, using E. coli as a model.
In this CURE, students isolate bacterial strains that are sensitive and resistant to rifampicin and
streptomycin, perform daily transfers to enable experimental evolution, and gather and analyze
data on variation in the level of resistance, the fitness effects of resistance, and collateral effects
between drugs. We seek to ensure that the lab experience maintains its authentic nature, which
requires investment in data analysis and experimental revisions. Because over 1500 students may
be in the CURE during a single quarter, scaling presents challenges—particularly with respect to
the key role played by peer facilitators (PFs). PFs facilitate both formal lab sections and informal
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drop-in sessions to transfer cells during experimental evolution and play an important role in
near-peer mentoring. Lead PFs also train PFs and assist course staff with the development of
instructional materials.
BEACON funding is providing support for recruiting, scheduling, training, and supporting
PFs who are predominantly from underrepresented groups—systems that will allow the CURE to
function smoothly even when 50-100 PFs are involved each term. During the winter 2019 term
we ran 25 lab sections of the CURE labs. Each lab section had one PF assisting the graduate
student TA. Recruitment of PFs for these labs was largely from students who previously had
taken the CURE lab series though efforts were made to ensure we recruited as many students as
possible from diverse backgrounds. The CURE research team completed an extensive series of
interviews with the peer facilitators. The goal of these interviews was to solicit opinion about the
positive and negative impacts of the CURE from the PF perspective. A team is currently
analyzing the transcript data which can hopefully help us identify areas of the PF experience we
can improve to better support under URM and low-income students.
Activity Name
Led by
Intended Audience
Approximate # of attendees

Taking the CURE: a BEACON legacy
Scott Freeman (UW), Ben Kerr (UW), Katie Dickinson
(UW), Alita Burmeister (Yale), Paul Turner (Yale),
Joseph Graves (NC A&T)
Undergraduates
~100

As noted in the previous activity, with support from BEACON and the Howard Hughes
Medical Institute, Freeman et al have developed course-based undergraduate research experience
(CURE) on experimental evolution of antibiotic resistance in Escherichia coli for the
introductory biology sequence at the University of Washington. In addition to implementing the
CURE in lower-division undergraduate biology courses, team members at UW are currently
carrying out analyses of data produced to date to extend the research experience for
undergraduates by building a few new labs in Biology 481 (an existing upper-division UW
course on experimental evolution). The new labs have two purposes: (1) providing students who
complete the introductory CURE with a chance to pursue more in-depth research, possibly
leading to publication and (2) serving as a test-bed for new directions in the CURE sequence.
Lastly, our team is planning to connect with other BEACON researchers at other institutions to
discuss ways to import their research into Biology 481 (and the CURE) as well as export
components of our sequence to other schools.
The team at UW continues to trouble shoot the competition assay protocol to improve the
quality of student data and identify a new a computational approach that provides a framework
for estimating growth parameters from spectrophotometric data and for predicting relative
growth in mixed cultures. In addition, the UW team has begun to have conversations regarding
future directions for the CURE based on some of the work coming out of our partner
universities. Specifically, Alita Burmeister is collaborating with Katie Dickinson to connect the
research groups at UW with Yale. Turner, Graves and Burmeister plan to observe classes at UW
during spring 2020 and work out specific details for similar implementations at Yale and
NCA&T.
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2b. Professional development activities
Activity Name
Led by
Intended Audience
Approximate # of attendees

A Virtue-based Approach to RCR Training
Robert Pennock, Michael O’Rourke, Chet McCleskey
(MSU)
Undergraduates, Graduates, Faculty
~100

BEACON’s Ethics Goal, as articulated in the Strategic Implementation Plan, is to “practice
and promote ethical and responsible research by implementing cross-disciplinary and multiinstitutional ethics programs that will inform and guide all participants of the Center.” The
strategic plan had also identified a barrier to this goal, noting, “We anticipate difficulties
ensuring compliance with RCR (responsible conduct of research) training, as students and
researchers may find the training requirements burdensome.” Through BEACON seed funding,
and now a Templeton Foundation grant, Pennock and his team continue to develop and offer
virtue-based RCR modules at our annual Congress, helping grad students and post-docs fulfill
their RCR requirements.

2c. External education activities
Across our consortium, BEACONites are engaged in education and outreach efforts, both
formally through the development and testing of novel tools, lessons, and curriculum, as well as
more informal efforts through participation in community and public outreach events. In all cases
we aim to provide participants with an experience of evolution in action – showing them that
evolution is an ongoing process happening now, that evolution can help us solve complex
problems, and that evolutionary science is a good example of how science works. As our
available funding begins to decresase we are working with external groups to facilitate continued
implementation of these projects.
Activity Name
Led by
Intended Audience
Approximate # of attendees

BEACON TEACHERs Researching EVOLUTION
(TEACHER REVOLUTION) – National
Louise Mead and Kara Haas (MSU)
K-12 Educators
7

The 2019 program built on past iterations of the BEACON TEACHER REVOLUTION
program, continuing to leverage funding provided by the Society for the Study of Evolution
through Wiley Publishers, to provide teachers with research experiences and to put into practice
what we learned last summer. In 2019 we were again able to place a total of eight teachers in
research labs, three returning teachers and another five new teachers. The proposed
enhancements to the consortium-wide RET program are allowing us to strengthen the
professional learning community of teachers and researchers and give teachers more focused
time for pedagogical discussions and developing teaching materials based on their research
experiences. We are planning to hold an in-person meeting for the 2018 and 2019 RETs that will
be focused on current research and lessons in Evolution Education during the winter 2020, once
teachers have had the opportunity to implement any new materials developed during the summer.
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The funding also allowed us to send four teachers to Evolution 2019 where they participated in
the Education Symposium.
Activity Name

Led by
Intended Audience
Approximate # of attendees

YEvo: teaching eukaryotic genetics and evolution using
yeast/ Diversifying selection pressures in an
experimental evolution teaching lab to target a broader
range of students
Josephine Boyer, Maitreya Dunham (UW), R. Hickey,
Paul Rowley (UI), Bryce Taylor (UW)
High school students
100s expected

Researchers, in collaboration with high school teachers, have developed a hands-on research
experience for high school students called yEvo. Students evolve yeast to deal with a stressor and
examine whole-genome sequencing data from their evolved strains to learn about mechanisms of
adaptation. A previous BEACON education grant provided funding for us to develop an
evaluation plan to assess our implementation and to carry out evolution experiments using the
over-the-counter fungicide FungiCure as a stressor. This year, continued work on the project
aims: 1) improve our outreach infrastructure through a website and improved training workshop
for teachers; and 2) explore additional selection pressures based on student and educator
requests, specifically pressures relevant to industry and food science. The Dunham and Rowley
labs will trial these selection pressures to assess their ease-of-use for future student scientists.
At the University of Washington, progress has been made on multiple fronts:
•

•
•
•

Held a workshop with three teachers in August. The teachers learned how to manipulate
yeast, perform the transfers, and analyze sequencing data. Each teacher made a plan for
which aspects of the lab they would like to teach, and how they will implement the lab in
the coming school year.
Determined appropriate dosing to grow yeast in the presence of phytic acid and salt (both
relevant to bread baking) and for exudate generated from forestry industry waste
(relevant for the biotech industry).
Piloted evolution experiments with each of these to determine potential for adaptations,
specifically using University of Idaho’s streamlined transfer method for these
experiments.
Evolved strains are now in the sequencing pipeline to determine what mutations they
accumulated.

At the University of Idaho:
•
•
•
•

Based on the previously implemented yEvo experiment at Moscow high school
streamlined and simplified the experimental workflow to improve reproducibility and
reduce the time of the laboratory.
Made good progress with writing a course manual,
Class times at Moscow high school have been schedules for all three classes once a week.
Appropriate supplies have been identified and trialed for their suitability for use in the
classroom and for future shipping of the yEvo kits nationally.
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Current plans are also to implement Yevo more widely across the state of Idaho. We have
made contact with two high schools in the Boise area (Dr. David Whitacre, Treasure Valley
Math and Science Center and Mrs. Annie Muniz, Timberline High School). We will use these
schools to trial a mailed version of the yEvo lab experimental kit and provide online training
documents so that the high schools are autonomous from the University of Idaho and University
of Washington. However, the relative proximity will allow us to visit Boise at least once during
the yEvo experiment, most likely at the beginning of the laboratory, to help with the setup of the
experiments and to address any inadequacies in the mailed materials and training resources. The
successful implementation of yEvo at these schools will give us the confidence to provide the
kits to high schools nationally.
Activity Name
Led by
Intended Audience
Approximate # of attendees

Salmon Run: An Evolutionary Ecology Educational
Game
Mariah Meek, Robert Pennock, Jake Cousineau, Sara
Hugentobler (MSU)
K-12 students
Still in early development

Salmon Run aims to take evolutionary educational gaming to the next level, by not only
illustrating the working of general evolutionary mechanisms, but also by displaying how they
operate within the life cycle of an organism and in relation to its environment, incorporating
evolutionary ecology. Salmon provide the perfect system to demonstrate the interplay between
evolutionary dynamics, ecological processes, and anthropogenic influences. Their complex life
cycles and economic and social import provide a unique opportunity to help students grasp the
complexity of the natural world while gaining an understanding of the fundamental processes
that shape diversity on this planet and an appreciation for the role human activities have in
affecting this diversity. It is targeted for late middle school students.
Researchers completed a working prototype of one stage of the game based on the Columbia
River system in Washington and Idaho. In this stage, players take baseline population data (fish
length) to compare to changes caused after fishing begins (artificial selection) and at later points
in the level when other factors come into play. To solve the level, they need to institute fishing
licensing to stabilize the population, but the new balance is upset with the construction of a dam,
which blocks fish migration until players install a fish ladder. The prototype can be accessed at
http://avida-ed-mirror1.beacon-center.org/SalmonRunGame/.
A pilot implementation of Salmon Run was carried out in McDonald Middle School in the
science class of Tony Gendreau (our 8th grade science teacher consultant) which was very
successful. For the classroom lesson, in addition to working to have a sustainable population,
students also had to collect data and graph how the average fish length of the population evolves
in response to these selective factors. This simple lesson plan combined learning about how
natural selection affects phenotypic changes in a population with data graphing as a basic
scientific practice. Gendreau explained:
“I had about a hundred and forty-five students this year. Typically, in a lesson… I might have
20% of kids who are not actively involved; I can tap dance, but for whatever reason they're just not into it.
[However], as I went around during the Salmon Run lesson, I literally I think I only saw two kids who
were not into it. So, I had a massive uptick in our participation and engagement.
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What I noticed the most is they were tweaking things, like changing things they thought would
make the fish go extinct. While it wasn’t the experiment I had planned, the students developed their own
criteria and tested out their hypothesis, with the same results: not only were they having fun, but they
were learning sound genetic principles.
I was very pleased; we brought out their curiosity. I like to see that. I love when kids are doing
and exploring. [Salmon Run] gave them a sandbox that they could play with. It let them come up with
"okay I wonder what if this… I wonder about that.” They would not use the [scientific] words—they
wouldn't say they were changing parameters to test this idea; these were not the sciency kids. They may
not have known the words, but they were doing all the right things. I was very, very pleased with it.”

We will continue to develop this prototype for the remainder of the project funds and run
another pilot implementation this coming Spring and submitted a grant proposal—DTI: Salmon
Run: An Artificial Life Video Game for Middle School on Evolution, Environment, Engineering,
and Civic Engagement— to the NSF ITEST program in August.

Activity Name
Led by
Intended Audience
Approximate # of attendees

Engaging Ecuadorian Educators in Evolutionary
Emblematic Ecosystems
Brant Miller (UI), Christine Parent (UI), John Phillips
(UI), Alexa Warwick (MSU)
K12

Evolutionary research is conducted across the globe, yet no location may be as emblematic as
the Galapagos Islands. Made famous by Darwin, long term research in the islands continues to
advance the field. However, even though international scientists frequently conduct research in
locations like the Galapagos, all too often they collect data and leave without significant
engagement with local communicates and stakeholders. Given that evolution is a critical yet
challenging theory to learn, efforts to engage these communities could help highlight the
importance of the ecosystem they live in for evolutionary advances. Furthermore, only 50% of
the Ecuadorian population are accepting of evolution, placing them 14th out of the 19 surveyed
Latin American countries, and lower than most European countries. To address this inequity
within one of the local schools, the Tomas de Berlanga School in Bellavista, inquiry-based
learning strategies, plans for experiential learning, and lessons that surrounded their background
knowledge through the use of their environment were developed and implemented.
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The team worked with the students for three full days first figuring out what levels the
students were using pre-assessments that focused on evolutionary ideologies. The students then
focused on the first part of inquiry-based learning by observing their surroundings on a diversity
walk. Students were encouraged to develop questions following their observations and creating a
hypothesis to their questions. As the students were now prepared to think more abstractly, day
two was more focused on evolutionary learning and preparation to have the students create their
own inquiry. Presentations by scientists doing research on the islands aided in helping students
realize the value and possibilities of their local surroundings. Students generated questions
concerning their curiosities about evolutionary research. Day three solely consisted of the
students picking their inquiry-based question, creating their hypothesis, and creating data to find
conclusions about their question. The students were broken up into three groups and all chose
similar, but unique questions that they felt were important. In this way students were introduced
to inquiry-based research and had the opportunity to explore their local surroundings.
Activity Name
Led by
Intended Audience
Approximate # of attendees

A MOOC for the Adaptive Learning of Evolutionary
Data Analysis to Grow our Nationwide Talent Pool in
Computation for STEM Disciplines
Renuka Panchagavi (NCA&T)
K12

Computer science is one of the least diverse of STEM fields. Successful students who enter
STEM fields will greatly benefit from computational skills, and will further gain an edge in the
global marketplace of ideas by having knowledge of evolution and its impact in the areas of
science, technology, and society. Panchagavi implemented a digitally inspired and
computationally enabling Massively Open Online Course (MOOC) called “Learning about
Evolutionary Data Analysis” that is oriented upon adaptive learning. Innovations in
computational science occur most effectively in an ecosystem, and the MOOC will be a
significant and needed component for how NC A&T engages directly and powerfully in the
advancement of Evolution in Action learning resources existing within the BEACON community
and overall science community.
The course included online learning resources in an adaptive learning framework; multiple
learning modules on topics in evolutionary science; and usage of this project’s resources at the
state-funded NC Governor’s summer school for exceptional students in STEM. Amazon Cloud
was found to be an effective platform for providing materials and data analysis experiences. In
particular, R-Studio and Jupyter are outstanding as an adaptive learning platform for how
students can receive template materials upon which they provide further documentation and
written report of their work. This platform also allows for both genomic sequence-based analyses
and a variety of statistical methodologies including factorial analyses utilizing metadata
concerning different biological instances/specimens. The course was successfully implemented
at the NC Governor’s summer school. Learning modules included the presence of jaws (i.e.,
gnathostomes versus Agnatha) as relates to the presence of the adaptive immune system and how
a SNP of an immune system gene relates to diabetes. Undergraduates worked with the PI to
develop emergent workflows established in phylodynamics (regarding the flu) and
phylogenomics (regarding mutational signatures and microbial adaptations). These are now
Jupyter-based which will support their usage for learning within the Amazon cloud for online
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learning experiences. This work to be ideally developed in the future within an ongoing
blog/github/coding-collaborative context context. For post-award period, the intention is to have
some these resources used in evolutionary biology courses being taught at NC A&T.
This project included strong involvement and usage by those who are from groups that have
been traditionally under-represented in computational and other STEM disciplines. At this early
stage of implementation, this has included a female PhD student in computational science and
engineering (Panchagavi), and female and minority students at the NC Governor’s School (one
of whom has since asked to be mentored on a bioinformatics project following their successful
summer workshop experiences). Two undergraduate developers, who are listed on this proposal,
are part of a separately funded Data Science and Analytics training program, and are engaged in
two respective projects: phylodynamics of influenzae (Williams) and genomic variation of the
Archaea (Bush) that are Jupyter-based now, enabling implementation within the Amazon cloud.

2d. Integrating research and education
Across our entire consortium, our programs seek to integrate research and education, both by
bringing current BEACON research exemplifying Evolution in Action to a variety of audiences,
as well as applying education research methods to studying the efficacy of our materials where
appropriate. Perhaps most notably, our graduate students regularly publish and present their work
work on BEACON education projects (Publications: Royer and Schultheis, 2014; Lark et al.,
2014; Weigel et al., 2014; Tran et al., 2014; Suwa and Williamson, 2014; Schultheis and Kjelvik,
2015; Burmeister and Smith, 2016; Smith et al. 2016, Kohn et al 2018. Presentations: deLima
2017, Kohn et al 2018, Wiser et al. 2018). BEACON members also routinely bring their research
to general public audiences, through programs such as Darwin Discovery Day at Michigan State
University, participation in the Darwin Day Roadshow, as well as science nights at local schools,
and national venues like the US Science and Engineering Festival. Our Education and Outreach
activities, distributed across different audiences, are listed below.
Audience
K-12 students and teachers
General public
Undergraduates
Faculty and graduate students
Conference attendees

People in attendance
10-50
50-1000s
50-150
30
100s

Number of events
39
5
8
10
153

The BEACON fall graduate courses continue to receive funding to integrate personal
genomics into the courses, allowing students to explore evolutionary, genomic, and
computational aspects of their person genomes. While kits are supplied to all BEACON graduate
students taking the Fall BEACON courses, they have the option to use them, and are not
expected to share their data. Instead, a curated data set is made available to students for analysis.
Tri-Society Outreach. Historically BEACON collaborated with National Evolutionary
Synthesis Center (NESCent) to organize education and outreach at a national level. When
NESCent funding came to an end, BEACON was provided with an opportunity: team up with the
Society for the Study of Evolution, the American Society of Naturalists, and the Society of
Systematic Biology, allowing many of these national programs to continue.
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Through these collaborations, BEACON continues to co-sponsor the Evolution Symposium
at the National Association of Biology Teachers annual professional development conference,
the Undergraduate Diversity at Evolution (UDE) program at the annual meeting of the three
societies listed above, ecology and evolution events at the annual meeting of the Society for the
Advancement of Chicanos and Native Americans in Science (SACNAS), and The Darwin Day
Roadshow. Details of these programs follow.
At the National Association of Biology Teachers (NABT) annual conference November 612, 2018 in St. Louis, Missouri. BEACON organized a two-part Evolution Symposium. First, Dr.
Caroline Williams (University of California, Berkeley) presented research on evolution of cold
resistance in beetles. In the second part the Data Nuggets team, and Nikki Chambers, a high
school teacher from Torrance, CA and part of the BEACON RET program, presented a
workshop featuring a new Data Nugget based on research Nikki carried out during the summer
2018 research experience. Approximately 50 attendees for the science talk and 25 attendees for
the workshop.
BEACON organized the Undergraduate Diversity at Evolution (UDE) program cosponsored with SSE. A total of 22 undergraduates were provided with funding to travel and
attend Evolution 2019. Each student presented a poster and participated in professional
development and career building activities.
SACNAS is a national organization focused on increasing the participation of
underrepresented groups in science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) fields. The
Ecology/Evolution events at SACNAS 2018 included a field trip, a “conversations with
scientists” session, and a scientific symposium. The field trip included a visit to the unique
habitat of San Antonio’s Mitchell Lake Audubon Center that included a hike through the
wetlands as well as learning about host-pathogen interactions of the native animals and plants of
the area. The Conversations with Scientists session and the Scientific Symposium were also
well-attended events. The Ecology and Evolution Symposium also featured host-microbe
interactions Speakers included BEACON graduate student Connie Rojas who presented her work
on, the microbiome in wild spotted hyenas, Dr. Luis Zaman from the University of Michigan
who presented his working experimenting with digital and microbial evolution, Dr. Lisa Burrow
who presented on variable host susceptibility, and Dr. Kat Milligan-Myhre who presented her
work on using an evolutionary model to determine the role of host genetic backgrounds.
BEACON and Beyond:
A number of our faculty and graduate students are also involved in evolution education
research efforts, many of these projects are now externally funded following an initial
investment by BEACON. Drs. Ben Kerr and Scott Freeman, and graduate student Katie
Dickinson (UW) continue with development of an experimental evolution lab for large
undergraduate biology courses and are now focused on identifying potential barriers for
underrepresented minority students in particular.
Drs. Mead, Pennock, Smith, postdoctoral fellow Mike Wiser, and graduate student Cory
Kohn continue to work on an HHMI project at Michigan State University aimed at transforming
some of the gateway courses in STEM (Kohn et al. 2018). The Avida-ED team is also providing
instructor training workshops at MSU and our consortium institutions, funded by an NSF IUSE
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grant Active LENS: Learning Evolution and the Nature of Science using Evolution in
Action.
BEACON Education Director, Dr. Louise Mead and postdoctoral fellows Dr. Elizabeth
Schultheis and Melissa Kjelvik received NSF funding for Collaborative Research: Scientific
Data in Schools: Measuring the efficacy of an innovative approach to integrating
quantitative reasoning in secondary science. The project is collaboration between BEACON
and the Biological Sciences Curriculum Study (BSCS), testing the efficacy of Data Nuggets.
Data collection is complete and analysis underway.
BEACON is also enabling a third NSF funded project Collaborative Research: Connected
Biology: Three-dimensional learning from molecules to populations. The project is a
collaboration between MSU and The Concord Consortium, focused on developing threedimensional curriculum around the Evo-Ed Cases. The project staff includes Drs. Mead, White,
Smith, and Warwick.

2e. Progress towards metrics described above
1. Multidisciplinary Ph.D. graduates and postdocs placed in faculty positions at rates
approaching averages across engineering, computer science, and biology.
To date, 204 BEACONites have reported receiving a graduate degree or completing a
postdoc, and their placements are summarized in the table below.
Graduate School
Postdoc
Faculty Position
Industry
Government
K-12 Education
Unknown
Total # graduates

Masters
9 (26%)
1 (3%)
14 (40%)
1 (3%)
3 (9%)
7 (20%)
35

PhD
1 (1%)
69 (53%)
17 (13%)
26 (20%)
4 (3%)
3 (2%)
9 (7%)
129

Postdoc
9 (23%)
20 (50%)
10 (25%)
1 (3%)
40

2. Increased public literacy in evolution and the nature of science
We continue to engage our graduate students in writing Evo101 Blog Posts for the BEACON
website. These are incorporated into the BEACON fall course. Posts introduce the general public
to basic evolutionary concepts and principles.
Numerous outreach events have given us an opportunity to share Evolution in Action
research and educational materials across a wide array of audiences, and while these single
outreach events are challenging to assess, we view the positive interactions we have with the
general public an indication that we are engaging them in thinking about how evolutionary
processes operate.
BEACON students and faculty continue to participate in numerous workshops and
presentations, bringing our evolution education materials to classrooms across the country.
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3. Increased interest in STEM careers
We will be represented at the MSU Science and Engineering Festival again in 2019 as we
were in 2018. We continue to send scientists to classrooms and promote Skype a Scientist.
Undergraduate research experiences offered at Kellogg Biological Station provide an opportunity
for students from underrepresented groups to gain training in research.

2f. Educational plans for next reporting period
Goals for the coming reporting period include facilitating continued collaborations with
scientific societies to allow for the continuation of some of our education projects beyond the
NSF funding being provided by BEACON. We are analyzing data on the efficacy of Data
Nuggets in the high school classroom and look forward to publishing these results. A few new
projects are also just getting started this year; these include the Yevo project and efforts to
generate a list of learning outcomes for undergraduate evolution education. We anticipate this
project to be complete by the next annual report.
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IV. KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER
1a. Overall knowledge transfer goals
BEACON’s Knowledge Transfer goal is to develop and practice effective mechanisms and
pathways to facilitate intellectual exchanges among BEACON partners and industry that will
support the sharing of knowledge and application of new technology. Based on its interactions
with industry during its early operation, BEACON revised its approach to knowledge transfer to
concentrate on collaborative relationships with individual companies rather than to work with an
industrial consortium, as companies have found it burdensome to navigate their respective
organizational bureaucracies to join a consortium. Instead, it is mutually beneficial and more
resource-efficient to BEACON and to the companies to work directly with BEACON
participants.

1b. Goals, metrics, and progress
For each of the KT goals/objectives, we have concrete metrics for assessing our success. In
the table below, we summarize the optimal outcomes from our Strategic Implementation Plan,
the metrics to measure progress, and our progress to date. We report on our progress in greater
detail in Section 2c.

GOAL
New collaborative research
with industry partners

Knowledge Transfer Goals
METRICS
The number of external
industry/government
laboratory collaborations with
BEACON through its
member universities
Number of joint grant
proposals submitted with
industrial partners

Number of publications
submitted that arise from
industry-provided challenge
problems and data
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PROGRESS
In addition to working with
existing industrial
collaborators, this past year,
BEACON has added several
additional industrial
collaborators.
Risto Miikkulainen has
returned to UT Austin from
his leave with Sentient
Technologies, the largest AI
startup. He was appointed the
CTO of Sentient in 2018.
One proposal is funded by
General Motors on largescale constrained multiobjective evolutionary
optimization.
At least 5 in the current
reporting period
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Receiving industry-provided
challenge problems and data
with feedback
Spinoffs formed

Number of instances that
challenge problems, data, and
feedback are received
Number of spinoffs formed

At least 10 companies are
providing challenge problems
and feedback.
None to report.

1c. Problems encountered and resultant changes
No significant problems encountered in this reporting period. The changes made to the
Strategic Plan in previous years have worked well with our activities.

2a. Organizations with which knowledge transfer occurs and the frequency
and types of interactions
Siemens: BEACON investigators Ron Averill (M.E.), Alejandro Diaz (M.E.), Kalyanmoy
Deb (ECE) and Erik Goodman (ECE) were collaborators on a proposal to DARPA’s 16-39TRADES-PA-008 solicitation, entitled “UHD-SoS: Enabling Design of Ultra High Definition
Structure of Structure,” which was funded in 2017 with Siemens as the prime contractor. The
MSU portion of the work is to create algorithms to allow simultaneous design of the
microstructure (for example, lattices or structures of a variety of composite materials) and the
macrostructure (to be fabricated from the microstructured materials), which requires
sophisticated multi-level optimization. The total budget is $4.8 million over 4 years, and MSU’s
portion is $600,000.
Ford-MSU Alliance Framework: Members from MSU College of Engineering and
Business Connect worked with Ford research members to establish this new alliance between
MSU and Ford. A key benefit of this alliance is facilitated access between MSU faculty and Ford
researchers and engineers to work on collaborative research. At the end of 2016, Betty Cheng (as
a member of BEACON at MSU) collaborated with colleagues from Criminal Justice to propose
another project to Ford, as part of the MSU-Ford Alliance, working with a Ford cybersecurity
manager. This project targeted the area of cybersecurity for automotive systems. This funded
multidisciplinary project integrates the social aspects of crime with technological approaches to
develop techniques to prevent and detect cybersecurity threats. Cheng will leverage the use of
evolutionary computing techniques to explore cybersecurity threats, with particular attention
focused on those threat surfaces and threats that are most at risk, based on the analysis of social
media forums and dark web data. Since early 2017, Cheng and her collaborators from Criminal
Justice are actively working with Ford in assessing both the technical threats and the information
posted on social media regarding automotive cybersecurity threats.
Through 2019, the project is continuing as more information is collected from the literature
and relevant websites are mined for discussions regarding cybercrime relating to automotive
systems. A repository of socially-aware prevention strategies have been identified and used to
define a situational crime prevention (SCP) framework. This repository contains both state of the
practice and state of the art techniques.
ZF-TRW: After two rounds of reviews and a selection process within the College of
Engineering at Michigan State University, Betty Cheng’s proposal on developing a model-based
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framework to support the design and analysis of autonomous features to handle cybersecurity
threats for automotive systems was selected for funding. The kickoff meeting and funding award
for this project was held in October 2017. Participants at the kickoff included Vice President of
Engineering & North America Applications, Director of Global Safety and Security, Senior
Communications Manager, and Senior Technical Specialist.
During 2019, the project has made good progress towards its initial research goals and even
exceeded our knowledge transfer goals. Preliminary results for the project have yielded a
template for describing security design patterns that are specific to the automotive sector.
Extensive literature review has led to the specification of a number of design patterns that have
been presented to the industrial sponsor. The information was sufficiently compelling and
detailed that the industrial cybersecurity expert was able to develop another security design
pattern to be included in the collection. The team is currently exploring how the development
process can be augmented to make use of the proposed security design patterns.
In 2019, the security patterns were organized and submitted for review for an international
workshop on Modeling for Automotive Software Engineering, comprising reviewers from
industry and academia. The work was accepted for publication and presentation at the workshop
held in Munich, Germany, where numerous workshop participants from automotive industry
(both OEMs and Tier 1 suppliers) expressed interest in using and contributing to the repository
of security design patterns. Furthermore, the paper was among the most highly rated papers, and
Cheng and her co-authors have since been invited to submit an extended version for a special
issue of the Journal of Automotive Software Engineering.
BBN: Betty Cheng and Philip McKinley have been collaborating with BBN Corporation in
writing multiple DARPA proposals that address the assurance of autonomous system with
machine learning elements – LECs (learning-enabled components). In 2018, Cheng was the PI
and MSU was the prime for a multi-million dollar DARPA proposal, where the pre-proposal
abstract was selected and recommended for a full proposal.
Significant effort was expended in writing a $7.4M proposal to the DARPA program
involving 2 subcontracts, including BBN. Ultimately, the proposal was not selected for funding,
but the feedback from the program manager at DARPA was extremely encouraging. Specific
suggestions were made to obtain preliminary results and the program manager expressed interest
in either funding a follow-on proposal and/or helping our group find a suitable DoD program. He
was particularly intrigued by the evolutionary aspect of the proposal, as it was a key innovation
that was not seen in other proposals. The key negative was lack of evidence in being able to
perform the run-time monitoring and adaptation portion of the proposed work, which is an area
that is indeed a key challenge, particularly when considering evolutionary techniques.
In 2019, Cheng and McKinley collaborated with BBN (Raytheon) and SSCI (Scientific
Systems) on another DARPA proposal, where the pre-proposal was selected for the next stage.
The objective of the proposal was to develop a framework to support the use of digital twins for
mission-critical cyber-physical systems. Cheng and McKinley’s subcontract of the proposal
focused on harnessing evolutionary-based techniques to support design exploration.
Multi-core Processing for Powertrain systems. Betty Cheng (as a member of BEACON at
MSU) submitted a proposal in response to the request for proposals. Her project was awarded a
2-year grant, starting January 2016 – due to student personnel changes, the project was extended
to 2019. Her proposal addresses the use of evolutionary computing techniques to address
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uncertainty and feature interaction detection for powertrain features in multicore environments.
Cheng is continuing work with this project and exploring automatic code generation capabilities
for performing mapping to multicore platforms.
In 2018, this project also explored the use of supplemental capabilities for the additional
cores, such as run-time monitoring, diagnostics, and feature interaction analysis. The run-time
monitoring is looking for adverse conditions that might impact the functional safety of the
vehicle, including cybersecurity breaches and functional failures due to uncertainty.
In 2019, this project explored the use of multi-core processing for the purposes of securitybased monitoring. This work leveraged previous year’s work with using the extra cores and
computing resources for monitoring capabilities.
Identifying and Mitigating Latent behavior. Betty Cheng and Philip McKinley, in
collaboration with a member of technical staff at Ford Motor company, submitted a proposal to
the MSU-Ford Alliance program to explore how evolutionary computing can be harnessed to
address the identification and mitigation of latent behavior for onboard autonomous features.
This work will explore the use of evolutionary techniques in the context of components that
contain machine learning components. As such, the project will develop techniques that
synergistically combine evolutionary-based software engineering techniques, evolutionary
robotics, and formal analysis techniques to address assurance challenges posed by using machine
learning in automotive software.
Optimal Casings and Covers for Electronic Equipment: This project started in 2014 and
has continued since, where Deb is leading a Danish Agency for Science, Technology and
Innovation-funded project titled “IN SPE: Innovation consortium for sustainable performance in
electronics” with researchers from Denmark Technical University. This project uses evolutionary
optimization methods to design optimal casings from heat management point of view and covers
for electronic equipment to satisfy various criteria – amount of air movement versus steady-state
temperature inside the enclosure. This is a new collaborative project with DTU and European
industrial partners, including Danfoss A/S (Denmark), Grundfos A/S (Denmark), Vestas Wind
Systems A/S (Denmark), Bosch (Germany), Bombardier (Sweden).
Metron: Since December 2014, multiple non-disclosure agreements have been fully
executed between MSU and Metron, where initially the focus was on specific collaboration
between Philip McKinley, Betty Cheng, and Metron. During 2015, 2016, 2017, and 2018,
Cheng and McKinley have continued to explore collaborative investigations with members of
Metron. Discussions continue with collaborators at Metron, exploring different funding
opportunities, including SBIR, STTR, DARPA, and ONR.
Tri-level Supply Chain Management Decisions: Led by Profs. Kalyanmoy Deb and Erik
Goodman. This project is funded by the Axia Institute (formerly the Midland Research Institute
for Value Chain Creation (MRIVCC)), an institute founded by Dow Chemical Company, Dow
Corning, and Michigan State University. The project links three levels of decision making
activities in a supply chain management problem together and optimizes for multiple objectives
involving cost and tardiness. The levels include bi-annual strategic decisions, quarterly tactical
decisions, and weekly operational decisions for addressing the same supply chain management
problem but focusing at appropriate entities in the supply chain. Uncertainties in the decision
parameters will be considered. This project will be executed with Dow Chemical. The
achievements of the one Dow-funded project in 2015-16 led to two funded projects for 2016-17.
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Ford: Led by Betty Cheng (MSU). Cheng is continuing to collaborate with researchers and
developers at Ford Motor Company to analyze industrial-strength models to detect unwanted
properties. The models are provided by Ford and have been sanitized to remove any proprietary
information. Recently, Ford has provided high-level project requirements; MSU students and
Cheng have worked together with the Ford contacts and have created software models that can
be analyzed for various properties. Cheng continues to work with collaborators in exploring how
formal analysis can be analyzed for feature interactions.
Ford Motor Company: Led by Kalyanmoy Deb (MSU). This project developed a
metamodeling based multi-objective optimization algorithm that works in a collaborative manner
with Ford. New solutions are created at MSU using metamodeling based evolutionary
optimization method and were evaluated at Ford using their computationally expensive but highfidelity propitiatory evaluation codes. A trust region based method is also used to create
meaningful and confident optimization runs. The developed algorithm is applied to Ford’s water
jackect problem and a diesel engine combustion problem.
Continental Automotive and now Hyundai MOBIS: Led by Betty Cheng (MSU). Cheng
has continued to collaborate with Continental, both in terms of class projects for Cheng's
undergraduate and graduate software engineering classes, as well as for research purposes.
Cheng has been collaborating with Continental Automotive on the use of evolutionary
techniques for algorithms to assist in the prevention of backup rollover accidents. In addition,
they are continuing to model and analyze the impact of environmental uncertainty on an
automated pedestrian collision avoidance system, with an emphasis on safety properties. Her
main contact at Continental Automotive has moved to Hyundai MOBIS and is now the Project
Manager for their Autonomous Systems Group. Her collaboration continues in developing
challenge problems and exploring how modeling, evolutionary computation techniques, and
formal analysis can be used to address uncertainty that plagues onboard autonomous subsystems.
General Motors: Led by Betty Cheng (MSU). Cheng has been collaborating with General
Motors to explore EC-based model-driven engineering for adaptive systems to enable detection
and mitigation of uncertainty for onboard automotive systems. General Motors is also
participating as customers for course projects. During this past year, the focus has been on safety
standards, how to model safety properties in relation to functional properties, how to represent
the impact of environmental uncertainty on the safety properties. In addition, Cheng is working
with a new GM collaborator who specializes in safety modeling, who has also provided a new
challenge problem involving the next generation smart, adaptive cruise control. Cheng, along
with her PhD students are making good progress in developing a technique to automatically
detect n-way feature interactions including the interactions with safety properties. During this
past year, Cheng and her students are also exploring how to augment symbolic analysis
techniques with evolutionary computation to identify multiple counterexamples when
performing formal analysis. The first targeted area of study is analyzing hierarchical
requirements models to detect incomplete requirements. With their new approach, they are able
to identify multiple counterexamples, rather than a single counterexample (that is typically
returned with symbolic analysis alone). The multiple counterexamples better inform the
developer as to the impact of uncertainty on the requirements and provides more insight as to
how to revise the requirements to mitigate the problem.
General Motors: Led by Kalyanmoy Deb (MSU). In this project (ongoing), Deb and
collaborators are using a classifier based rule discovery method for a manufacturing process
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involving time series data. GM is interested in knowing simple rules involving different features
of the time series data that will classify GO data from No-GO data, so that the classifier can be
used during the manufacturing process and also to have a better understanding of the complex
manufacturing process.
StoneAge Robotics: Led by Risto Miikkulainen (UT Austin). Miikkulainen is continuing to
work with this startup company to transfer neuroevolution technology to the intelligent robotics
industry.
Polymorphic Games: Led by T. Soule and B. Robison (UI). An administrative supplement
in the summer of 2015 ($5k) and a 2016 BEACON award (Teaching evolution through game
based simulation) supported the establishment of Polymorphic Games, an interdisciplinary video
game design studio housed at the University of Idaho. In the summer of 2016, Polymorphic
Games created "Darwin's Demons" a video game in which the player battles against a population
of evolving enemies. On Darwin Day of 2017 (Feb 12th), Darwin's Demons was released
on STEAM, an online gaming platform with hundreds of millions of subscribers world wide.
Polymorphic Games worked closely with the UI Office of Technology Transfer to facilitate the
sale of the game. To our knowledge, Darwin's Demons is the first implementation of a video
game that features a population of enemies that evolve according to the principles of Darwinian
evolution. The website http://www.polymorphicgames.com features a free demo.
Polymorphic Games has released its second game, Project Hastur. Project Hastur is an
evolutionary tower defense game in which the player's strategic choices cause adaptation in the
enemy population. Project Hastur is a fully 3D game environment, and the creatures in the game
are encoded by digital genomes. These genomes determine morphology, behavior,
and performance traits. Mutations of the genome can be dynamically represented in the game
engine, and are fully integrated into the animations. Procedural generation of video game
enemies using an evolutionary model is a unique feature of Project Hastur. Project Hastur is
available on STEAM.

2b. Other outcomes or impacts of knowledge transfer activities not listed
above
Kalyanmoy Deb is maintaining a repository of technical reports written on evolutionarycomputation-related research from COIN (Computational Optimization and Innovation) Lab,
much of it in collaboration with other universities: University of Skovde in Sweden, Aalto
University School of Business in Finland, Indian Institute of Technology Kharagpur, India and
also internally within BEACON. These papers are kept for circulation at http://www.coinlaboratory.com.
Kalyanmoy Deb is collaborating with High Performance Computing Infrastructure (HPCI)
and Joint Usage/Research Center for Interdisciplinary Large-scale Information Infrastructure
(JHPCN) at Hokkaido University, Japan, to optimize computationally expensive practical
problems using their 172 TFlops computing facility funded by Hokkaido University.
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2c. Progress towards indicators/metrics listed above
1. Establishing collaborative research relationships with industrial sponsors; producing
grant proposals and publications. BEACONites are working with at least 15 external
industrial/governmental organizations at this time. Several publications submitted in this
reporting period have resulted from collaborations with industry partners, including publications
by leaders of the respective projects and their collaborators.
2. Industry-provided challenge problems (i.e. “Real World” problems) and data with
feedback. Betty Cheng has received such challenge problems from Ford, Continental, General
Motors, Chrysler, and BAE Systems. Cheng has expanded the list of collaborators from Ford
who are providing challenge problems, particularly in the area of autonomous features for
automotive systems. Andy Ellington and his collaborators are working on real-world challenge
problems with industrial interactions, including utilizing their novel polymerases for POC
diagnostic applications. Most recently in 2019, Cheng has received one of the first challenge
problems for BEACON relating to Hands-free driving that makes use of artificial intelligence
and machine learning. This milestone is important as the industry is actively moving into fully
autonomous vehicles. With this challenge problem, BEACON is afforded insight into the timely
demands of this technology for research and instructional purposes.
3. Spinoffs formed. While no spinoffs were originally anticipated in the first five years of
the Center, one spinoff, Digital Certainty, was successfully established by Risto Miikkulainen in
the 2011 reporting period. Digital Certainty, Inc. was acquired by Sentient Technologies, Inc. in
May 2016. Sentient has continued to develop its evolutionary-computation-based conversion rate
optimization product further, and re-launched it in September 2016 as Sentient Ascend. It
optimizes selection and presentation of features of a web interface, typically for on-line
marketers. Risto Miikkulainen was on leave from UT Austin 2015-2017, working at Sentient
Technologies, Inc. on applications of evolutionary computation in general, and neuroevolution in
particular; he has since returned full time to UT Austin. Sentient also started a summer internship
program in 2016, employing three BEACON students. In 2017, Miikkulainen became Vice
President of Research at Sentient and in 2018 became CTO at Sentient. Sentient Ascend was
bought out by Evolv Technologies in March 2019. In 2018, Jeffrey Barrick (UT) established an
LLC spinoff called Evolvomics. This spinoff was a result of Barrick and collaborator
participating in the NSF I-Corps program, where their project was to develop an online software
analysis pipeline for scientists at strain engineering companies. Their company submitted an
STTR grant in December 2017, but it was not funded. Nonetheless, they have managed to
establish a small client base.

2d. Knowledge Transfer plans for the next reporting period
•
•
•

Continue to collect additional challenge problems from current and new industrial
collaborators.
Encourage and support travel by BEACON participants to visit industrial organizations and
other external organizations to describe their industrially-relevant work.
Encourage BEACON participants to give tool demonstrations at their respective conference
venues to publicize and obtain feedback on their tools and techniques.
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V. EXTERNAL PARTNERSHIPS
1a. Describe the Center's overall goals and/or objectives for developing
external partnerships.
BEACON aims to form external partnerships with other researchers and educators who are
working in the area of evolution in action, with other centers that can broaden our impact, and
with minority faculty members at non-BEACON institutions and/or faculty members at
minority-serving universities to provide research opportunities for those faculty and their
students.

1b. Performance metrics
We are tracking the activities resulting from external partnerships, including publications,
presentations, grant proposals, and educational activities, as part of our overall outcomes.

1c. Problems encountered
None to report. We are pleased by the enthusiastic response we continue to receive from
members of the research and education communities.

2a. Partnership activities
Activity: BEACON External Faculty Affiliate Program
Organizations/people involved: University of California Irvine/Adriana Briscoe, Yale
University/Paul Turner, University of Texas Rio Grande Valley/Laura Grabowski
Narrative: In 2012, BEACON launched its External Faculty Affiliate Program to partner with
faculty at non-BEACON institutions in support of the diversity goals. Dr. Adriana Briscoe at UC
Irvine was our first Affiliate and continues to be active with BEACON. Dr. Briscoe recruited a
student, Aide Macias Muños, who was trained in DNA sequencing with BEACON support, and
was consequently awarded an NSF Graduate Research Fellowship. Dr. Briscoe’s initial
BEACON project led to a proposal to NSF for external funding, which was funded at $440K.
Our second Affiliate, appointed in 2013, was Dr. Paul Turner of Yale University, and he
continues to be active in BEACON. In 2014, we appointed our third Affiliate, Dr. Laura
Grabowski of the University of Texas Rio Grande Valley (formerly University of Texas Pan
American, now merged with UT Brownsville). Dr. Grabowski has been involved in several
BEACON undergraduate research initiatives, and began contributing greatly to forming a
pipeline for undergrads into our graduate programs, especially for URM students. However, in
fall, 2016, she accepted a position at another university, so the role she had planned to play in the
BEACON Luminaries program that was funded by a supplement to BEACON was taken on by
others. She continues to collaborate with BEACON faculty in her own research program.
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The successful BEACON External Faculty Affiliate program stopped recruiting new affiliates
after Dr. Grabowski’s appointment, but all remain active in BEACON. Dr. Briscoe and Dr.
Turner continue to recruit students and postdocs who are highly engaged with BEACON.
Activity: Bringing Data Nuggets to a national audience and assessing their effect on quantitative
literacy.
Organizations/people involved: BSCS (Biological Sciences Curriculum Study)
Narrative: Education Director Louise Mead received funding through the DRK12 program at
NSF to continue collaborative research with the Biological Sciences Curriculum Studies (BSCS)
group in Colorado. While the grant period ended May, 2019 we requested a no-cost extension.
We are currently working with BSCS to analyze the data from efficacy study to address the
following questions: (1) Do students in classrooms using Data Nuggets have better achievement,
interest in science, and motivation outcomes than students in “business as usual” classrooms? (2)
How much does teacher practice function as a mediator of treatment effects on student
motivation, interest, or achievement? (3) To what extent do student motivation and interest
function as mediators on the effects of treatment on student achievement? (4) To what extent do
treatment effects differ on the basis of gender, race/ethnicity, free/reduced-price lunch status,
English language learner status, or baseline achievement of the students?
Activity: Bringing 3D learning materials that integrate science practices, cross-cutting concepts
and the disciplinary core ideas of genetics and evolution to K-12 classrooms.
Organizations/people involved: CREATE for STEM Institute (MSU), Concord Consortium
Narrative: Louise Mead continues to collaborate with the CREATE for STEM Institute
(Collaborative Research in Education, Assessment, and Teaching Environments for Science,
Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) at MSU, in her work on the Connected Biology
project. Louise Mead is co-PI on a funded DRK12 project focused on connecting genetics and
evolution within the NGSS 3-Dimensional learning framework for high school biology. The
project is a collaborative project with CREATE, Concord Consortium, and MSU (Peter White in
Lyman Briggs College (MSU) is the PI).
Activity: Evolution education and outreach activities
Organizations/people involved: Society for the Study of Evolution, Society for Systematic
Biologists, American Society of Naturalists
Narrative: BEACON continues to work with each of the three societies listed to engage in
additional education and outreach activities. For example, Louise administered the
Undergraduate in Diversity at Evolution program which brought 22 undergraduates from diverse
backgrounds to Evolution 2019. All events are funded by the societies and administered by
BEACON.
Activity: Promoting Evolution-in-Action in the Artificial Life community
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Organizations/people involved: International Society for Artificial Life, MIT Press
Narrative: BEACON is working with the International Society for Artificial Life (ISAL) on a
range of efforts, including: (1) to promote the development and use of evolution-in-action
software for both research and education, (2) to encourage "wet" experimental evolution research
within the artificial life community, and (3) to directly involve more traditional evolutionary
biologists in the artificial life field. Furthermore, the MIT Press Artificial Life journal has agreed
to consider bacterial experimental evolution research in the domain of Artificial Life, and
encourage a related special issue. BEACON members regularly comprise a sizable contingent at
Artificial Life conferences (including numerous talks, posters, workshops, and administrative
support) and publish in the Artificial Life journal. PI Ofria is the current president of ISAL and
an associate editor for the Artificial Life Journal. Chris Adami is also an associate editor for the
journal. BEACON members also did exceptionally well with the ISAL awards this year. Chris
Adami won the Lifetime Achievement award, Arend Hintze won the Distinguished Early-Career
Investigator Award, and Emily Dolson won both the Exception Service award and the Best
Student Paper award.
Visiting researchers during this reporting period: Shuwei Zhu (Tongji University, China),
Chunhong Lu (Nantong University, China), Mohamed Abouhawwash (Mansoura University,
Egypt), Xin Li (Wuhan University, China), Berna Kiraz (Marmara University, Turkey), Tolga
Altinoz (Ankara University, Turkey), Marde Helbig (University of Pretoria, South Africa), Julian
Blank (University of Magdeburg, Germany), Chaoda Peng (Guangdong University of
Technology, China), Yuanping Su (Jiangxi University of Science and Technology, China),
Marco Tomassini (University of Lausanne, Switzerland), Julian Miller (University of York, UK),
Stephen Kelly (Dalhousie University, Canada).

2b. Other outcomes or impacts of partnership activities not listed elsewhere
Visiting speakers: BEACON hosts a number of visiting speakers each year, who travel to
Michigan State to meet with researchers and students, and give presentations at the weekly
Friday seminars which are videoconferenced across all five partner institutions. Many of these
speakers are co-hosted by other MSU departments and gave multiple talks, which allows us to
share travel costs. This year’s visitors included:
•
•
•

Roderich Gross, University of Sheffield
Thomas Reydon, Leibniz Universität Hannover
Mimi Koehl, University of California, Berkeley

2c. Progress towards goals
Because the BEACON external partnerships are so intertwined with our broader research and
education goals, we aren’t tracking these activities as separate goals. Visiting scholars are strong
participants in several BEACON-funded activities, as are our Faculty Affiliates. The educationrelated partnerships listed here are all reported on in greater detail in the Education section of this
report.
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2d. Plans for partnership activities for the next reporting period
BEACON will continue its effective partnership activities with no plans for change.
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VI. DIVERSITY
1a. Overall goals for increasing diversity at the Center
BEACON effectively institutionalized its two overarching diversity goals of 1) ensuring that
diversity is represented as an inclusive and connecting thread throughout the consortium, and 2)
exceeded national norms for diversity at all levels across the consortium. These outcomes were
embedded in a clear and consistent message, and demonstrated within research opportunities,
grant submissions, broader impacts efforts, educational and outreach activities, formal mentoring
training/support, fellowships, and direct student support funding. BEACON has entered its
sunsetting 10th year with great pride in our sustained diversity outcomes and accomplishments.
It is very important for us to capture our shared core values, implementation strategies,
administrative infrastructure, and programmatic outcomes so that subsequent multi-site
partnership can use our strategies and tools as a blueprint. These efforts will be shared further in
this report.
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BEACON’s Diversity Profile
BEACON's membership has remained stable
with 53% White, 24% Black, 10% Asian, 5%
Hispanic/Latino, 1% Native American/Alaskan
Native, and 7% two or more races. Displayed is a
categorical breakdown of BEACON's diverse
participants.
BEACON wanted to establish an annual goal of
surpassing all the other STC's diversity outcomes.
Unfortunately, there were no collective reporting
mechanisms available for comparative data. In
response, BEACON established a National Norms
baseline for diversity measures and ensured its accuracy by collecting applicable data on the
numbers and percentages of undergraduate students, graduate students, post-docs, and faculty.
BEACON targeted the NSF's mandated reporting groups of females, underrepresented
minorities (URMs), and individuals with disabilities. In an effort to ensure our comparisons were
replicable, BEACON captured and weighted national norm data for BEACON-specific
disciplines using the NSF 2017 data tables found at
https://www.nsf.gov/statistics/2017/nsf17310/.
BEACON Diversity Overall Stats 2019
The BEACON-specific disciplines
included:
•

•
•

Biological/Natural Science: includes
anatomy, biochemistry, biology,
epidemiology, botany, cell biology,
ecology, entomology, genetics,
mathematics/applied math,
microbiology/immunology/virology,
neuroscience, pathology, physiology,
and zoology
Computer Science
Engineering: includes biomedical,
electrical and mechanical

BEACON's ten-year evolution of
participants compared to the National
Norms. This process included data collected on the numbers and percentages of undergraduates,
graduate students, post-docs, and faculty participants from NSF's recognized underrepresented
groups.
BEACON has a Diversity Committee with representatives from all the partner schools,
including graduate students/post-docs. The Committee consisted of "decision-maker"
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representatives from each partner school. Constant monitoring of diversity progress with
continuous and active feedback and improvement was critical to sustained success.
By having many points of feedback with "gatekeepers" across the partner school at every
level; e.g., undergraduates, graduates, post-docs, faculty, staff, etc. in the classrooms, labs and
fieldwork, BEACON was able to identify unmet needs and gaps problems quickly, problem
solve, and share successes.
The Diversity Director worked "top down" with the Diversity Committee and faculty, and
"bottom up" with graduate students and post-docs, using active involvement and advocacy to
meet and exceed diversity and inclusion expectations.

1b. Performance and Management Indicators
BEACON has established baseline data for diversity measures and created mechanisms to
ensure its accuracy. We have collected comparative data on the numbers (and percentages) of
undergraduate and graduate students, post-docs, and faculty participants from diverse
demographic groups, including women, underrepresented minorities, and individuals with
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disabilities. In an effort to make accurate comparisons, we captured national norm data for
BEACON-specific disciplines using NSF’s 2012 data tables (see
http://www.nsf.gov/statistics/wmpd/start.cfm).
Underrepresented minorities (URMs):
Currently BEACON participants are: 53%
White, 24% Black, 10% Asian, 5%
Hispanic/Latino, 1% Native American, and
7% two or more races/ethnicities. 33% of
BEACON participants are self-reporting as
URMs, which is 20.1% above the National
Norm (30.8%).
The majority of this diversity has been
achieved through undergraduate student
participation, where 17% (17 of 98) of
graduate students and 68% (52 of 76) of the
undergraduates (principally REU students)
are URM’s; and across the entire
consortium, 11% (10 of 90) of the postdocs are URMs.
This diverse consortium reflects inclusive efforts have effectively increased and sustained the
number of URM participants.
Female: BEACON’s strategic efforts to
increase overall female participation across all
levels has resulted in 41.6% of BEACON
participants are female, which is 31.1% higher
than the National Norms of 32.8%.
•
•
•

The number of female faculty is 39% (93
of 236), which also surpasses the national
norm of 31.0% by 25.8%.
The number of female post-docs is 38%
(34 of 90), which surpasses the national
norm of 35.5% by 7%.
The percentage of female undergrads is
43%, which also surpasses the national
norms of 36.6% by 17.5%.

Working strategically, BEACON recruited
graduate students from across its partner schools,
coordinated with faculty advisors at Minority Serving Institutions (MSI), and networked with
other NSF STC colleagues to create a robust and diverse candidate pools of post-docs from
which to hire.
Individuals with Disabilities: Currently 6.4% of BEACON participants self-reported as
having a disability, which exceeds the National Norms (3.3%) by 93.9%.
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By demonstrating a commitment to being
inclusive and establishing a welcoming
consortium, undergraduates with disabilities
have increased to 7.1%, which is a 51%
increase over the National Norm (4.7%);
graduates has increased to 8.2%, which is an
43.8% increase over the National Norm
(5.7%), post-docs (where National Norm data
is unavailable) maintained at the 2016 level of
2%, and faculty (2.7%) are equal to the
National Norm (2.7%).
BEACON’s Disability Action Plan, called
ThisAbility, works hard to establish bestpractice activities for increasing adaptive learning and research/lab strategies, and as a result, the
learning environments (e.g., classrooms, fieldwork and labs) are enriched and inclusive of all
participants. BEACON’s webpage has a repository of best practices and adaptive software in an
effort to provide scalable models and tools
BEACON’s ongoing challenge is to reassure individuals with disabilities that reporting their
status will not result in any vulnerability and/or biases against them. BEACON works hard to
communicate and provide safe, accommodating, and adaptive environments. While we are
pleased that more individuals have self-reported, yet we acknowledge that our numbers are still
underreported and our efforts continue.
During our 2018 NSF site visit, BEACON was asked to produce a breakdown of diversity
across the different disciplines and partner schools. Below are our profiles:
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BEACON’s Native American/Alaskan Native Initiative (NAANI). The focus of NAANI is to:
§

Create collaborations in support of STEM education for
NA/AN students,

§

Establish a research agenda aimed at closing knowledge
gaps on barriers and best practices related to NA/AN
participation in STEM

§

Increase participation by NA/AN in setting the national
research agenda on issues that impact Native lands

§

Provide a forum to communicate educational
opportunities for NA/AN American students

§

NAANI

BEACON

An NSF Center for the Study of Evolution in Action

Understand and respect indigenous Traditional
Knowledge

STCs are thought of as being at the forefront of discovery and innovation in STEM
nationally; however, there is a notable lack of diversity, specifically for Indigenous students,
staff, and faculty. Indigenous communities possess historical and Traditional Knowledge (TK)
that has yet to be understood and as valued at the same level as western science. BEACON’s
Native American/Alaskan Native Initiative (NAANI) aims to recruit, retain and thereby
empower Indigenous people as well as increase innovation in STEM through an ethically and
culturally responsible way.
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Dr. Wendy Smythe, former BEACON Postdoctoral Research
Fellow (2016-2018) received the American Indian Science and
Engineering Society (AISES) Professional of the Year Award. A
strong component of her acknowledged outreach work was in
collaboration with BEACON’s NAANI outreach and K-12
education curriculum development.
BEACON accomplished and surpassed all stated goals:
1. In partnership with MSU’s Native American Institute, a
summer intern was recruited to work on curriculum for K-12 students at the Hydaburg
School District.
a. The “text” book uses TK coupled with STEM and includes activities for each grade
level, currently five chapters are near completion.
i. During the 2018-19 school year the TK will be given to the Haida translation
class to translate the book into the Haida Language.
ii. Curriculum is still being developed and the book is scheduled for distribution to
the Hydaburg School District for the late 2018-19 school year.
2. Presentations:
a. Geoscience Alliance Regional Conference, January 31-Feburary 4, 2019; Phoenix,
AZ; Judi Brown Clarke gave keynote closing dinner speech on NAANI efforts
b. Geoscience Alliance Annual Conference, September 21-25, 2019; Phoenix, AZ;
Wendy Smythe and Judi Brown Clarke presented TEK-STEM presentation of
NAANI collaborative efforts
c. American Indian Science & Engineering Society National Conference, Milwaukee,
WI, October 4-7, 2019; presented TEK-STEM presentation of NAANI collaborative
efforts
3. Collaborative efforts in process from the work conducted on this project:
a. Smythe, W.F., Poitra, C., Warwick, A., and Brown Clarke, J. Factors Impacting
Indigenous Students Decisions to Pursue Science Degrees.
b. Warwick, A., Smythe, W.F., Poitra, C., Brown Clarke, J. Perceptions of Evolutionary
Science in Indigenous Communities.
BEACON’s NSF External Advisory Committee has challenged us to capture our
comprehensive strategies and activities that led to our exemplar diversity and inclusion outcomes
across the consortium. BEACON’s Diversity Director, Judi Brown Clarke will collaborate with
BEACON’s external organizational evaluators, Drs. Patricia Farrell-Cole, Marilyn Amey and an
unnamed graduate student, to perform a cultural climate audit using focus groups, participant
surveys, and policy analysis. The end result will be a toolkit that can be utilized by any multiinstitutional/team science partnerships.
BEACON has effectively institutionalized its two overarching diversity goals: 1) ensure
diversity is represented as an inclusive and connecting thread through all aspects of BEACON,
and 2) exceed national norms for diversity at all levels in the Center. This accomplishment
transcends the cursory goals of increasing the number of diverse participants and demonstrates a
strategic and thoughtful culture that demonstrates diversity within its research opportunities,
grant submissions, broader impacts efforts, educational outreach activities, formal mentoring
training/support, fellowships, and direct student support funds.
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The impetus for BEACON’s success started from the results of its January 2013
organizational evaluation survey, which captured responses from members across the
consortium. BEACON’s external organizational evaluators, Drs. Patricia Farrell-Cole and
Marilyn Amey, conducted focus groups with department chairs, faculty, post-docs, and graduate
students for content analysis, followed by an electronic survey sent to BEACON faculty, postdocs and graduate students across the consortium. The diversity section of the survey identified
several areas for growth and enhancement, specifically around “fulfilling its stated purpose…and
producing its intended impact”.

1c. Problems encountered
As BEACON enters its final years of being NSF-funded as a STC, we are diligently
capturing our effective efforts and activities by creating legacy documents.
A continued challenge is maintaining our “stretch goals” of sustained diversity outcomes and
ensuring our environments supports and advances inclusive participation throughout BEACON
and across our collaborative partners.

Diversity and Inclusion is more than just “The Right Thing To Do”
It is the foundation of “High Performance”

Strategic Core Values

Recruiting/Retention

Administrative

People

Process

Policies

§ Attract and retain top talent

Networks

Mentoring

Funding

REUs

§ Leverage diverse ideas to
develop innovative policies
and inclusive ideas

§ Use undergraduate research
opportunities as recruiting
tools/pathways for URM
graduate students

§ Increase efficacy of the
existing initiatives, programs,
and communications

§ Provide leadership training
and professional development
opportunities

§ Use ongoing organizational
evaluations/assessments as
continuous improvement
processes/tools

§ Leverage relationships with
graduate/post-doc programs
targeting diverse students;
e.g., AGAP, SLOAN, AAAS, etc.

Grants

Outcomes

Support

§ Address costs associated with
recruitment, training, and
retention
§ Use annual internal budget
request process to facilitate
inter-institutional and
interdisciplinary research and
educational projects with
diversity components
§ Leverage marketplace
recognition and eminence to
attract new business

Reporting

Innovation

§ Conduct benchmarking,
research and analysis to
drive excellence,
efficiency and
sustainability of efforts
§ Enhance scientific
communication skills
(e.g., blogs, white
papers, policy briefs,
publications) and tools
to “tell our stories”
effectively

- 10 -
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2a. Center activities which contribute to the development of US human
resources in science and engineering at the postdoc, grad, undergrad and precollege levels
BEACON funds specific programs to enhance diversity at every level at the center (more
details below), but also promotes furthering diversity in every aspect of our work.
Diversity as a common thread in all activities: BEACON challenges the perception that
diversity efforts are limited to programming and recruiting. BEACON works hard to foster a
culture in which all participants reach their full potential by creating a unified community of
inclusion. We recognize it is difficult to affect institutional change, therefore we will continue to
diligently support the unique needs of underrepresented minorities, females, and individuals with
disabilities.
BEACON Travel Awards: These are travel awards for students to attend professional
conferences and present their research; many of our URM students are taking advantage of this
funding opportunity and are getting valuable exposure to professional networks, discipline peers,
and content experts.
Integrating Research, Diversity, and Education into the Long-Term Evolution Experiment:
The Long-Term Evolution Experiment, or LTEE, has been running for over 28 years and 65,000
bacterial generations. It is an exemplar of evolution-in-action studies and, as such, it is also one
of BEACON’s cornerstones. The LTEE has been successful in large measure because of the
creativity and dedication of many talented students and collaborators. This two-year project
contributes not only to the research mission of BEACON, but also to BEACON’s goals for
diversity and education. To those ends, it supports three graduate students who are from
underrepresented groups, have disabilities, or both, and who are conducting research on the
LTEE lines. The project also supports two high-school biology teachers to develop microbial
evolution-in-action experiments for their students.
Undergraduate Programs: BEACON’s Research Experience for Undergraduates (REU)
Program is a 10-week intensive residential program, which targets the recruitment of a diverse
group of students to conduct research with faculty, graduate students and post-doc mentors. Each
summer, BEACON funds students across the BEACON partner schools, at seven different sites.
Settings included wet & dry labs, computer/simulations, field experiences, and/or a combination.
BEACON spent $270,032 and secured $251,714, in leveraged funding to support 224
students with $521,746. These funds supported 144 undergraduates, 30 high school students and
50 middle school students in robust STEM learning/research opportunities. Amounts contributed
from each partner university are as follows: MSU, $129,567; NCAT: $65,000; UI: $2,900; UT:
$67,500; and UW: $5,065. BEACON has served approximately 500 undergraduate students
(freshman to 5th-year seniors) and spent over $2 million by leveraging funding from several
sources. For every $1 dollar spent, BEACON has consistently blended/braided/matched
approximately $3 from external sources leveraged funds from other sources. For every $1 dollar
spent, BEACON has consistently blended/braided/matched approximately $2 from external
sources.
BEACON’s Luminary Scholars is a research program that provides opportunities for a
diverse, multidisciplinary group of MSU students to conduct year-round research with faculty,
graduate students and post-doc mentors. Research settings included wet & dry labs,
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computer/simulations, field experiences, and/or a combination. Majority of summer research
program use their funds as a recruiting tool for external students, which has been very
challenging for MSU students wanting to stay on campus and conduct summer research. In 2019,
BEACON secured $40,000 from MSU’s Office of the Provost–Undergraduate Education/
Undergraduate Research (UG-ED/Research), which was leveraged with $35,200 of other funds
for a total budget of $75,200 to support ten MSU undergraduate students. Based on past
leveraging of UG-ED/Research funding, there are nine additional students conducting yearround research financially supported by their respective research labs for a total of 19
undergraduates conducting BEACON-related research during this reporting period.
In most cases, graduate students or postdocs in the REU student’s research laboratory
directly mentor the REU students. A distinguishing feature of BEACON’s summer research
program is that before the REU program begins, and in regular meetings during the summer, all
mentors received formal training in mentoring from BEACON’s Diversity Director, who is
available to both mentors and mentees over the course of the summer to help solve problems that
arise, as well as to enhance the mentors’ professional development and cultural competency. The
long-term goal of the program is to train graduate students and postdocs to build mentoring
relationships that can be used to increase recruitment and retention, share cultural and
organizational knowledge, and help individuals achieve personal and professional objectives.
The short-term goals are to ensure that undergraduate interns have an explicit mentor to help
guide their research and laboratory training, and that the graduate and postdoctoral mentors have
the formal skills and resources necessary to serve as effective mentors.
In May 2019, Dr. Brown Clarke provided a formal mentoring training session for twenty (20)
graduate student, postdoc and faculty mentors. This training has become so popular that it has
expanded to other non-BEACON summer research programs at MSU. Each week throughout the
summer, REU students discuss their activities and progress during the preceding week and their
plans for the following week. This interactive system works well for ensuring clear
communication between students and their mentors, as well as for signaling potential problems
as they might arise.
Dr. Brown Clarke facilitated a weekly discussion among the mentors in which they could
discuss challenges that arose and was also available for private discussions as needed. Social
activities were scheduled throughout the summer to allow interns to interact informally with their
mentors. Informal discussions with mentors indicate that they found the training to be useful and
found the availability of Dr. Brown Clarke for troubleshooting to be reassuring.
The evaluation process – using pre, mid & post surveys and focus group interviews – found
that 97.4% of interns reported a significant increase in research skills and confidence, and 97%
reported positive working relationships with their research mentors. Feedback surveys from the
research mentors indicate that they were 96% satisfied with the productivity of their interns and
with the success of the formal mentoring program. This makes the formal mentoring activity a
much more targeted activity with proven positive effects.
BEACON’s REU Field Experience at Kellogg Biological Station, provides funding for MSU
students to participate in the Undergraduate Research Apprentice (URA) program at KBS for
three summers (2017, 2018 & 2019). The URA program provides students an integrated research
and educational experience that increases their understanding of evolution and the nature of
scientific research and introduces them to career opportunities in STEM. The URA program
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complements the NSF funded REU program at KBS by focusing on early career undergraduates
(rising sophomores) and introduces them to skills needed to be successful in further research
experiences. BEACON funding leverages support from other sources for the KBS URA program
and provides a scaffolding to the NSF-funded REU site grant that supports more advanced
students. URAs gain research experience by taking 1-3 courses at KBS (tuition funded
separately), working as a research assistant with a graduate student or postdoctoral mentor, and
participating in professional development activities and seminars at KBS. In 2019, we supported
4 MSU students (3 females) working on a wide range of projects associated at KBS focused on
BEACON theme of evolution in action, specifically focusing on how populations and species
interactions respond to climate change.
K-12 Programs: BEACON supported numerous outreach events that exposed K-12
underrepresented students to evolutionary science/STEM education. The Girls’ Math and
Science Day Conference is a one-day, hands-on conference for 200 girls grade 6th-8th providing
hands-on math and science experiences. BEACON also funded citizen science day activities and
Darwin Day Road Show at various urban & rural classrooms and museums across the nation.
Outside of BEACON: Dr. Brown Clarke is an advisory board member for the Research
Education Program to Increase Diversity in Health Researchers (REPID) in the MSU College of
Human Medicine, an advisory board member for the W.K. Kellogg Biological Station Advisory
Committee, an advisory board member for Director’s Research Scholar at the MSU National
Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory (NSCL), and a board member for the NSCL-Joint
Institute for Nuclear Astrophysics (JINA).

2b. Impact of these activities on enhancing diversity at the center
Our definition goes beyond NSF’s traditional compliance-based interpretations

DIVERSITY…
• Describes the unique identity-shaping
characteristics that make up the scientific
community. Some of the typical dimensions are
described in the diversity wheel

Typical aspects of diversity

• Diversity measures go beyond compliance with
NSF’s protected populations
• Effective diversity management enables
participants to achieve individual and
organizational goals by leveraging their different
backgrounds, values, orientation, gender identity

… is measured through INCLUSION
• The extent to which participants feel included and
valued by the organization/consortium
• Inclusive organizations seek out and value
participants’ contributions to advance the
consortium’s overall success
• An inclusive workplace provides a structured
environment to enable members to contribute with
their unique individual and/or group characteristics

- 26 -
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2c. Progress towards goals
To summarize our diversity statistics:
•

URMs: BEACON participants are: 53% White, 24% Black, 10% Asian, 5%
Hispanic/Latino, 1% Native American, and 7% two or more races/ethnicities. 33% of
BEACON participants are self-reporting as URMs, which is 20.1% above the National
Norm (30.8%).

•

Women: BEACON’s strategic efforts to increase overall female participation across all
levels has resulted in 41.6% of BEACON participants are female, which is 31.1% higher
than the National Norms of 32.8%. The number of female faculty is 39%, which also
surpasses the national norm of 31.0% by 25.8%.

•

Individuals with Disabilities: Currently 6.4% of BEACON participants self-reported as
having a disability, which exceeds the National Norms (3.3%) by 93.9%. By
demonstrating a commitment to being an inclusive and welcoming consortium,
undergraduates have increased to 7.1%, which is an 51% increase over the National
Norm (4.7%); graduates has increased to 8.2%, which is an 43.8% increase over the
National Norm (5.7%), post-docs (where National Norm data is unavailable) maintained
at the level of 2%, and faculty (2.7%) are equal to the National Norm (2.17%).

Key strategies to BEACON’s continued success:
•

Over the past eight years there was continuity of staff, leadership, vision and values

•

Stability of executive management, who were paid competitively and supported in their
development of professional skills; e.g., encouraged to teach, solicit grants, conduct
research, publish articles, and present/attend professional conferences

•

Diversity Committee consisted of “decision-maker” representatives from each partner
school
- Constant monitoring of diversity progress with continuous and active feedback
and improvement

•

Many points of feedback with “gatekeepers” across the partner school at every level; e.g.,
undergraduates, graduates, post-docs, faculty, staff, etc. in the classrooms, labs and fields
- Able to identify unmet needs and gaps problems quickly, problem solve, and
share successes

•

Diversity Director worked “top down” with the Diversity Committee and faculty, and
“bottom up” with graduate students and post-docs, using active involvement and
advocacy

Established structures to ensure outcomes:
•

Establish “buy-in” and ownership among the participants

•

Get people “leaning in” versus “leaning back” on diversity, equity and inclusion

•

Change the atmosphere by clarifying and operationalizing the core values
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•

Establish a compelling argument using a cost-benefit business perspective that frames the
“high performance” advantages of a diverse organization; e.g., diverse perspectives
facilitate innovation and creative solutions

2d. Plans for the next reporting period
•
•

BEACON will produce a toolkit publication to capture our comprehensive strategies and
activities that led to our exemplar diversity and inclusion outcomes across the
consortium.
BEACON will continue to leverage funding and secure grants to support diversity efforts
and research opportunities for URMs, females and individuals with disabilities.
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VII. MANAGEMENT
1a. Center's organizational strategy and its underlying rationale
The Center's overall organizational strategy and rationale is unchanged since the last
reporting period. We have had one major change to our organizational chart: former Deputy
Director Charles Ofria became Director on February 1, 2019, and former Director Erik Goodman
is now Executive Director.
Project Selection Process. Projects at BEACON are chosen through an annual selection
process, in which BEACON members submit "budget requests" in early spring under one of six
categories: Thrust Group 1, 2, 3, or 4; Education; Diversity; or Other (which can include
infrastructure requests). Research projects are evaluated by the two leads for the respective thrust
group, as well as 4 ad hoc reviewers from within the thrust group, chosen by the leads, including
faculty members from any of the five BEACON universities and a smaller number of BEACON
postdocs and senior Ph.D. students. Projects focused on education and outreach are evaluated by
the Education Steering Committee while those focused on increasing diversity are evaluated by
the Diversity Steering Committee. Projects designated “other” are reviewed by the Management
team. Each budget request is evaluated on the basis of 9 criteria, each of which is rated on a scale
from 1-5. There are four intellectual merit criteria (1-4) and four broader impact criteria (5-8),
plus a 9th criterion, Budget Appropriateness:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Scientific strength of the proposed project
Centrality of project to BEACON’s mission
Probability of leading to external funding
Degree of multidisciplinarity
Impact on education and human resource development
Knowledge transfer to industry
Impact on achieving the diversity goals of BEACON
Multi-institutionality
Budget Appropriateness

Additionally, all education and outreach projects are required to include an evaluation plan.
This process has evolved over the last several years as the Executive Committee identifies
necessary refinements, but we have not made any substantial changes since the previous
reporting period.

1b-1c. Performance and management indicators and progress towards goals
BEACON’s overall Leadership and Management goals are to envision and enable the
Center’s mission through inclusive and transparent decision-making as well as effective and
responsible implementation; to inspire Center participants; and to facilitate collaborative efforts
within and beyond the Center. In the table below, we list specific optimal outcomes and
indicators we have developed and report our progress for each one.
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GOAL
Increase in cross-disciplinary
research and education

Management Goals
METRICS
Number of paper/conference
submissions by BEACON
authors
Number of students enrolled
in cross-disciplinary courses
Number of funding proposals
submitted

Increase in cross-institutional
research and education

Number of paper/conference
submissions
Number of new courses and
workshops
Number of students in crossinstitutional courses

Increase in new funding
sources (cross-disciplinary
and cross-institutional)

Number of submissions

Award dollars

Effective support of Center
operations by Management
team
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Survey for participants about
management team

PROGRESS
50% of publications and 58%
of presentations reported as
interdisciplinary
Only 1 of the 3 BEACON
courses was offered in this
reporting period. 3 students
were enrolled.
23 of 34 grant proposals
submitted (68%) reported as
interdisciplinary; 18 of 34
(53%) inter-institutional
42% of all publications and
43% of presentations reported
to be cross-institutional
Wolfgang Banzhaf now
offers “Survey in
Evolutionary Computation”
at MSU
Only 1 of the 3 BEACON
courses was offered in this
reporting period. 3 students
were enrolled.
BEACON researchers
submitted 34 proposals for
external funding concerning
evolution in action, and
>$18M in external funding
was granted
BEACONites have been
awarded over $18M from
outside BEACON in this
funding period (>$17M for
cross-disciplinary proposals),
well exceeding goal of
$5M/year
Latest study demonstrates
that BEACON is meeting its
goals with respect to
interdisciplinary training and
successful placement of
graduate students and
postdocs
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Center is perceived by NSF
as exemplary

Feedback from External
Advisory Committee
Renewal of NSF funding
Number of public mentions
made by NSF about
BEACON

None to report this year.
BEACON’s 5-year renewal
proposal was approved and
funded in 2015.
NSF continues to cite
BEACON as an example of a
successful STC

Cross-disciplinary and cross-institutional research, education, and funding. We ask
BEACON participants to self-report on our Intranet whether their reported outputs & activities
are interdisciplinary or inter-institutional.
Research: The graph below illustrates the reported percentage of paper and grant proposal
submissions in each year that are interdisciplinary and inter-institutional. Both types of
collaborative outputs increased steadily during BEACON’s first five years, with a much sharper
increase of interdisciplinary publications between Years 3 and 5. Recent years show that this rate
has largely plateaued, and about 40-50% of current BEACON outputs are self-reported as
interdisciplinary and about 30-40% as inter-institutional, although this year’s interdisciplinary
outputs increased to about 50-70%. This plateauing is not unexpected and is at a level viewed as
very acceptable by BEACON management.
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Education: Two of the three BEACON interdisciplinary graduate courses were not offered
in this reporting period. 3 students are currently enrolled in Evolutionary Biology for Non-Life
Scientists. BEACON’s Introduction to Computational Methods in Biology has been replaced by
a course with identical content in the new CMSE (Computational Mathematics, Science, and
Engineering) department at MSU. Multidisciplinary Approaches to the Study of Evolution was
not offered in Spring 2019 due to low numbers of students needing this training. The leadership
efforts of Dr. Tracy Teal have allowed the Data Carpentry workshops to be organized as a notfor-profit organization and offered nationally at many sites. After initial support from NSF via a
supplement to BEACON, the Moore Foundation funded this effort with a grant administered
through BEACON, with Dr. Teal as the PI. In 2017, the Software Carpentry organization
decided to merge with Data Carpentry, and Dr. Teal is the executive director of the resulting
combined not-for-profit. Data Carpentry and the new combined organization arose due to
BEACON and its collaboration with sister NSF biology centers, and serve the national
community of biologists interested in learning how better to apply computational methods in
their research.
Funding sources: BEACON researchers reported submitting 34 grant proposals for well
over $27M during this reporting period, 23 (68%) of which are interdisciplinary, and 18 (53%)
of which are inter-institutional. Of these, 18 [53%] have been funded so far, among them, 14
[78%] were interdisciplinary and 9 [50%] were inter-institutional. Total funded was over $18M
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in external funds, from NSF, NIH, DARPA, and the Human Frontier Science Program, among
others. Three submitted proposals were declined, and no decision has yet been reported for
another 13 proposals.
Other metrics: BEACON Organizational Formative Evaluation Report. Each year since its
inception, BEACON charged a team of experts on organizational evaluation, led by Drs. Patricia
Farrell-Cole and Marilyn Amey, to study BEACON and report on the attitudes of participants,
practices of management, and other related issues that might reveal desirable changes in
BEACON’s structure or procedures. As BEACON is now nearing the end of STC funding, the
team has been focusing on learning what aspects of BEACON's strategies have been most
successful in promoting multidisciplinary research, increasing diversity in science, and helping
alumni further their careers. This year they have been analyzing surveys of BEACON’s alumni
(M.S., Ph.D. and postdoc) to understand the impact BEACON has had on their interdisciplinary
thinking and their career paths and working with leadership on documenting BEACON’s
diversity processes.

1d. Problems encountered
Our primary challenges have always revolved around communication – between disciplines
and across institutions, within BEACON and between BEACON and the general public. We
continue to address these challenges and to build a greater sense of community within the Center.
In general we have been very successful in this area; however, it does require constant effort.
Communicating online and via video. Our external and internal website is used extensively
by BEACON's participants and affiliates and is a great source of information about the center’s
ongoing activities and who is involved in them. Our email lists are also heavily used to distribute
information. We use our videoconferencing technology during our weekly BEACON seminar,
our BEACON classes, and other long-distance collaborative activities.
Need for increased face-to-face interaction. Despite progress in long-distance
communication technology, our participants continue to express the feeling that the best way to
communicate and create a sense of community is with face-to-face interaction. We provide travel
funding for members to visit participating institutions for collaborative work. Our primary faceto-face event is the annual BEACON Congress, where members from all five institutions come
together to present results from research and education activities and to brainstorm around
research problems. Because of the decreased funding levels in the last 2 years of STC funding,
BEACON leadership chose not to hold a Congress in 2019, instead reserving funds for a final
BEACON Congress in August 2020. At the final Congress, we are planning interactive sessions
where members can work together to brainstorm ideas about what Grand Challenges BEACON
should address in the first five years post-STC funding.

2. Management and communications systems
Management systems. Our central management “engine” is our intranet system, the original
structure of which we purchased from the Center for Materials and Devices for Information
Technology Research (CMDITR) in November 2010. Since the last reporting period, we have
continued updating the site to improve functionality and user experience.
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Central website. Our website is located at www.beacon-center.org. The front page of this
website is in a blog format. We have featured blog posts by BEACON students, postdocs, and
faculty describing their research at a level accessible to the scientific public regularly since April
2011. The primary blog theme is "BEACON Researchers at Work," in which students and
postdocs describe their research questions and approach, and include a photo to introduce
themselves to the public. The blog posts are searchable (by matching typed-in words) on the
main BEACON page and the Research page on the public website. In addition, we also post
news stories about BEACON research and education activities in that space. Other pages in the
website describe BEACON’s mission, research, and education and diversity efforts, and we
maintain an archive of BEACON press releases and media coverage. Access to BEACON’s
members-only Intranet is through these pages. That Intranet site contains useful information
about BEACON members, and much of that content is being migrated, in a somewhat protected
form, to the public pages as the new content of the People page.
Social media. We also connect with our members and the general public via Facebook
(http://www.facebook.com/BEACONCenterEvolution, 776 “likes” as of 10/2/19, and Twitter
(@BEACON_Center, 1494 followers as of 10/2/19). We use these networking tools to announce
blog posts and media coverage, to send reminders about Center-wide activities, to share relevant
web material, and to help maintain a sense of community. We also encourage live-tweeting at the
BEACON Congress, which greatly increases BEACON’s visibility in scientific social media
circles.
Videocommunications systems. For our weekly Friday all-location meetings we are using
Polycom and Tandberg dedicated videoconferencing equipment, augmented by a software bridge
hosted by Zoom. Presenters are able to speak and show slides at any of the partner schools and
have them viewed at high quality at the other universities. The University of Washington also
has members regularly attending from two remote sites (Friday Harbor Laboratories and Fred
Hutchinson Cancer Research Center), and some MSU members attend from Kellogg Biological
Station. The audience at all these sites can be seen and heard by the speakers to allow crosscampus interactions. A limited number of individuals can view/hear these meetings from their
personal computers and even interact by telephone. For multiple-campus classes (two in the fall
and one in the spring) we use the same video-conferencing equipment, but controlled by the local
Polycom unit at the BEACON center at MSU. For smaller and informal meetings across
campuses we are using Skype, Google Hangouts, or Zoom. A Canon Vixia camera and Vidiu
encoder are available for live-streaming events via Youtube, Livestream, or other web video
services.

3. Names and affiliations of the Center's external advisors
There were no changes to the BEACON External Advisory Board in 2019.

Name
Meghan Duffy
Scott Edwards
John Koza
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External Advisory Board
Affiliation
University of Michigan
Harvard University
Stanford University
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Hod Lipson
Ross Nehm
Una-May O'Reilly
Martin Pelikan
Joan Strassman

Cornell University
SUNY Stony Brook
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Google Inc.
Washington University in St. Louis

As BEACON is in the process of sunsetting as an STC, we did not hold a meeting of the
External Advisory Committee in 2019. We will encourage all External Advisory Board members
to attend the final BEACON Congress and provide their own perspectives on the next ten years
of Evolution in Action.

4. Changes to the Center's strategic plan
We have made no major changes to any of the outcomes or metrics in our Strategic
Implementation Plan.
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VIII. CENTER-WIDE OUTPUTS AND ISSUES
1a. Center publications
Peer-Reviewed Publications
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Ackles A, Bohm C, Ragusa V, Hintze A (Submitted). Mutational history of genomes
across evolutionary time.
Al-Rubaiai M, Pinto T, Qian C, Tan X (2019). Soft actuators with stiffness and shape
modulation using 3D-printed conductive PLA material Soft Robotics 6(3): 318-332.
10.1089/soro.2018.0056
Anderson A, Jones A (2019). Choosy Gulf pipefish males ignore age but prefer active
females with deeply keeled bodies Animal Behaviour 155: 37-44.
Bao C, Xu L, Goodman ED (2019). A new dominance-relation metric balancing
convergence and diversity in multi- and many-objective optimization Expert Systems with
Applications 134: 14-27.
Bao C, Xu L, Goodman ED (2019). A novel two-archive matching-based algorithm for
multi- and many-objective optimization Information Sciences 97: 106-128.
Bohm C, Ackles A, Ofria C, Hintze A (2019). On Sexual Selection in the Presence of
Multiple Costly Displays ALIFE.
Bohm C, Lalejini A, Schossau J, Ofria C (2019). MABE 2.0: an introduction to MABE
and a road map for the future of MABE development GECCO 2019 1349-1356.
10.1145/3319619.3326825
Bolandi H, Banzhaf W, Lajnef N, Barri K, Alavi A (2019). An Intelligent Model for the
Prediction of Bond Strength of FRP Bars in Concrete: A Soft Computing Approach
MDPI Technologies 7: 42-52. DOI 10.3390/technologies7020042
Braylan A, Miikkulainen R (2019). Discretization of Game Space by Environment
Attributes. Proceedings of the Knowledge Extraction from Games Workshop at the AAAI2019 Conference.
Caglar MU, Hockenberry AJ, Wilke CO (2018). Predicting bacterial growth conditions
from mRNA and protein abundances. PLoS ONE 13:e0206634.
Cai X, You Y, Deb K, Fan Z, Garg A, Goodman ED, Li W, Zheng H, Zhu G (2019).
Analysis and Multi-objective Optimization of a Kind of Teaching Manipulator Swarm
and Evolutionary Computation 50: 100554.
Califf K, Wagner A, Scribner K, Holekamp KE (Submitted). Genetic relatedness and
space-use in two populations of striped hyenas (Hyaena hyaena) Journal of Mammalogy
Canino-Koning R, Wiser M, Ofria C (2019). Fluctuating environments select for shortterm phenotypic variation leading to long-term exploration PLoS Computation Biology
15(4): 10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006445
Cao L, Xu L, Goodman ED (2019). Decomposition-based evolutionary dynamic
multiobjective optimization using a difference model Applied Soft Computing 76: 473490 10.1016/j.asoc.2018.12.031
Cao L, Xu L, Goodman ED, Bao C, Zhu S (In press). Evolutionary Dynamic
Multiobjective Optimization Assisted by a Support Vector Regression Predictor IEEE
Transactions on Evolutionary Computation 10.1109/TEVC.2019.2925722
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16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

Card K, LaBar T, Gomez J, Lenski R (Submitted). Historical contingency in the
evolution of antibiotic resistance after decades of relaxed selection PLoS Biology.
Cussat-Blanc S, Harrington K, Banzhaf W (2019). Artificial Genetic Regulatory
Networks - A Review Artificial Life 24(4): 269-328.
de Melo V, Vargas D, Banzhaf W (2019). Batch Tournament Selection for Genetic
Programming Proc of the Genetic and Evolutionary Computation - GECCO 2019,
Prague, Czech Republic.
Dolson E, Vostinar A, Wiser M, Ofria C (2019). The MODES toolbox: Measurements of
open-ended dynamics in evolving systems Artificial Life 25(1): 50-73
10.1162/artl_a_00280
Dolson EL, Lalejini AM, Jorgensen S, Ofria C (In press). Interpreting the Tape of Life:
Ancestry-based Analyses Provide Insights and Intuition about Evolutionary Dynamics
Artificial Life.
Dunk R, Barnes E, Reiss M, Alters B, Carter B, Cotner S, Glaze A, Hawley P, Jensen J,
Mead L, Nadelson L, Nelson C, Pobiner B, Scott E, Shtulman A, Sinatra G, Southerland
S, Walter E, Brownell S, Wiles J (2019). Evolution education is a complex landscape
Nature Ecology & Evolution 3: 327-329.
Fan Z, Li X, Cai X, Huang H, Fang Y, Mo J, Wei C, Goodman ED (In press). An
Improved Epsilon Constraint-handling Method in MOEA/D for CMOPS with Large
Infeasible Regions Soft Computing.
Flanagan S, Jones A (2019). The future of parentage analysis: from microsatellites to
SNPs and beyond Molecular Ecology 28: 544-567
Foster JA (2019). HIV Vaccine Mystery and Viral Shell Disorder Biomolecules 9(178):
1-18.
Foster JA What's normal? Microbiomes in human milk and infant feces are related to
each other but vary geographically: The INSPIRE Study Frontiers in Nutrition 6(45): 120.
Gardner A, Amey M, Noble C, Farrell-Cole PL (2019). Conducting Research in the 21st
Century: How Life Scientists Conceptualize, Operationalize, and Value Interdisciplinary
Research Issues in Interdisciplinary Studies 37(1): 81-107.
Geng P, Leonard S, Mishler D, Barrick JE (2019). Synthetic genome defenses against
selfish DNA elements stabilize engineered bacteria against evolutionary failure ACS
Synth. Biol. 8: 521-531. 10.1021/acssynbio.8b00426
Gering E, Getty T, Incorvaia D, Conner J (2019). Getting Back to Nature: Feralization in
Animals and Plants Trends in Ecology and Evolution. 10.1016/j.tree.2019.07.018
Gering E, Incorvaia D, Getty T (2019). Maladaptation in feral and domesticated animals
Evolutionary Applications 10.1111/eva.12784
Gonzalez S, Miikkulainen RC (2019). Improved training speed, accuracy, and data
utilization through loss-function optimization. arXiv 1905.11528.
Graves JL (In press). African Americans in evolutionary science: Where we have been
and what's next. Evolution: Education and Outreach.
Graves JL (In press). Genomic and phenotypic effects of starvation resistance in
Drosophila. Phys. Biochem. Zoology DOI: 10.1086/706099
Graves JL, Ewunkem J, Thomas M, Rhinehardt K, Han J, Harrison S (2019).
Experimental evolution of gallium resistance in Escherichia coli Evolution, Medicine,
and Public Health 10.1093/emph/eoz025.
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34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.

Graves JL, Thomas M, Ewunkem J, Rhinehardt K, Boyd S, Tapia A, Van Beveren E,
Han J, Harrison SH (Submitted). Too Much of a Good Thing: Pt 1. Evolution of Iron (II)
resistance in Escherichia coli. Evolution, Medicine, and Public Health
Guadalupe Hernandez JD, Lalejini AM, Dolson EL, Ofria C (2019). Random
subsampling improves performance in lexicase selection GECCO 2019 Student
Workshop
Gutierrez A, Shah P, Rex A, Nguyen T, Kenkare S, Barrick JE, Mishler D (In press).
Bioassay for Determining the Concentrations of Caffeine and Individual Methylxanthines
in Complex Samples Appl. Env. Microbiol.
Harper C, Johnson A, Meyerson E, Savas T, Miikkulainen R (2019). Flavor-CyberAgriculture: Optimization of plant metabolites in an open-source control environment
through surrogate modeling PLoS ONE 10.1371/journal.pone.0213918
Henshaw J, Fromhage L, Jones A (2019). Sex roles and the evolution of parental care
specialisation Proceedings of the Royal Society of London 286: 20191312
Hintze A (2019). Open-endedness for the sake of open-endedness ALIFE Journal 25(2):
198-206.
Hintze A, Kirkpatrick D (2019). Augmenting neuro-evolutionary adaptation with
representations does not incur a speed accuracy trade-off GECCO.
Hintze A, Schossau J, Bohm C (2019). The evolutionary Buffet method Proceedings
GPTP.
Hockenberry AJ, Jewett MC, Amaral LAN, Wilke CO (2018). Within-gene ShineDalgarno sequences are not selected for function. Mol. Biol. Evol 35:2487–2498.
Hockenberry AJ, Wilke CO Evolutionary couplings detect side-chain interactions. PeerJ
7:e7280.
Holekamp KE, Sawdy M (2019). The evolution of matrilineal social systems in fissiped
carnivores Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society, B 374: 20180065.
10.1098/rstb.2018.0065
Hu T, Tomassini M, Banzhaf W (2019). Complex Network Analysis of a Genetic
Programming Phenotype Network Proceedings EuroGP 2019, Leipzig, Germany
Jack BR, Wilke CO (2019). Pinetree: a step-wise gene expression simulator with codonspecific translation rates. Bioinformatics, btz203.
Jiang J, Miikkulainen RC, et al. (2019). A Comparison of the Taguchi Method and
Evolutionary Optimization in Multivariate Testing arXiv 1808.08347
Jiang Q, Teufel AI, Jackson EL, Wilke CO (2018). Beyond thermodynamic constraints:
Evolutionary history shapes protein sequence variation. Genetics 208:1387–1395.
Johnson-Ulrich L, Benson-Amram S, Holekamp KE (Submitted). Innovation and fitness
in wild spotted hyenas Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution.
Johnson-Ulrich L, Holekamp KE (Submitted). Group size and social rank predict
inhibitory control in spotted hyaenas Animal Behaviour.
Jones A, Arnold S, Burger R (2019). The effects of epistasis and pleiotropy on genomewide scans for adaptive outlier loci Journal of Heredity 110: 494-513.
Kirkpatrick D, Hintze A (2019). The role of ambient noise in the evolution of robust
mental representations in cognitive systems ALIFE.
Kropp I (2019). A Multi-Objective Approach to Water and Nutrient Efficiency for
Sustainable Agricultural Intensification Agricultural Systems 173: 289-302.
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54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.

64.
65.
66.

67.
68.
69.
70.
71.

Lalejini A, Ofria C (2019). Tag-accessed memory for genetic programming Genetic and
Evolutionary Computation Conference Companion (GECCO).
Lalejini AM, Dolson EL, Bohm C, Ferguson A, Parsons D, Faulkner Rainford P,
Richmond P, Ofria C (2019). Data Standards for Artificial Life Software ALife 2019.
Lamrabet O, Lenski R, Schneider D, Hindre T (2019). Plasticity of promoter-core
sequences allows bacteria to compensate for the loss of a key global regulatory gene
Molecular Biology and Evolution 36: 1121-1133. 10.1093/molbev/msz042
Lamrabet O, Lenski RE, Schneider DR (2019). Changes in intrinsic antibiotic
susceptibility during a long-term evolution experiment with Escherichia coli mBio 10:
e00189-19. 10.1128/mBio.00189-19
Langdon B, Banzhaf W (2019). Continuous Long-Term Evolution of Genetic
Programming Proceedings of ALIFE XVII, Prague.
Laubach Z, Dolinoy D, Faulk C, Montrose L, Holekamp KE (2019). Early life social and
ecological determinants of global DNA methylation in wild spotted hyenas Molecular
Ecology 10.1111/mec.15174
Laubach ZL (2019). Socioeconomic status and DNA methylation from birth through midchildhood: A prospective study in Project Viva Epigenomics 10.2217/epi-2019-0040
Lents N, Swamidass J, Lenski R (2019). The end of evolution? (Book review) Science
363(6427): 590.
Liang J, Meyerson E, Fink D, Mutch K, Miikkulainen R (2019). Evolutionary Neural
AutoML for Deep Learning arXiv
Liu K, Wuyun Q (2019). Scalable statistical introgression mapping using approximate
coalescent-based inference roceedings of the 10th ACM International Conference on
Bioinformatics, Computational Biology and Health Informatics 504-513.
10.1145/3307339.3342165
Lu Z, Whalen I, Boddeti V, Dhebar Y, Deb K, Goodman ED, Banzhaf W (2019). NSGANet: Neural Architecture Search Using Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithm GECCO 2019
419-427.
Maiden M, Zatchos M, Waters CM (2019). Hydrogels embedded with melittin and
tobramycin are effective against Pseudomonas aeruginosa biofilms in an animal wound
model. Frontiers in Microbiology 10.3389/fmicb.2019.01348
Maiden M, Zatchos M, Waters CM (2019). The ionophore oxyclozanide enhances
tobramycin killing of Pseudomonas aeruginosa biofilms by permeabilizing cells and
depolarizing the membrane potential Journal of Antimicrobial Chemotherapy 74(4): 894906.
Maile K, Saggar M, Miikkulainen R (2019). Implementing Evolutionary Optimization to
Model Neural Functional Connectivity. Proceedings of the Genetic and Evolutionary
Computation Conference Workshop Program (GECCO-2018, Prague, Czech Republic).
Maile K, Saggar M, Miikkulainen R (2019). Implementing evolutionary optimization to
model resting state functional connectivity. Society for Neuroscience Abstracts.
Mead LS, Kohn CB, Schwartz K, Warwick AL (2019). Applying measurement standards
to evolution education assessment instruments Evolution: Education and Outreach 12: 7.
Meyerson E, Miikkulainen R (In press). Modular Universal Reparameterization: Deep
Multi-task Learning Across Diverse Domains arXiv.
Miikkulainen R, Hodjat B, Iscoe N, Qiu X, et al. (In press). Ascend by Evolv: AI-Based
Massively Multivariate Conversion Rate Optimization AI Magazine.
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72.
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79.
80.
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83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.

Miikkulainen RC, Greenstein B, Hodja B, Smith J (2019). Better Future through AI:
Avoiding Pitfalls and Guiding AI Towards its Full Potential arXiv:1 905.13178.
Moreno MA, Ofria C (2019). Toward open-ended fraternal transitions in individuality
Artificial Life 25(2): 117-133.
Nehm RH, Mead LS (2019). Evolution assessment: Introduction to the special issue.
Evolution: Education and Outreach 12.
Paff ML, Jack BR, Smith BL, Bull JJ, Wilke CO (2018). Combinatorial approaches to
viral attenuation. mSystems 3:e00046.
Peng C, Liu H, Goodman ED (Submitted). Handling Multi-objective Optimization
Problems with Unbalanced Constraints and their Effects on Evolutionary Algorithm
Performance Swarm and Evolutionary Computation.
Peng C, Liu H, Goodman ED (Submitted). Investigating the Performance of Evolutionary
Algorithms on Constrained Multi-objective Optimization Problems with Deceptive
Infeasible Regions.
Pontes A, Mobley R, Adami C, Ofria C, Dyer F (In press). The Evolutionary Origin of
Associative Learning The American Naturalist. https://doi.org/10.1086/706252
Pursley BR, Fernandez NL, Severin GB, Waters CM (2019). The Vc2 cyclic di-GMP
dependent riboswitch of Vibrio cholerae regulates expression of an upstream putative
small RNA by controlling RNA stability Journal of Bacteriology 201(21): e00293-19.
Qiu X, Meyerson E, Miikkulainen RC (2019). Quantifying Point-Prediction Uncertainty
in Neural Networks via Residual Estimation with an I/O Kernel arXiv:1906.00588.
Qiu X, Miikkulainen R (2019). Enhancing Evolutionary Optimization in Uncertain
Environments via Multi-Armed Bandit Algorithms arXiv.
Rajagopalan P, Holekamp KE, Miikkulainen R (2019). Factors that affect the evolution
of complex cooperative behavior ALife 2019.
Rawal A, Miikkulainen R (2019). From Nodes to Networks: Evolving Recurrent Neural
Networks Proceedings of Workshop on Metalearning at the Neural Information
Processing Systems Conference.
Rawal A, Miikkulainen RC (2019). From Nodes to Networks: Evolving Recurrent Neural
Networks arXiv:1803.04439.
Rojas CA, Theis KR, Holekamp KE (Submitted). Body site-specific microbiota vary
among sex and age classes in wild spotted hyenas FEMS Microbiology Ecology.
Rojas CA, Theis KR, Holekamp KE (In press). Host socio-ecological variables shape gut
microbiota diversity in spotted hyenas AGEP Science Today Bulletin 88(3).
Ryerkerk M, Deb K, Goodman ED, Averill RD (In press). A Survey of Metameric
Problems and Algorithms Genetic Programming and Evolvable Machines.
10.1007/s10710-019-09356-2
Severin G, Waters CM (2019). Pyrimidines and Cyclic Trinucleotides Join the Second
Messenger Symphony Cell Host & Microbe 0.1016/j.chom.2019.03.016
Shahrzad H, Hodjat B, Miikkulainen R, et al. (2019). Enhanced Optimization with
Composite Objectives and Novelty Pulsation Genetic and Evolutionary Computation
Conference Workshop Program} (GECCO-2018, Prague, Czech Republic).
Sheneman L, Schossau J, Hintze A (2019). The Evolution of Neuroplasticity and the
Effect on Integrated Information Entropy 21(5): 524.
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96.
97.
98.
99.

100.
101.

102.
103.
104.
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106.

Slade J, Watson M, MacDougall-Shackleton E (2019). "Balancing" balancing selection?
Assortative mating at the major histocompatibility complex despite molecular signatures
of balancing selection Ecology and Evolution 9(9): 5146-5147. 10.1002/ece3.5087
Stalder T, Liachko I, Top EM (2019). Linking the resistome and plasmidome to the
microbiome The ISME Journal 13: 2437-2446. 10.1038/s41396-019-0446-4
Stanley K, Clune J, Lehman J, Miikkulainen R (2019). Designing Neural Networks
through Evolutionary Algorithms Nature Machine Intelligence 1: 24-35.
Strauss E, Holekamp KE (2019). Inferring longitudinal hierarchies: Framework and
methods for studying the dynamics of dominance Journal of Animal Ecology 88(3): 521536. 10.1111/1365-2656.12951
Strauss E, Holekamp KE (2019). Social alliances improve rank and fitness in conventionbased societies Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 116(18): 8919-8924.
10.1073/pnas.1810384116
Sydykova DK, Jack BR, Spielman SJ, Wilke CO (2018). Measuring evolutionary rates of
proteins in a structural context [version 2; referees: 4 approved]. F1000Research 2018
6:1845.
Teufel AI, Johnson MM, Laurent JM, Kachroo AH, Marcotte EM, Wilke CO (2019). The
many nuanced evolutionary consequences of duplicated genes. Mol. Biol. Evol. 36:304–
314.
Teufel AI, Ritchie AM, Wilke CO, Liberles DA (2018). Using the mutation–selection
framework to characterize selection on protein sequences. Genes 9:409.
Thomas M, Ewunkem J, Boyd S, Williams D, Rhinehardt K, Han J, Harrison SH, Graves
JL (Submitted). Too Much of a Good Thing, Part II: Differential gene expression
associated with Iron (II)-resistance in Escherichia coli. Evolution, Medicine, and Public
Health.
Turner JE, Holekamp KE (In press). Anthropogenic disturbance affects responses to
model intruders by free-living spotted hyenas Ethology.
Waldron EJ, Snyder D, Fernandez NL, Sileo E, Inoyama D, Freundlich JS, Waters CM,
Cooper VS, Neiditch MB (2019). Structural Basis of DSF Recognition by its Receptor
RpfR and its Regulatory Interaction with the DSF Synthase RpfF. PLoS Biology.
10.1371/journal.pbio.3000123
Wang W, Hejase H, Liu K (Submitted). Non-parametric and semi-parametric support
estimation using SEquential RESampling random walks on biomolecular sequences
Algorithms for Molecular Biology.
Waters CM (2019). Cyclic di-GMP Increases Catalase Production and Hydrogen
Peroxide Tolerance in Vibrio cholerae Applied and Environmental Biology
85(18): e01043-19.
Waters CM (2019). Rock the Chalk: A five-year comparative analysis of a large
microbiology lecture course reveals improved outcomes of chalk-talk compared to
PowerPoint BioRxiv.
Waters CM, Goldberg J (2019). Pseudomonas aeruginosa in Cystic Fibrosis: A Chronic
Cheater Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 116 (14): 6525-6527.
Whittaker DJ, Kuzel M, Burrell M, Soini HA, Novotny MV, DuVal E (2019). Chemical
signals communicate quality in a tropical lekking songbird Animal Behaviour 151: 67-75.
10.1016/j.anbehav.2019.03.005
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107. Whittaker DJ, Slowinski SP, Alian O, Winters AD, Burrell M, Soini HA, Novotny MV,
Ketterson ED, Theis KR (2019). Experimental evidence that symbiotic bacteria produce
chemical cues in a songbird Journal of Experimental Biology 222: jeb202978.
108. Wolfe C, Tutum C, Miikkulainen R (2019). Functional Generative Design of
Mechanisms with Recurrent Neural Networks and Novelty Search GECCO 2019.
109. Yuan Y, Banzhaf W (2019). A Hybrid Evolutionary System for Automatic Software
Repair Proceedings of the Genetic and Evolutionary Computation - GECCO 2019,
Prague, Czech Republic.
110. Zettlemoyer M, Johnson S (2019). Granivore preferences for local prairie plant species
Ecological Society of America, Annual Meeting.
Book Chapters
111.
112.

113.

114.

115.
116.
117.
118.

119.
120.
121.

Hintze A (2019). Computational Evolution and Ecologically Rational Decision Making
Taming Uncertainty 285.
Amey M, Farrell-Cole P (In press). Threading Together a Successful NSF-Funded
Science and Technology Center: The Impact of Dr. Erik Goodman Evolution in Action
Past, Present, and Future: A Festschrift in Honor of Erik Goodman's 75th Birthday. Eds:
Banzhaf W et al.
Barrick JE, Deatherage D, Lenski RE (In press). A test of the repeatability of
measurements of relative fitness in the long-term evolution experiment with Escherichia
coli Evolution in Action Past, Present, and Future: A Festschrift in Honor of Erik
Goodman's 75th Birthday. Eds: Banzhaf W et al.
Burmeister A, Sullivan R, Lenski RE (In press). Fitness costs and benefits of resistance to
phage Lambda in experimentally evolved Escherichia coli Evolution in Action Past,
Present, and Future: A Festschrift in Honor of Erik Goodman's 75th Birthday. Eds:
Banzhaf W et al.
Graves JL (2019). Out of Africa: Where Faith, Race, and Science Collide Critical
Approaches to Science and Religion.
Graves JL (2019). In Defense of the Orthodoxy": Who We Are and Why Some Folks
Have a Problem With It" Critical Race Theory in the Academy.
Graves JL (2019). Fighting the Power: Race and Genomics in the 21st Century Science
with Passion and a Moral Compass.
Graves JL, Jewunkem JA, Thomas MD, Han J, Rhinehardt K, Boyd S, Edmundson R,
Jeffers-Francis LK, Harrison SH (In press). Experimental Evolution of Metal Resistance
in Bacteria Evolution in Action Past, Present, and Future: A Festschrift in Honor of Erik
Goodman's 75th Birthday. Eds: Banzhaf W et al.
Holekamp KE (In press). A strong Director facilitates the successes of all BEACON
members: a personal example Evolution in Action Past, Present, and Future: A
Festschrift in Honor of Erik Goodman's 75th Birthday. Eds: Banzhaf W et al.
Jagdish T, Wade B, Morris JJ, Blount ZD (In press). Probing the Deep Genetic Basis of a
Novel Trait in Escherichia coli Evolution in Action Past, Present, and Future: A
Festschrift in Honor of Erik Goodman's 75th Birthday. Eds: Banzhaf W et al.
Kendig C, Bartley B (2019). Synthetic kinds: kind-making in synthetic biology.
Perspectives on Classification in Synthetic Sciences: Unnatural Kinds 78-96
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Laubach ZL, Gering E, Holekamp KE, Getty T (In press). Toxoplasma gondii infections
predict hyena boldness toward definitive lion hosts in a human-altered landscape.
Evolution in Action Past, Present, and Future: A Festschrift in Honor of Erik Goodman's
75th Birthday. Eds: Banzhaf W et al.
Lenski RE (In press). 2010: A BEACON Odyssey Evolution in Action Past, Present, and
Future: A Festschrift in Honor of Erik Goodman's 75th Birthday. Eds: Banzhaf W et al.
Meyer JE, Lenski RE (In press). Subtle environmental differences have cascading effects
on the ecology and evolution of a model microbial community Evolution in Action Past,
Present, and Future: A Festschrift in Honor of Erik Goodman's 75th Birthday. Eds:
Banzhaf W et al.
Miikkulainen RC (In press). Creative AI Through Evolutionary Computation Evolution
in Action Past, Present, and Future: A Festschrift in Honor of Erik Goodman's 75th
Birthday. Eds: Banzhaf W et al.
Rojas CA (In press). How BEACON shaped my research and career trajectory Evolution
in Action Past, Present, and Future: A Festschrift in Honor of Erik Goodman's 75th
Birthday. Eds: Banzhaf W et al.
Theis KR, Whittaker DJ, Rojas CA (In press). A hologenomic approach to animal
behavior Evolution in Action Past, Present, and Future: A Festschrift in Honor of Erik
Goodman's 75th Birthday. Eds: Banzhaf W et al.
Weigel EG, McElhinny TL, Mead LS (2019). Student learning across course instruction
in genetics and evolution;
White R, Banzhaf W (2019). Putting Natural Time into Science From Astrophysics to
Unconventional Computing. Essays presented to Susan Stepney on the Occasion of her
60th birthday 1-21
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1b. Conference presentations
Talks
1.
2.
3.
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.
16.

Brown Clarke J. Leveraging Your PhD: Careers in and out of academia. Evolution 2019.
Providence, RI. 6/21/19
Brown Clarke J. Intersectionality, bias and diversity. APS: Conference for Undergraduate
Women in Physics. East Lansing, MI. 1/19/19
Brown Clarke J. Mentoring native Students for high capacity learning. Geoscience
Alliance Annual Conference. Phoenix, AZ. 9/24/19
Brown Clarke J. Fostering Inclusive Education Practices In K-12 Education By
Incorporating Traditional Knowledge in STEM Education and Curriculum. Geoscience
Alliance Conference. Phoeniz, Az. 9/24/19
Brown Clarke J. Using undergraduate research experiences as a tutor and recruiter.
Geoscience Alliance National Conference. Phoenix, AZ. 1/31/19
Brown Clarke J. Bi-directional formal mentoring is Key to High Performance Research.
Geoscience Alliance National Conference. Phoenix, AZ. 2/1/19
Brown Clarke J. Global Diversity and Inclusion Practices are Key to the Advancement of
Satellite and Space Communications. International Conference on Satellite and Space
Communication. Rome, Italy. 11/26/19
Brown Clarke J. The Key to Inclusion: intersectionality and belongingness. NSF-STC
Annual Meeting. Los Anfeles, CA. 8/27/19
Brown Clarke J. Establishing diversity, inclusion and equity as a core value across
multisite partnerships. The Center for Cellular Constrction. San Francisco, CA. 10/4/19
Bruger EL. Degenerate pathways as a model to investigate patterns of microbial
evolution. Wind River Conference.
Burmeister A. Investigative learning in undergraduate biology labs. Association of
College and University Biology Educators (ACUBE) 62nd Annual Meeting. Milwaukee,
WI. 10/20/18
Burmeister A. Evolutionary Tradeoffs Between Phage Resistance and Antibiotic
Resistance. Northeast Branch-American Society for Microbiology Region I Meeting.
Randolph, MA. 11/8/19
Burmeister A. A Dual-Receptor Phage Puts Escherichia coli in an Evolutionary DoubleBind. Phage Hunters of New York and New England Symposium. The City University of
New York. New York, NY. 5/9/19
Cheng BHC. A Multi-Disciplinary Approach to Addressing Uncertainty for HighAssurance Self-Adaptive Systems. Invited presentation for Assurance of Autonomy for
Robotic Space Missions workshop at 7th International Conference on Space Missions
Challenges for Information Technology (SMC-IT), Pasadena, California, July 2019.
Cheng BHC. A Socio-technical Approach to Automotive Security: Computer Science
and Engineering meets Criminal Justice,. 2019 Michigan Transportation and Planning
Association Conference, Lansing, Michigan, July 2019.
Cheng BHC. A Requirements-Driven and Context-Aware Approach to Assurance of
Autonomous Systems. Keynote for Joint workshops for IEEE International Conference
on Autonomic Computing (ICAC) and Self Adaptive Self-Organizing, Self-protecting
Systems (SPS), 1st Workshop on Evaluations and Measurements in Self-Aware
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17.

18.

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

Computing Systems (EMSAC’19), 3rd Workshop on Self-Aware Computing (SeAC
2019), June 2019, Umea, Sweden.
Cheng BHC. A Multidisciplinary Approach to Requirements-based Adaptive Testing of
Autonomous Systems. Keynote for 6th International Workshop on Requirements
Engineering and Testing, co-located with 41st IEEE International Conference on Software
Engineering (ICSE), May 25 – 31, 2019. Montreal, QC, Canada.
Cheng BHC. A Multidisciplinary Approach to Developing Community-Based Research
Infrastructure. Keynote for Second International Workshop on Establishing a
Community-Wide Infrastructure for Architecture-Based Software Engineering
(ECASE’19), co-located with The 41st IEEE International Conference on Software
Engineering, May 25 – 31, 2019. Montreal, QC, Canada.
Cheng BHC. Situational Crime Prevention and Automotive Cybersecurity: Computer
Science and Engineering meets Criminal Justice. 6th Annual Cybercrime Conference,
East Lansing, Michigan, April 2019.
Cheng BHC. Dealing with Uncertainty for High-Assurance Self-Adaptive Systems.
Interdisciplinary Centre for Security, Reliability and Trust, Universit du Luxembourg,
August 2018.
de Lima J, Long T. Influence of Context on the Architecture of Student-Generated
Models in an Undergraduate Introductory Biology Course. European Science Education
Research Association 2019 Conference. Bologna, Italy. 8/30/19
de Lima J, Long T. Influence of Context on the Architecture of Student-Generated
Models in Undergraduate Introductory Biology Courses. The European Conference on
Educational Research 2019. Hamburg, Germany. 9/6/19
Dolson EL, Lalejini AM, Jorgensen S, Ofria C. Interpreting the Tape of Life: Ancestrybased Analyses Provide Insights and Intuition about Evolutionary Dynamics. Alife 2019.
Newcastle, UK. 8/2/19
Dolson EL, Ofria C. Evolutionary computation as a model system for studying ecoevolutionary dynamics. Evolution 2019. Providence, RI, USA. 6/26/19
Dolson EL, Ofria C. Visualizing the Tape of Life: Exploring Evolutionary History with
Virtual Real- ity. Michigan State University Symposium on Virtual and Augmented
Reality. East Lansing, MI, USA. 10/10/18
Doore S, Subramanian S, Dover J, Molineux IJ. Molecular mechanisms of Shigella phage
Sf6 host range expansion. Molecular Genetics of Bacteria and Phages. Madison, WI.
8/9/19
Doore S, Subramanian S, Dover J, Molineux IJ. Molecular mechanisms of Shigella phage
Sf6 host range expansion. Phage/Virus Assembly Meeting. Brainerd, MN. 7/19/19
Gardner A, Espinoza B, Noble C, Amey M, Farrell-Cole PL. Conducting Research in the
21st Century: How Life Scientists Conceptualize, Operationalize, and Value
Interdisciplinary Research. Association of Interdisciplinary Studies. Detroit, MI. 7/10/05
Gondro C. Feature selection for genomic prediction. 11th BIF Genetic Prediction
Workshop. Kansas City.
Gondro C. Artificial Intelligence and Feature Selection for Genomic Prediction. Plant and
Animal Genome XXVII. San Diego.
Gondro C. Interplay between heritability, predictability and population structure.
Symposium on Nutrigenomics for Sustainable Animal Production in Korea. Dajeon,
Korea
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32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.

43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.

Grant NA. Correlated fitness responses across aerobic and anaerobic growth in a longterm evolution experiment with E. coli. ASM Microbe. San Francisco, California.
6/24/19
Graves JL. Biological Theories of Race Beyond the Millennium. IUAES Inter-Congress
World Solidarities. Poznan Poland. 8/31/19
Graves JL, Han J. Experimental evolution of gallium resistance in Escherichia coli.
International Society Evolution, Medicine, and Public Health. Zurich, Switzerland.
8/16/19
Hernandez JG, Lalejini AM, Dolson EL, Ofria C. Random Subsampling Improves
Performance in Lexicase Selection. Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Conference.
Prague, Czech Republic
Izutsu M, Lake DM, Thomas MD, Graves JL, Lenski RE. Effects of population
bottlenecks on rate of adaptation in experimental evolution with Escherichia coli.
Evolution 2019. Providence, Rhode Island, USA. 6/25/19
Johnson-Ulrich L, Benson-Amram S, Holekamp KE. Innovation and fitness. Behaviour
2019. CHICAGO, IL. 7/23/19
Lalejini AM, Dolson EL, Bohm C, Ferguson A, Parsons D, Rainford PF, Richmond P,
Ofria C. Data Standards for Artificial Life Software. Conference on Artificial Life.
Newcastle upon Tyne
Lalejini AM, Moreno MA, Ofria C. Evolving Signal-driven Digital Organisms with
SignalGP. Evolution of Complex Life (ECLife). Atlanta, Georgia
Laubach Z, Faulk C, Dolinoy D, Holekamp KE. Associations of early life environment
and DNA methylation in wild spotted hyenas. Behaviour 2019. Chicago, IL. 7/23/19
Lehmann KDS, Holekamp KE. The vocal repertoire of a highly social carnivore. Annual
Meeting of the American Society of Mammalogists. Washington, DC
Lehmann KDS, Strandburg-Peshkin A, Jensen F, Gersick AS, Holekamp KE.
Investigating Individual and Group Signatures
in Whoops, the Long Distance Calls
of the Spotted Hyena. Behaviour 2019. Chicago, IL. 7/23/19
Lenski RE. Can We Predict Evolution,
Even on a Small Scale?. 200th Anniversary Meeting of the Cambridge Philosophical
Society. Cambridge, UK
Lenski RE. Dynamics of Genome Evolution During a 30-year Experiment with E. coli.
American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology Symposium on ‚ÄúEvolution
and Core Processes in Gene Expression‚Äù. East Lansing, MI
Lenski RE. Evolution of Novel Genetic, Functional, and Ecological Interactions. Gordon
Research Conference on ‚ÄúMicrobial Population Biology‚Äù. Andover, NH.
Lenski RE. Dynamics of Phenotypic and Genomic Evolution in a Long-Term Experiment
with E. coli. Gordon Research Conference on ‚ÄúMolecular Mechanisms of
Evolution‚Äù. Easton, MA.
Lenski RE. Time Travel in Experimental Evolution. International Colloquium Horizons
in Genomic Sciences 2018. Cancun, Mexico
Lenski RE. Experimental Evolution: Evolution in Action with Bacteria and Avida.
Michigan State University Active LENS Train-the-Trainers Workshop on Digital
Evolution Educational Software. Michigan State University
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49.
50.
51.

52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.

63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.

Lenski RE. Dynamics and Repeatability of Genome Evolution During a 30-Year
Experiment with E. coli. Society for the Study of Evolution. Providence, RI
Lenski RE. Experimental Evolution: Evolution in Action with Bacteria and Avida.
Society for the Study of Evolution workshop on ‚ÄúProfessional development for
undergraduate educators‚Äù. Providence, RI
Liu K, Wuyun Q. Scalable statistical introgression mapping using approximate
coalescent-based inference. 10th ACM International Conference on Bioinformatics,
Computational Biology and Health Informatics (BCB &#039;19). Niagara Falls, NY,
USA. 9/11/19
McGee R. Genetic information gain is bounded by selection load. Evolution 2019.
Providence, Rhode Island. 6/25/19
Miikkulainen R. Creative AI Through Evolutionary Computation. Active LENS
Workshop.
Miikkulainen R. Creative AI Through Evolutionary Computation. Cognizant Leadership
Series
Miikkulainen R. Keynote: Creative AI Through Evolutionary Computation. Congress on
Evolutionary Computation, Wellington, New Zealand
Miikkulainen R. Tutorial: Evolution of Neural Networks. Congress on Evolutionary
Computation} (CEC-2019), Wellington, New Zealand,
Miikkulainen R. What is the killer application of GP?. Evostar Conference.
Miikkulainen R. Keynote: Creative AI Through Evolutionary Computation. Evostar
Conference.
Miikkulainen R. Tutorial: Evolution of Neural Networks. GECCO 2019.
Miikkulainen R. Creative AI Through Evolutionary Computation. Symposium on Back to
the Future and Beyond: Traversing the Ever-Evolving Landscape of Evolutionary
Algorithms. Technical University of Delft, the Netherlands
Miikkulainen R. Keynote: Creative AI Through Evolutionary Computation. Systemic
Risk Analytic Conference, Helsinki, Finland,
Noble C, Amey M, Farrell-Cole PL. Diversity and Inclusion in Federal STEM Grant
Requirements: Challenges and Opportunities for Changing Institutional Cultures.
Association for the Study of Higher Education (ASHE). Portland, OR. November 16,2
019
Rojas CA, Theis KR, Holekamp KE. Host and ecological variables shape the gut
microbiome in wild spotted hyenas. American Society of Microbiologists annual meeting
Rojas CA, Theis KR, Holekamp KE. Host and ecological variables shape the gut
microbiome in wild spotted hyenas. Behaviour 2019. Chicago, IL. 7/23/19
Rojas CA, Theis KR, Souza VF, Holekamp KE. Host and ecological variables shape the
gut microbiome in wild spotted hyenas. ASM Microbe. San Francisco, CA
Rojas CA, Theis KR, Souza VF, Holekamp KE. Gut microbiome varies with host social
rank, age, and individual identity in wild spotted hyenas. Behaviour 2019. Chicago, IL.
7/23/19
Schrenk M, Alian O, Anderson R, Zaneveld J. Competition and Cooperation at the Upper
Temperature Limits to Life. Astrobiology Science Conference. Bellevue, Washington
Strauss E. The dynamics of dominance in a convention-based society. Behaviour 2019.
Chicago, IL. 7/23/19
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69.
70.
71.

Waters CM. Role of chemical signaling in the evolution and adaptation of Vibrios.
International Aquaculture Meeting
Waters CM. Cyclic dinucleotides: From cholera to cancer. Windriver Conference.
Whittaker DJ. Why do birds exhibit female-biased patterns of chemical dimorphism?.
Behaviour 2019. Chicago, IL. 7/23/19
Posters

72.

73.
74.

75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.

Blount ZD, Maddamsetti R, Grant NA, Jagdish T, Sommerfeld BA, Baxter J, Barrick JE,
Lenski RE. Genome Instability and Cell Death During Adaptation of Cit+ E. coli to a
Citrate-Only Resource Environment. Gordon Research Conference in Microbial
Population Biology. Andover, NH. 7/12/19
Boyer JM, Rowley PA. yEvo: A Yeast Evolution Lab for Budding Biologists. Idaho
Conference on Undergraduate Research. Boise State University. 7/31/19
Bruger EL, Martinez-Gomez NC, Renshaw CJ, Rojas Echineque JI, Chubiz LM, Draghi
JA, Marx CJ. Detecting epistasis: approaches to measuring evolutionary constraints
within methylotrophy. Gordon Research Conference on Microbiology Population
Biology
Bush K, Harrison SH. Mutational Changes Across Pathways for Different Euryarchaeal
Lineages. Emerging Researchers National (ERN) Conference in STEM. Washington,
DC. 2/23/19
Card KJ. Historical contingency in the evolution of antibiotic resistance after decades of
relaxed selection. 2019 Microbial Population Biology Gordon Research Conference.
Andover, NH. 7/12/19
Card KJ. Historical contingency in the evolution of antibiotic resistance after decades of
relaxed selection. 2019 Molecular Mechanisms in Evolution Gordon Research
Conference. Easton, MA. 6/14/19
de Lima J, Long T. Student constructed models: factors that predict the ‚Äòwho‚Äô and
influence the ‚Äòwhat‚Äô. Gordon Research Conference - Undergraduate Biology
Education Research. Bates College, Lewiston, ME, USA. 6/28/19
de Lima J, Long T. Factors predicting students&#039; attempts at model construction.
Gordon Research Seminars - Undergraduate Biology Education Research. Bates College,
Lewiston, ME, USA. 6/23/19
Franklin J. How Many Flagella are Enough? Fitness Costs of Flagella in Salmonella
enterica. Quantitative Approaches in Biology. Northwestern University. 10/5/19
Grant NA. Changes in cell morphology across 50,000 generations of experimental
evolution with E. coli. GRC: Microbial Population Biology. Andover, NH. 7/12/19
Izutsu M, Lake DM, Dotson J, LaBar T, Lenski RE. Effects of population bottlenecks on
rate of adaptation in experimental evolution with Escherichia coli. Gordon Research
Conference and Seminar on Microbial Population Biology. Andover, NH, US. 7/12/19
Kropp I, Deb K, Roy P. A Multi-Objective Approach to Improve Crop Production in a
Sustainable Manner. 10th International Conference on Evolutionary Multi-Criterion
Optimization
Lalejini AM, Ofria C. Tag-accessed Memory. The Genetic and Evolutionary
Computation Conference (GECCO). Prague, Czech Republic
Morrow AL, Smale L. Olfactory bulb size and temporal niche in Rodentia. EEBB.
Michigan State University. 4/29/19
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86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.

94.

95.
96.

Pontes A, Panchy N. Digital Investigations on the Evolution of Prokaryote
Photosynthesis Regulation. 2019 ASBMB Symposium: Evolution and Core Processes in
Gene Expression. Michigan State University. 5/12/19
Pontes A, Panchy N. Digital Investigations on the Evolution of Prokaryote
Photosynthesis Regulation. SMBE 2019. Manchester, UK. 7/25/19
Roslund C, Rowley PA, Fredericks L. Exploring Antifungal Drugs Produced by
Brewer&#039;s Yeasts. ICUR. Boise, ID. 7/31/19
Slade J, Winters AD, Soini HA, Lambert C, Novotny MV, Theis KR, Whittaker DJ.
Examining the links between host genotype, symbiotic bacterial communities, and
chemical signals in a songbird. Behaviour 2019. Chicago. 7/27/19
Taylor B, Skophammer R, Warwick A, Dunham M. yEvo: teaching eukaryotic genetics
and evolution with yeast. Evolution 2019. Providence, RI. 6/25/19
Taylor B, Skophammer R, Warwick A, Dunham M. yEvo: Hands-On Yeast Evolution
Research for the High School Classroom. SOTL 15th Annual Teaching & Learning
Symposium. University of Washington. Seattle, WA. 4/17/19
Thompson AW, Braasch I. Annual killifish hatching enzymes and candidate genes for
teleost diapause. Mid-Michigan Symposium for Undergraduate Research Experiences.
Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI, USA. 7/24/19
Thompson AW, Braasch I. Genomic Mechanisms of Developmental Delay and
Environmentally-Cued Hatching in Annual Killifishes, an Emerging Eco-Evo-Devo
Model. Pan-American Society for Evolutionary Developmental Biology Conference.
University of Miami, Miami, FL. 8/2/19
Thompson AW, Braasch I, Arjun Krishnan. Genomic mechanisms of developmental
delay and environmentally-cued hatching in annual killifish. American Society for
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology Evolution and Core Processes in Gene Expression
Meeting. Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI. 5/12/19
Williams SN, Harrison SH. Phylogenetic Tree Topologies of Influenza Viruses.
Emerging Researchers National (ERN) Conference in STEM. Washington, DC. 2/23/19
Young R. How to quantify complex behavioral phenotypes across vertebrates:
Leveraging network analysis to study the evolution of sociality. Pan American
Evolutionary Developmental Biology

1c. Other Dissemination Activities
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Brown Clarke J. Strategically using science communication to engage diverse audiences.
Alan Alda Center for Communicating Science. Stony Brook, NY. 5/3/19. Seminar
Brown Clarke J. STEM Leaders Panel. Geoscience Alliance National Conference.
Phoenix, AZ. 2/2/19. Seminar
Brown Clarke J. Research Mentorship Training Workshop, RCR-approved. Michigan
State University-Graduate School. Esat Lansing, MI. 5/22/19. Seminar
Bruger EL. Inside out: Exploring impacts of bacterial physiology on resulting ecology
and evolution. University of Oklahoma, Norman, OK. Seminar
Burmeister A. Evolutionary and applied implications of phage resistance tradeoffs.
Biotechnology Institute, University of Minnesota. Minneapolis, MN. 10/25/18. Seminar
Burmeister A. Evolutionary Tradeoffs Between Phage Resistance and Antibiotic
Resistance. Industry Talk. AxioMx (Abcam, PLC), Branford, CT. 7/17/19. Seminar
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7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

Burmeister A. Evolutionary Tradeoffs Between Phage Resistance and Antibiotic
Resistance. Microbial Systems Seminar Series, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Cambridge, MA. 11/1/19. Seminar
Burmeister A. Guest Lecture. Genomics I SEA-Phages Course. Southern Connecticut
State University. University Class
Card KJ. Predictability and contingency in the evolution of antibiotic resistance: From
basic science to public health. 2019 Ecology, Evolutionary Biology, and Behavior
(EEBB) Colloquium. Michigan State University. 1/16/19. Seminar
Cheng BHC. Goal-Driven Approach to High-Assurance Systems Research: Sharing some
highlights and lessons. Faculty Research Seminar for MSU Summer Research
Opportunities Program (SROP), June 2019. Seminar
Cheng BHC. Addressing Uncertainty for High-Assurance Self-Adaptive Systems.
University of Toronto, Department of Computer Science Research Seminar, November
2018. Seminar
Gersick AS. Lessons from animal communication study for human interaction online.
Seminar
Goodman ED. Evolutionary Computation: Taking Artificial Intelligence beyond Deep
Learning. Torch Club International, Lansing Chapter. Kellogg Center, MSU. 3/20/19.
Lecture
Holekamp KE. Selective forces shaping the evolution of intelligence. Invited research
seminar. Oxford, OH. Seminar
Holekamp KE. Selective forces shaping the evolution of intelligence. Konstanz,
Germany. Seminar
Jones A. Simulating the evolution of the G-matrix. Evolutionary Quantitative Genetics
Workshop. Friday Harbor, Washington. 6/12/19. Lecture
Lenski RE. Time Travel in Experimental Evolution. Kenyon College. Seminar
Lenski RE. Dynamics of Phenotypic and Genomic Evolution in a Long-Term
Experiment. UCSD. Seminar
Miikkulainen R. Industrializing AI. IC2 Institute, UT Austin. Seminar
Miikkulainen R. Evolution of Neural Networks. Google Brain. Seminar
Miikkulainen R. Creative AI Through Evolutionary Computation. University of Helsinki.
Seminar
Miikkulainen R. Creative AI Through Evolutionary Computation. Intel Austin. Seminar
Nejadhashemi AP. Converting Data into Knowledge: MSU's Decision Support and
Informatics Unit. Michigan State University. East Lansing, MI. Seminar
Rojas CA, Theis KR, Souza VF, Holekamp KE. Stability and function of the gut
microbiome in wild spotted hyenas. BEACON Seminar. Lansing, MI. Seminar
Thomas MD. Adaptation to Iron (II) Intoxication in Escherichia coli. East Carolina
University. Seminar
Thompson AW, Braasch I. Genomic mechanisms of developmental delay and
environmentally-cued hatching in annual killifish. Presentation to DeWitt High School
Biology Students. Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI. High School Class
Thompson AW, Braasch I. Evolution of Annualism in Killifishes: An Eco-Evo-Devo
Approach. Early Career Scientist Seminar. University of Wisconsin-Madison, J. F. Crow
Institute for the Study of Evolution, Madison WI, USA. Seminar
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28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

Waters CM. What is cancer and how do we fight it? Biology on Tap, Lansing, MI.
Lecture
Waters CM. A symphony of second messengers. University of Minnesota-Department of
Microbiology 100 year celebration. Minneapolis, MN. Lecture
Waters CM. The ever-expanding world of cyclic di-nucleotide signaling. Seminar
Waters CM. Cyclic di-nucleotides: From cholera to cancer. Bowling Green State
University. Seminar
Waters CM. Cyclic di-nucleotides: From cholera to cancer. Uniformed Services
University. Seminar
Whittaker DJ. Using common scents: chemosignaling with symbiotic microbes in
songbirds. Integrative Biology Department Seminar, Michigan State University. Seminar
Whittaker DJ. Using common scents: chemosignaling with symbiotic microbes in
songbirds. Texas A&M University invited seminar. College Station, TX. Seminar
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2. Awards and Honors
Recipient
1

Ålund, Murielle

2

Barrick, Jeffrey

3

Card, Kyle

4

Cheng, Betty H. C.

5

Cheng, Betty H. C.

6

Dolson, Emily

7

Dolson, Emily

8

Hintze, Arend

9

Hofmann, Hans

10

Holekamp, Kay

11

Izutsu, Minako

12

Jagdish, Tanush

13

Laubach, Zachary

14

Lehmann, Kenna

15

Lehmann, Kenna

16

Lenski, Richard

17

Lenski, Richard
Lu, Zhichao; Whalen,
Ian; Boddeti, Vishnu;
Dhebar, Yashesh; Deb,
Kalyanmoy; Goodman,
Erik; Banzhaf, Wolfgang

18

Award Name and Sponsor
Evolutionary, Ecological or Conservation
Genomics Research Award, American
Genetic Association
Fellow of the Lorene Morrow Kelley
Professorship in Microbiology, UT Austin
Department of Molecular Biosciences
Russell B. DuVall Scholar Award, MSU
Department of Microbiology & Molecular
Genetics
Most Influential Paper (MIP) Award for RE
2019 originally appeared in the Proceedings
of 17th IEEE International Requirements
Engineering Conference (RE09)
Most Influential Paper (MIP) Award for
MODELS 2019 originally appeared in the
Proceedings of the ACM/IEEE International
Conference on Model Driven Engineering
Languages and Systems (MoDELS 2009)
Outstanding Service, International Society
for Artificial Life
Outstanding Student Research, International
Society for Artificial Life
Outstanding Young Researcher Award,
International Society for Artificial Life
Exemplar Award, Indiana University Center
for Integrative Study of Animal Behavior
Distinguished Animal Behaviorist, Animal
Behavior Society
Ralph Evans Award, MSU Department of
Microbiology and Molecular Genetics
Bruce Levin Best Poster Award, Gordon
Conference on Microbial Population Biology
College of Natural Science Dissertation
Completion Fellowship, Michigan State
University
Outstanding Doctoral Student Mentor
Award, Michigan State University Graduate
School
Dissertation Completion Fellowship,
Michigan State University Graduate School
Outstanding Faculty Award, College of
Natural Science, Michigan State University
D. C. White Award for "Distinguished
accomplishments in interdisciplinary
research and mentoring in microbiology"

Best Paper Award, Evolutionary Machine
Learning, GECCO
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Date

Award Type

2019

Scientific

2019

Scientific

2019

Scientific

2019

Scientific

2019

Scientific

2019

Scientific

2019

Scientific

2019

Scientific

2019

Scientific

2019

Scientific

2019

Scientific

2019

Scientific

2019

Fellowhsip

2019

EducationRelated

2019
2019

Fellowship
Scientific,
EducationRelated

2019

Scientific

2019

Scientific
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19

Miikkulainen, Risto

20

Parent, Kristin

21

Pennock, Robert

22

Rojas, Connie

23

Rojas, Connie

24

Rojas, Connie

25

Shade, Ashley

26

Thomas, Misty

27

Turner, Paul

28
29

Turner, Paul
Wilke, Claus

Evolutionary Computation Pioneer Award,
IEEE Computational Intelligence Society
Burroughs Wellcome Fund Investigators in
the Pathogenesis of Infections Disease
Award
University Distinguished Professor,
Michigan State University
Outstanding Abstract Award, American
Society for Microbiology
Alliances for Graduate Education and the
Professoriate (AGEP) Scholar Award
EEBB Summer Fellowship, Michigan State
University
2019-2023 Ecological Society of America
(ESA) Early Career Fellow
Peggy Cotter Award for Early Career Branch
Members, American Society for
Microbiology
Elected Member, National Academy of
Sciences
Elected Member, American Academy of Arts
& Sciences
Elected Member, American Physical Society
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2019

Scientific

2019

Scientific

2019

Scientific

2019

Scientific

2019

Scientific

2019

Fellowship

2019

Scientific

2019

Scientific

2019

Scientific

2019
2019

Scientific
Scientific
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3. Undergraduate, M.S. and Ph.D. students who graduated during the
reporting period

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Student Name

Degree

Emily Dolson
Hannah Jordt
Shaunak Kar
Zach Laubach

PhD
PhD
PhD

Years to
Degree
6
6
5

PhD
PhD
PhD
PhD
PhD
PhD
PhD
Masters

5
5
3
6
5
5
5
2

Thassyo Pinto
Proteek Roy
Jory Schossau
Dariya Sydykova
Ali Tehrani
Chelsea Weitekamp
Ian Whalen
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Placement
Postdoc, Cleveland Clinic
Postdoc, Michigan Technological Research
Institute
Research Scientist, KLA
Postdoc, MSU
Data Scientist, Valkyrie Intel
Postdoc, Environmental Protection Agency
Quantum Black
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4a. General outputs of knowledge transfer activities
None to report.

4b. Other outputs of knowledge transfer activities
None to report.
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6. Summary listing of all the Center’s research, education, knowledge and
other institutional partners
Organization
Name
1

Organization
Type

Address

Contact
Name

Ford Motor
Company
Continental
Automotive GmbH

Company

3

General Motors

Company

4

Axia Institute

Company

5
6

Hyundai MOBIS
ZF

Company
Company

7

BBN-Raytheon

Company

8

Sentient
Technologies, Inc.
Yale University

Company

10

University of
California, Irvine

Other
(Academic)

Irvine, CA 92697

Adriana
Briscoe

11

Spelman College

Other
(Academic)

350 Spelman Ln
Atlanta, GA 30314

Aditi Pai

12

International
Society for
Artificial Life
National
Association of
Biology Teachers
Biological Sciences
Curriculum Study
(BSCS)
Concord
Consortium
Society for the
Study of Evolution
Society for
Systematic
Biologists
American Society
of Naturalists

Other

2

9

13
14
15
16
17
18

Company

Other
(Academic)

Vahrenwalder Straße 9
30165 Hanover
Germany
PO Box 33170
Detroit, MI 48232-5170
715 E Main St Ste 115
Midland, MI 48640
12001 Tech Center Drive
Livonia, Michigan 48150
10 Moulton St
Cambridge, MA 02138
One California St., Suite 2300
San Francisco, CA 94111
New Haven, CT 06520

Paul Turner

Charles
Ofria

Type of
Partner
KT

160
hours/
more?
N

KT

N

KT

N

KT

N

KT
KT

N
N

KT

N

KT

Y

Research,
Education,
Diversity
Research,
Education,
Diversity
Research,
Education,
Diversity
Research,
Education

Y
Y
Y
N

Other

1313 Dolley Madison Blvd,
Suite 402, McLean, VA 22101

Education

N

Other

5415 Mark Dabling Boulevard
BSCS Building
Colorado Springs, CO 80918
25 Love Lane
Concord, MA 01742
4475 Castleman Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63110-3201

Education

Y

Education

Y

Education

N

Other

Education

N

Other

Education

N

Other
Other
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7. Summary table
1

2

3

4

The number of participating institutions (all academic institutions that
participate in activities at the Center)
This value should match the number of institutions listed in Section I,
Item 1 of the report plus other additional academic institutions that
participate in Center activities as listed in the table above.
The number of institutional partners (total number of non-academic
participants, including industry, states, and other federal agencies, at
the Center)
This value should match the number of partners listed in the table in
Section VIII, Item 6 (above)
The total leveraged support for the current year (sum of funding for
the Center from all sources other than NSF-STC) [Leveraged funding
should include both cash and in-kind support that are related to Center
activities, but not funds awarded to individual PIs.]
This value should match the total of funds in Section X, Item 4 of
“Total” minus “NSF-STC” for cash and in-kind support
The number of participants (total number of people who utilize center
facilities; not just persons directly supported by NSF). Please
EXCLUDE affiliates (click for definition)
This value should match the total number of participants listed in
Section VIII, Item 5 (above)
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$1,511,714
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8.8. Media publicity
Press Releases
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

10/25/19: Bird bacteria is key to communication and mating
https://msutoday.msu.edu/news/2019/bird-bacteria-is-key-to-communication-and-mating/
10/15/19: Richard Lenski receives prestigious interdisciplinary research, mentoring award
https://msutoday.msu.edu/news/2019/richard-lenski-receives-prestigious-interdisciplinaryresearch-mentoring-award/
9/19/19: Evolution of learning is key to better artificial intelligence
https://msutoday.msu.edu/news/2019/evolution-of-learning-is-key-to-better-artificialintelligence/
6/27/19: Lyman Briggs professor named University Distinguished Professor
https://msutoday.msu.edu/news/2019/lyman-briggs-professor-named-universitydistinguished-professor/
11/19/18: MSU prof elected to the American Philosophical Society
https://msutoday.msu.edu/news/2018/msu-prof-elected-to-the-american-philosophicalsociety/
11/13/18: Top alumni honored during Alumni Grand Awards Gala
https://msutoday.msu.edu/news/2018/top-alumni-honored-during-alumni-grand-awards-gala/
11/8/18: Is it possible to replay the tape of life? https://msutoday.msu.edu/news/2018/is-itpossible-to-replay-the-tape-of-life/
Media Coverage

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

10/14/19: Daily Texan: UT molecular evolution professor named 2019 American Physical
Society Fellow https://www.dailytexanonline.com/2019/10/14/ut-molecular-evolutionprofessor-named-2019-american-physical-society-fellow
9/27/19: Futurity: The evolution of learning could boost AI
https://www.futurity.org/evolution-of-learning-artificial-intelligence-2170662/
9/18/19: The American Naturalist: The evolutionary origin of associative learning
https://amnat.org/an/newpapers/Jan-Pontes.html
9/18/19: Infectious Diseases Hub: Identifying novel antifungal proteins from ‘killer yeasts’ –
an interview with Paul Rowley https://www.id-hub.com/2019/09/18/identifying-novelantifungal-proteins-killer-yeasts-interview-paul-rowley/
9/3/19: Resilient Us: Ep 14. Risto Miikkulainen: AI, Adversity, and A new Era of Work
http://resilientus.libsyn.com/ep-14-risto-miikkulainen-ai-adversity-and-a-new-era-of-work
8/29/19: Lansing City Pulse: Live, work, play at The Roost
https://lansingcitypulse.com/stories/live-work-play-at-the-roost,13199
8/12/19: Fox 47 News: New bat houses along Lansing River Trail
https://www.fox47news.com/yes/new-bat-houses-along-lansing-river-trail
7/14/19: Impact 89 FM: The Sci-Files – Connie Rojas- Spotted Hyena Microbiomes
https://impact89fm.org/81027/podcasts/exposure/the-sci-files-07-14-2019-connie-rojasspotted-hyena-microbiomes/
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

7/12/19: Impact 89 FM: The Sci-Files – Kyle Card and Jasper Gomez – Mentoring and
Antibiotic Resistance https://impact89fm.org/81157/podcasts/exposure/the-sci-files-07-212019-kyle-card-and-jasper-gomez-antibiotic-resistance/
7/19/19: MSU Today: Nkrumah Grant: From GED to PhD
https://msutoday.msu.edu/360/2019/nkrumah-grant-from-ged-to-phd/
6/25/19: Microbiology Society: Could "killer yeasts" be the key to treating drug
resistant Candida glabrata? https://microbiologysociety.org/news/society-news/could-killeryeasts-be-the-key-to-treating-drug-resistant-candida-glabrata.html
6/18/19: WKAR: MSU Scientist Excels While Dealing With Syndromes
https://www.wkar.org/post/msu-scientist-excels-while-dealing-syndromes
6/17/19: WKAR: From GED to Ph.D., Science Turns MSU Student's Life Around
https://www.wkar.org/post/ged-phd-science-turns-msu-students-life-around
5/20/19: Daily Beast: How A.I. Engineered the Most Delicious, Efficient Basil Ever
https://www.thedailybeast.com/how-ai-engineered-the-most-delicious-efficient-basil-ever
5/1/19: Audubon Magazine: Here's why birds rub their beaks on stuff
https://www.audubon.org/news/heres-why-birds-rub-their-beaks-stuff
4/2/19: Science Daily: The future of agriculture is computerized
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/04/190403155408.htm
3/11/19: PBS Nova: For Hyenas, Climbing the Social Ladder is Easier with Friends
https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/article/hyenas-climbing-social-ladder-easier-friends/
3/6/19: Forbes: The Genetic History Of Brewer's Yeast
https://www.forbes.com/sites/linhanhcat/2019/03/06/genetic-history-of-brewersyeast/#6cb2ed286c96
2/28/19: ZDNet: IT leader Cognizant evolves AI beyond 'hill climbing'
https://www.zdnet.com/article/cognizant-tech-explores-the-evolution-of-ai/
1/27/19: The Atlantic: The 500-year long science experiment
https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2019/01/500-year-long-scienceexperiment/581155/
1/2/19: PBS: Decoding Watson https://www.pbs.org/video/decoding-watson-ua6jjx/
12/5: The Conversation: We asked artificial intelligence to analyze a graphic novel — and
found both limits and new insights https://theconversation.com/we-asked-artificialintelligence-to-analyze-a-graphic-novel-and-found-both-limits-and-new-insights-107331
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IX. INDIRECT/OTHER IMPACTS
1. Please describe any international activities in which the Center has engaged. If they
are described elsewhere in the report, highlight them without going into great detail.
Africa: BEACON support helps Kay Holekamp and her collaborators train Kenyan graduate
students, educate Masai women and students in local elementary schools in a rural area in
southwestern Kenya, and give many talks each year to lay audiences in both the USA and Kenya.
BEACON also facilitates maintenance of the field infrastructure needed to continue Holekamp’s
very successful NSF-funded international REU training program for American undergraduates in
Kenya. Current BEACON support also facilitates a collaboration that is helping to advance the
career of an impressive young Ethiopian scientist, Dr. Gidey Yirga. BEACON seed money
allowed Holekamp to generate pilot data that enabled her to get funding from the Human
Frontiers in Science Program to conduct a large-scale field experiment in 2020 with
collaborators from Europe and Australia. Finally, BEACON support allows Holekamp’s group to
continue working closely with film and print media in the USA and abroad. For example, author
Sy Montgomery and photographer Nic Bishop published an illustrated book for 5th-8th graders
in 2018, featuring Dr. Holekamp and her long-term work with spotted hyenas entitled "The
Hyena Scientist" as part of their Scientists in the Field series.
Asia: Two faculty members from China (Professor Lihong Xu, Tongji University and Meng
Yao, East China Normal University) visited BEACON for extended periods in 2016-17, each
funded primarily by the visitor's host institution or a grant from their government. During the
reporting period, Prof. Xu's student, Chunteng Bao, spent time as a visiting scholar in BEACON,
working with Goodman on developing a new non-dominated sorting algorithm (with a paper
recently accepted) and on a novel multi-objective optimization algorithm employing separate
diversity and convergence archives. Goodman continued to collaborate with last year’s visitor,
Leilei Cao, on decomposition-based evolutionary multi-objective algorithms for dynamic
optimization problems. Work continues with Prof. Xu and his group on the Greenhouse Control
project. Goodman and Erik Runkle (MSU) and MSU grad student José Llera visited China in
November, 2016 and Goodman visited again in November, 2017, to continue that collaboration
with the project’s many members in China. Prof. Xu’s team is working with an experimental
greenhouse at Tongji University’s Jiading Campus and a much larger one on ChongMing Island
near Shanghai to test control algorithms developed by the team. Dr. Yuanping Su is also a
visiting postdoctoral scholar at BEACON, working with Goodman, 2018-19.
To facilitate continuation of the extensive collaboration going on between Goodman and
Prof. Zhun Fan (Shantou University) and his colleagues in the newly established Guangdong
Provincial Key Laboratory of Digital Signal and Image Processing of Shantou University,
BEACON signed a five-year agreement establishing the International Joint Research Center for
Evolutionary Intelligence and Engineering Applications, dated July 25, 2014. Goodman has
visited to work with faculty members from Shantou University and Guangzhou University of
Technology each year since, and visited again in October, 2019. This joint work has already
resulted in numerous publications. Prof. Hailin Liu, Guangdong University of Technology, a
collaborator on the project, was a visiting scholar at BEACON from May, 2015 through June,
2016, and returned to continue that visit in October, 2016. His Ph. D. student, Chaoda Peng, is a
visiting scholar working with Goodman 2018-2020.
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Europe: Lenski continues to collaborate with researchers in France to characterize genetic
changes in the long-term evolution experiment with E. coli. Lenski and Ofria recently renewed a
CNRS-funded grant that supports travel between their two groups and those of research groups
in Grenoble and Lyon working on microbial and digital evolution; Lenski plans to travel to
France (November 2019) to discuss this research. Also, Lenski spoke about evolution-in-action
experiments at a colloquium on “Horizons in Genomic Sciences” in Mexico (December 2018)
and at the 200th Anniversary Meeting of the Cambridge (UK) Philosophical Society (March
2019).
2. Please use this space to describe other goals, impacts, or influences related to the
Center’s progress and achievement during the current reporting period that may not have
been captured in another section of the report. (optional)
N/A
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